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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
STEPHEN P. YOUNGER

Honoring Steven C. Krane:
A Legacy of Service,
A Lawyer of Integrity

O

ur 104th President, Steven C.
Krane, loved to quote Winston
Churchill’s words: “We make
a living by what we get. We make
a life by what we give.” This past
summer, we sadly said an untimely
good-bye to Steve – who was a dear
friend and colleague. When judged
by Churchill’s words, my what a life
Steve lived.
While he was taken from us far too
soon, Steve left behind an incomparable legacy of service to the public and to
our profession. Steve’s legacy will live
on in each one of us, as we pay tribute
to his dedication to giving back and
his commitment to integrity. After all,
it was Steve who reminded us shortly
after the tragic events of 9/11 that “we
have the power as a profession to make
this world a far better place.” That was
the optimism in Steve, and only one of
the many lessons that can be gleaned
from his incredible life.

A Legacy of Service
Steve’s life is a lesson in service. Steve
loved the Bar Association. He threw
himself into every bar activity he could
find, and used each opportunity to
serve the profession and the public.
From promoting access to justice for
the poor to securing loan assistance for
public interest lawyers answering the
call of duty in the aftermath of 9/11,
Steve challenged us all to do more for
our communities.
From the moment he joined the State
Bar, Steve’s appetite for bar work was
endless. There was hardly a commit-

tee that did not receive the benefit of
his hard work and expertise. To Steve,
making new friends through bar work
was itself enough of a reward.
In his first State Bar President’s
Message, Steve told us that when he
first entered State Bar headquarters, he
felt he had found “a long-lost family.”
This was his theme throughout his
presidency. In characterizing his role
as “leading our family” of lawyers, he
set the example by working tirelessly
to promote volunteerism.
It was in that vein that he conceived
SLAPI (Student Loan Assistance for the
Public Interest), a committee dedicated
to offering loan assistance to public
interest lawyers, who often graduate
nearly $100,000 in debt. In his memory,
The New York Bar Foundation is supporting this program with a memorial fund bearing Steve’s name. Those
wishing to make donations can do so
at www.tnybf.org.
Steve’s spirit of giving was perhaps
never more critical to our Association
– indeed to the world – than in the
aftermath of the horrific events of 9/11.
Under his incredible leadership, the
State Bar joined with the Governor and
the Chief Judge to answer the call to
assist the thousands of people affected
by the terrorist attacks.
Steve created a toll-free number for
9/11 victims seeking answers to lawrelated questions and for clients seeking information about attorneys who
worked near Ground Zero. Steve rallied the State Bar to help lawyers who
had been displaced from their offices.

Due to his mobilization efforts, calls
came in from all across the nation with
offers of pro bono assistance, temporary office space and office equipment.
Steve frequently recounted how
etched in his mind were the faces of
the numerous attorneys who stood on
line to offer pro bono help to 9/11 victims, and who gave so unselfishly during one of our nation’s darkest hours.
As Steve said, this was “the best the
legal profession has to offer” and was
“a time to be proud” of the lawyers
everywhere who came forward to help
in the true spirit of pro bono service
and volunteerism.
In October, we will celebrate our
second annual National Pro Bono
Week. We will honor the thousands
of our members who do the public
good through pro bono service. As we
recognize the good that we do, let us
remember the heritage of service that
we, as a family of lawyers, inherited
from one of our great leaders, Steve
Krane.

A Lawyer of Integrity
Steve’s life is also a lesson in integrity.
He was a pioneer in the field of legal

STEPHEN P. YOUNGER can be reached at
syounger@nysba.org.
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ethics. He chaired our committees on
Legal Fee Regulation, Cross-Border
Legal Practice and Multi-Disciplinary
Practice. For many years, he chaired
our Committee on Standards of
Attorney Conduct, which helped bring
New York’s ethics rules into the modern era. (Of course, when he presented the revised rules to our House of
Delegates, he had to wear his favorite
Red Sox hat.)
No study of the profession was
complete without Steve’s imprimatur. Just last year, Governor David
Paterson tapped Steve to serve on the
Commission on Public Integrity. With
confidence in our government institutions at an all-time low, who better to
call on than Steve to help restore trust
in the pillars of our democracy?

As a member of the American Bar
Association’s Board of Governors,
Steve was instrumental in the creation
of the ABA Commission on Ethics
20/20, which is looking at how our
ethics rules need to adapt to our global,
technological world.
Steve was always willing to share
his extensive knowledge with others.
He taught professional responsibility at
Columbia Law School and gave countless lectures on ethics issues. He was
a passionate mentor to many young
lawyers who would seek him out for
advice. Steve himself had wonderful
mentors, but he paid back that debt
many times over.
We are so fortunate to have benefited from Steve’s efforts to shape
our profession through his service and

integrity. He set an enormous example
for us all to follow. Steve reminded us
that not only do we, as a profession,
have the power to better the world
around us, we also have “an obligation
to use that power to advance the cause
of justice and freedom throughout our
state and our nation.”
During his term, Steve challenged
each State Bar member to choose one
project “that would improve the law,
our legal system or our society.” He
urged each of us to choose something
of importance to us and to dedicate
ourselves to it. Imagine the difference that could be made if each of us
accepted that challenge today. In the
words of Steve Krane, “I exhort each
of you to go forth and give.”
■

There are millions of
reasons to do Pro Bono.
(Here are some.)

Each year in communities across New York State, indigent people face literally millions of
civil legal matters without assistance. Women seek protection from an abusive spouse.
Children are denied public benefits. Families lose their homes. All without benefit of legal
counsel. They need your help.
If every attorney volunteered at least 20 hours a year and made a financial contribution to
a legal aid or pro bono program, we could make a difference. Please give your time and
share your talent.

Call the New York State Bar Association today at
518-487-5640 or go to www.nysba.org/probono
to learn about pro bono opportunities.
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Is It Back to
Business as
Usual . . .
Or Not?
By Gary A. Munneke

GARY A. MUNNEKE (GMunneke@
law.pace.edu) is a professor of
law at Pace Law School in White
Plains, New York, where he teaches
Professional Responsibility, Law
Practice Management, and the
Legal Profession. Professor Munneke
is Chair of the New York State
Bar Association’s Law Practice
Management Committee.

B

eginning in 2008, the marketplace for legal services
underwent the same downward spiral that struck
the rest of the American, and to some extent the
world, economy. Although the big headlines focused on
the near-collapse of the housing and mortgage industries, the collapse of major banking institutions, and the
bankruptcy of American automakers General Motors and
Chrysler, the effects of multiple economic crises trickled
down through nearly all segments of the American economy. Joblessness was up; company profits were down;
new construction projects dried up. Some commentators
even dared to utter the “D” word in their assessment of
the economy.
Trends in the legal marketplace tracked the economy
in general. As business declined, the amount of legal
work correspondingly constricted. Corporate clients trying to cut costs often viewed legal services as a target for
cutbacks, affecting both in-house and outside counsel.
Law firms representing individuals found that people
who are out of work, or who have less disposable income,
are less likely to seek legal assistance for planning activi-

ties and preventive legal services. They might still hire a
lawyer to defend them in a DUI case, but they are more
likely to put off estate planning, and be willing to represent themselves pro se in lieu of retaining legal counsel.
Real estate work – both commercial and residential – all
but dried up, along with many other practice areas. Only
the bankruptcy and workout lawyers were doing well, it
seemed.
In law firms, as business declined, profits, and ergo
partner compensation, declined. To reduce costs, firms
explored the feasibility of outsourcing legal and support work. They reduced the size of summer associate programs; laid off lawyers and staff at every level;
some firms even de-equitized less productive partners.
The pace of law firm mergers slowed, as capital to
expand evaporated and partners became more risk
averse. Planned expansions were replaced by unforeseen
diasporas, as some firms went out of business, leaving
the former lawyers to fend for themselves, and other
firms lost partners and practice groups who departed for
greener pastures.
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Amidst this upheaval in the law firm world, the
job market for law school graduates disintegrated.
Not only were there fewer jobs, but job offers for some
grads were rescinded, and others were told to postpone their starting dates. According to the National
Association for Law Placement, the percentage of lawyers employed nine months after graduation declined
from 91.7% in 2007, to 88.3% in 2009. It is not readily
apparent, but these figures include an increase (from
3.3% to 5%) in the number of graduates hanging out
a shingle and a whopping 25% who described their
jobs as “temporary.” In addition, some of these tempo-

and choose a course that actualizes the future we want
for ourselves.
Lawyers, for the most part, fall into the first two categories: they either think that they can outlive the changes
that they do not want to face, like the senior partner who
has never touched a computer keyboard, much less a
BlackBerry, and never will; or they assume that whatever
happens, they have the smarts and the kismet to make
the right decisions and land on their feet. The annals of
business failure are replete with stories of individuals and
organizations that chose to roll the dice and bet that they
would be spared the fate of others swept away by the

The question is not whether change is afoot, but how
much will change – that is, will the profession experience an
evolution or a revolution?
rary jobs were created by law schools to help former
students bridge the gap between temporary and permanent employment; only 70.4% indicated that they
needed a JD degree in order to be hired in their current
job. To top off this toxic cocktail, a backlog of unemployed and underemployed graduates from the Classes
of 2008 and 2009 will compete with the Class of 2010
and a host of laid-off associates looking for work in the
recovering economy.
Haven’t we all heard enough of those stories? So this
column is not about the recession; it is about the recovery
and the perplexing quandary posed in the title: “Is It Back
to Business as Usual . . . Or Not?” Are all the changes
in forms of practice, alternative billing proposals, hiring patterns and shifts in the marketplace products of
a downturned national economy, or do they represent a
sea change in the way lawyers deliver services to clients?
Did the recession precipitate these changes by starting a
chain reaction that will continue during the recovery, or
did the recession mask forces that were already at work
in the legal profession before the economic downturn? As
the economy improves will law firm lawyers go back to
organizations that were just like they were in 2007, before
the fall, or will they discover that even the new good
times will not slacken the transformation of law practice
into something they scarcely recognize?
The future is not easy to predict, and honestly if I
were any good at it, I would not be writing this column.
Yet, as the saying goes, change happens. We can ignore it
and hope it goes away, or rush to retire before it uproots
our comfortable status quo. We can react to it, relying on
lightning-fast intellects to fashion feasible responses on
the fly. We can try to create contingency plans for situations that may occur, so that we can be prepared when
the time is right. Or, we can explore alternative futures
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tsunami of change, that their corner of the beach would
prove to be a safe harbor against the waves.
Really, the question is not whether change is afoot, but
how much we will change – that is, will the profession
experience an evolution or a revolution? Looking back
over the past 50 years, it is apparent that the practice of
law has changed dramatically. Some of these changes, in
no particular order, are:
• Diversity. The legal profession has evolved from
a bastion of old white males to a younger, more
diverse mix including women, African Americans,
Latinos, gays, and other underrepresented groups.
• Technology. It has not only permeated every facet of
the practice of law, it has revolutionized a variety of
legal processes, changed the relationship between
lawyers and clients, and produced a host of problems never imagined by a lawyer graduating from
law school in 1960.
• Legal education has evolved from a totally Socratic
experience to one that includes clinics, skills courses, internships and externships, and distance learning. A bevy of new law schools have proliferated,
dramatically increasing the number of graduates
and practicing lawyers.
• Firm size and firm structure. Firms have gotten bigger and bigger, and they have experimented with
a variety of new models, including branch offices,
non-equity partnerships, non-hourly billing, and
the outsourcing of legal work, to name a few. Small
firms and solo practitioners sometimes feel like
endangered species surrounded by the growing
BigLaw community. Few lawyers spend their entire
professional lives in one organization.
• Clients’ needs. Their needs have shifted and their
demands have become louder. Corporate clients

resist paying for the training of new associates
and scrutinize bills more carefully than ever. They
are willing to change law firms when they are not
happy with the work, and often dole out legal work
to a variety of firms to avoid becoming too dependent on one firm. Individual clients are much more
willing to question the decisions of their lawyers
and increasingly choose to represent themselves
pro se or use self-help forms instead of a lawyer to
resolve legal problems.
• Competition. The practice of law has become more
competitive, not only internally, but externally. Since
1977, lawyers have been allowed to advertise their
availability to provide legal services to potential
clients (an issue addressed by the Second Circuit
in March of this year in New York in Alexander v.
Cahill). Nonlegal service providers vie openly with
lawyers for a variety of professional services, and
some lawyers entered the gray area of affiliating
with these providers.
• Practice horizons. The practice of law has become
increasingly multijurisdictional, and in many cases
multinational. Before 1960, most lawyers practiced
in a single county, city or even village. Statewide
and nationwide practices were not unheard of, but
were not common either. Today, globalized busi-

ness activities, worldwide transportation links and
the Internet have created a vast interconnected web
in which lawyers from one place can work on legal
problems thousands of miles away.
• Professional standards. Standards, values and
liability have evolved, through two revisions of our
ethics codes – the ABA adopted the Model Code of
Professional Conduct in 1969 and replaced it with
the Model Rules of Professional Conduct in 1983
(New York adopted its version of the Model Rules
in 2009). The practice of law is viewed by many
as increasingly business-oriented, and other longstanding professional mores have arguably undergone erosion. Clients unhappy with the services
they receive are increasingly willing to sue their
lawyers for professional liability or file a grievance
with a disciplinary committee.
These changes affect the way lawyers manage
their firms, their work and their professional lives.
Paradoxically, lawyers have the tools to make their lives
easier, but many complain that quite the opposite has
happened. As the sun begins to peek out from the recessionary clouds that have darkened the skies for the last
two years, we may find ourselves emerging into a land
that does not feel altogether familiar. Like Dorothy in
the classic movie The Wizard of Oz, whose house is swept
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up in a tornado, and when she opens the door discovers
that she’s not in Kansas anymore, lawyers are opening
the door to a brave new world, rich with new sights and
opportunities, and fraught with new dangers and challenges. The big difference is we cannot click our heels
together three times and return home. That home is no
longer there. We are, if not stuck in Oz, certainly in a
world that is new and different and still changing under
our feet.
In this issue of the Journal, the editors have assembled
a collection of articles that address not so much speculation about the future per se, but thoughtful reflections on
how lawyers can practically, realistically and successfully cope with the change that is all around them. These
authors offer a post-downturn perspective on managing
a law practice in such an environment.

Lawyers are opening the door
to a brave new world, rich with
new sights and opportunities,
and fraught with new dangers
and challenges.
In Part One of her article, “Training Lawyers for the
Real World,” Dean Rachel Littman explores the conundrum of preparing new lawyers for the practice of law. If
law schools do not teach students practice skills, but law
firms expect new lawyers to be practice-ready when they
arrive for work, how will neophyte lawyers be trained
and who will do it? This month, Dean Littman will examine the problem; next month, in Part Two, she will offer
readers practical solutions.
Dr. Silvia Hodges takes on the ambivalent attitude
of lawyers and the legal profession to marketing their
services in “But We Don’t ‘Do’ Marketing.” She observes
that the legal marketplace is a competitive one, makes
the case for the necessity of marketing and assesses what
marketing involves. The article goes on to describe the
forces that drive marketing decisions generally, concluding with specific advice for law firms as to how to
respond to these forces in the practice of law.
In his article “A New Philosophy for Managing
Partners and Law Firm Structure,” consultant Joel Rose
notes that “law firms, large and small, are questioning
long-standing views about firm management and structure.” Mr. Rose focuses on the need to have a management philosophy, to build a rational structure around that
philosophy, and to develop the leadership to implement
that philosophy and structure, even as law firms evolve
with the changing times.
Dr. Mark Sirkin, a consultant with Hildebrant Baker
Robbins, explores the lessons that lawyers can learn
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from neuroscience in “Managing Your Brain – A User’s
Guide.” Although we understand that the brain is critical to effective lawyering, many of us do not know how
the mechanics of the brain affect the things we do and
the decisions we make. Understanding the science of the
brain can help us practice more effectively.
Shifting gears, Kim Swetland tackles the ubiquitous
topic of procurement. To the unsophisticated, this means
getting the stuff you need to be able to practice law,
when you need it, at the right price. An apocryphal story
recounts the three-hour debate at a partners’ meeting at
a large Texas firm over what kind of legal pads to buy; it
doesn’t have to be that way, and Ms. Swetland will show
you how. Her article, “Everything You Need to Run Your
Office,” adapted from Best Practices in Legal Management
(NYSBA 2010), offers practical advice on everything from
purchasing to RFPs, in clear concise language even lawyers will be able to understand.
In “Up Close and Personal with New York’s
Engagement Letter Rules,” lawyer Devika Kewalramani
dissects New York’s engagement letter rule (Rule 1215
of title 22 of the N.Y.C.R.R.), and offers advice on the
requirements and pitfalls inherent in the rule. This is a
must read for every lawyer who is retained by clients and
subject to the rule.
If, as many observers believe, the transformation of
the legal profession is a work-in-progress and not a fait
accompli, we all need to be thinking about how we will
survive the challenges that accompany change, fit into the
emerging landscape, and fulfill our professional aspirations. To be continued . . .
■
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Enjoyment of Life
Introduction
The second paragraph of the
Declaration of Independence, in language still inspiring more than two
centuries later, begins with the ringing
phrase:
We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.

The pursuit of happiness, the desire
and right to enjoy life, is recognized
in New York as an item of damages
in cases involving personal injury and
wrongful death.

Loss of Enjoyment of Life
The Court of Appeals, in McDougald v.
Garber, explained the claim of loss of
enjoyment of life and its relationship to
pain and suffering:
There is no dispute here that the
fact finder may, in assessing nonpecuniary damages, consider the
effect of the injuries on the plaintiff’s capacity to lead a normal
life. Traditionally, in this State and
elsewhere, this aspect of suffering
has not been treated as a separate
category of damages; instead, the
plaintiff’s inability to enjoy life to
its fullest has been considered one
type of suffering to be factored into
a general award for nonpecuniary damages, commonly known as
pain and suffering.1

At issue in McDougald was the level
of awareness in order to recover for
pain and suffering and, hence, loss of
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enjoyment of life, as well as whether
loss of enjoyment of life was a category
of damages to be considered separately
from pain and suffering.2
Explaining the level of awareness
necessary in order to permit recovery,
the Court stated:
[C]ognitive awareness is a prerequisite to recovery for loss of
enjoyment of life. We do not go so
far, however, as to require the fact
finder to sort out varying degrees
of cognition and determine at what
level a particular deprivation can
be fully appreciated. With respect
to pain and suffering, the trial
court charged simply that there
must be “some level of awareness”
in order for plaintiff to recover. We
think that this is an appropriate
standard for all aspects of nonpecuniary loss. No doubt the standard ignores analytically relevant
levels of cognition, but we resist
the desire for analytical purity in
favor of simplicity. A more complex
instruction might give the appearance of greater precision but, given
the limits of our understanding
of the human mind, it would in
reality lead only to greater speculation.3

The Court next addressed whether
loss of enjoyment of life was a claim
separately compensable from pain and
suffering:
The advocates of separate awards
contend that because pain and suffering and loss of enjoyment of life
can be distinguished, they must be
treated separately if the plaintiff is
to be compensated fully for each

distinct injury suffered. We disagree. Such an analytical approach
may have its place when the subject is pecuniary damages, which
can be calculated with some precision. But the estimation of nonpecuniary damages is not amenable
to such analytical precision and
may, in fact, suffer from its application. Translating human suffering
into dollars and cents involves no
mathematical formula; it rests, as
we have said, on a legal fiction.
The figure that emerges is unavoidably distorted by the translation.
Application of this murky process
to the component parts of nonpecuniary injuries (however analytically distinguishable they may be)
cannot make it more accurate. If
anything, the distortion will be
amplified by repetition.
Thus, we are not persuaded that
any salutary purpose would be
served by having the jury make
separate awards for pain and suffering and loss of enjoyment of
life. We are confident, furthermore,
that the trial advocate’s art is a sufficient guarantee that none of the
plaintiff’s losses will be ignored by
the jury.4

Accordingly, in New York State, loss
of enjoyment of life is compensable,
and an element to be considered by the
jury, in making an award for pain and
suffering. In fact, there is a New York
Pattern Jury Instructions (PJI) charge
specifically for loss of enjoyment of
life:5
In determining the amount, if any,
to be awarded plaintiff for pain

and suffering, you may take into
consideration the effect that plaintiff’s (decedent’s) injuries have had
on plaintiff’s ability to enjoy life
(have had on decedent’s ability to
enjoy life up to the time of death).
Loss of enjoyment of life involves
the loss of the ability to perform
daily tasks, to participate in the
activities which were a part of the
person’s life before the injury, and
to experience the pleasures of life.
However, a person suffers the loss
of enjoyment of life only if the person is aware, at some level, of the
loss that (he, she) has suffered.
If you find that plaintiff (decedent),
as a result of (his, her) injuries,
suffered some loss of the ability to
enjoy life and that plaintiff (decedent) was aware, at some level, of
a loss, you may take that loss into
consideration in determining the
amount to be awarded to plaintiff
for pain and suffering to date.6

pain and suffering charge. However,
the commentary that follows offers
a detailed analysis of the claim and
consists largely of a discussion of
McDougald and its companion case,
Nussbaum v. Gibstein.7 The commentary
also states “[l]ikewise, ‘mental suffering’ is not an item of damage distinct
from ‘pain and suffering,’” citing Lamot
v. Gondek,8 a 1990 Third Department
case.

Scope of Disclosure
When a plaintiff brings a personal
injury suit there is a waiver of the physician-patient privilege, but the waiver
is not absolute, and the limitations on
the waiver relate to the injuries and
conditions claimed in the lawsuit:
By bringing or defending a personal injury action in which mental or
physical condition is affirmatively
put in issue by the party holding

Loss of enjoyment
of life involves the
loss of the ability to
perform tasks.
the privilege, a party waives the
physician-patient privilege. The
waiver of the privilege by a plaintiff is limited to those parts of the
body, and those injuries conditions
claimed to have been caused or, for
pre-existing injuries or conditions,
to have been exacerbated or activated by the conduct of the defendant. It does not extend to unrelated injuries, illnesses, or treatments
(once the plaintiff withdrew his
claims for psychological injuries
his psychiatric records were no
longer subject to disclosure). This
limitation on the waiver extends
to medical malpractice actions, (in

Having located a useful charge,
practitioners know to consult the commentary immediately following the
charge in order to delve into the nittygritty of the case law underlying the
pattern charge. Hence, it is no doubt
confusing that the commentary following PJI 2:280.1 does not mention loss
of enjoyment of life. Instead, the cases
discussing the elements constituting
the claim of loss of enjoyment of life
are found in the commentary following the preceding charge, PJI 2:280,
“Injury and Pain and Suffering.” That
charge reads:
If you decide that defendant is
liable, plaintiff is entitled to recover a sum of money which will
justly and fairly compensate (him,
her) for any injury and conscious
pain and suffering to date caused
by defendant. [If there is an issue
relative to the level of plaintiff’s
awareness, the following should
be charged.] Conscious pain and
suffering means pain and suffering
of which there was some level of
awareness by plaintiff (decedent).

Interestingly, there is no mention of
loss of enjoyment of life in the general
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dental malpractice action, hospital
and physician records for unrelated illness or treatments were
not discoverable), (By commencing a medical malpractice action,
plaintiff waives the physicianpatient privilege with regard to
his “relevant past medical history.
However, a party does not waive
the privilege with respect to unrelated illnesses or treatments.”).9

The burden is on the
party seeking disclosure
to demonstrate that
the individual’s physical
and mental condition
is in controversy.
In considering the extent of the
waiver of the physician-patient privilege, the burden is on the party seeking disclosure to demonstrate that the
individual’s physical or mental condition is in controversy:

The initial burden of proving that
a party’s physical condition is “in
controversy” is on the party seeking the information and it is only
after such an evidentiary showing
that discovery may proceed under
the statute.
Once this preliminary burden is
satisfied, however, discovery still
may be precluded if the requested
information is privileged and thus
exempted from disclosure. The
statutory scheme, by expressly providing an exception for privileged
information, clearly contemplates
that certain information, though
otherwise material and relevant to
a legal dispute, “shall not be obtainable” where it is shown to be privileged. Physician-patient communications, privileged under CPLR
4504, may therefore be shielded
from discovery and when it has
been established that the requested
information is subject to discovery
under CPLR 3121(a), the burden
shifts to the person claiming the
privilege to assert it by seeking a
protective order pursuant to CPLR
3122. Once the privilege is validly
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asserted, it must be recognized and
the sought-after information may
not be disclosed unless it is demonstrated that the privilege has been
waived.10

Conclusion
To what extent does the assertion of
a claim for loss of enjoyment of life
waive the physician-patient privilege?
The answer, albeit muddled, will be in
the next issue’s column.
■
1. McDougald v. Garber, 73 N.Y.2d 246, 255–56, 538
N.Y.S.2d 937 (1989).
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Id.
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Id. at 255.
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Id. at 257.

5. Practitioners are familiar with the general
charge for pain and suffering, PJI 2:280, but some
are unaware that a few pages on PJI 2:280.1 exists.
6.

PJI 2:280.1.

7.

73 N.Y.2d 912, 539 N.Y.S.2d 289 (1989).

8. 163 A.D.2d 678, 558 N.Y.S.2d 284 (3d Dep’t
1990).
9. David Paul Horowitz, New York Civil Disclosure,
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Training
Lawyers
for the
Real World
Part One
By Rachel J. Littman

Introduction
New attorneys are expensive, inefficient, unable to write,
and lack the basic business sense and professional skills
necessary to function immediately as value-adding, practicing attorneys. That is some of the sentiment being
expressed in the legal industry these days. Everyone from
professional development directors at major international
law firms and general counsel at Fortune 500 companies
to attorneys in small upstate practices are venting their
frustration with the current system of legal education
and training. And the law schools that produce these new
attorneys are the main targets. Historically operating in a
pedagogical environment with a steady stream of inputs
and outputs, law schools are being openly criticized for
the high cost of tuition, lack of transparency when it
comes to the realities of job prospects, and complaints
from lawyers and legal employers that their output
model is not efficiently aligned with the real world of
practice.
The economic recession has put pressure on all components of the legal market, including the teaching and
training models. Law school applications are relatively
flat but not as high as one would expect from a countercyclical market. Prospective students are taking a harder
and longer look at the return on a $140,000 investment.
Many law schools are realizing that they need to re-brand
themselves if they want to stay competitive and continue
to draw tuition-paying students, high-caliber and pro-
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ductive faculty who can help them increase their reputation in the legal market, and alumni donations.
Legal employers are finding themselves caught
between the law schools they draw from and the clients
they serve. In-house counsel at corporate law departments have been very clear that they do not want to
pay for the exorbitant starting salaries of junior associates their outside counsel has hired. Small and regional
law firms, which lack formal professional development
resources, must either spend a great deal of time training
new lawyers or outsourcing training to CLE providers, or
do no training at all. Students themselves, many of whom
come to law school for lack of any other career path, find
later that law schools do not prepare them well for the
practice of law.1
This two-part article will provide an overview of the
current issues and debates surrounding development
and training of new lawyers and then explore some of
the creative options various market participants are or
could be utilizing to train new attorneys. In Part One, I
will explore the traditional legal education and training
models, discuss current market pressures and expose
problems and innate benefits. Part Two will explore some
RACHEL J. LITTMAN (rlittman@law.pace.edu) is Assistant Dean for Career
Development and External Relations, Pace Law School, White Plains,
New York. She is a member of the NYSBA Law Practice Management
Committee.

of the innovative programs several law schools and law
firms are implementing and recommend courses of action
to help to move towards a better system of training new
lawyers.

The Traditional Model
Law Schools
Law schools are the first participatory constituent in the
legal market. They have been educating students in the
same Langdellian generally accepted Socratic and lecture
method for the past 100 years. It wasn’t until starting in
the early ’90s that the McCrate and then Carnegie and
other reports2 brought to light some thoughtful examination of the method of legal education and explored
and recommended a more experiential learning-based
approach geared towards teaching law students how to
think and act like lawyers. A few schools, discussed in
Part Two, have adopted changes or have tinkered at the
edges of their curriculum. For the most part, however,
the almost 200 law schools in this country are still teaching and graduating students using the same basic model,
regardless of the diversity of the inputs (student body)
and outputs (where graduates are placed).
Law schools are in a unique and comfortable spot.
They have historically been able to fill their ranks without
too much difficulty. While many schools require an essay
as part of the application, and others use an interview
component, most law schools rely solely on academic
indicators to create their admitted class, such as LSAT
scores and undergraduate GPAs, occasionally giving
some weight to the caliber of undergraduate institution
or major. When the students arrive at law school, they
are told essentially to strip away any preconceptions
about what they know or think they will need to know
to be a lawyer. Law school will teach them “how to think
like a lawyer.” Some students do take part in law school
sponsored hands-on teaching experiences like clinics,
trial simulation courses, and moot courts. The majority of
students, however, gain their real education about what
it means to be a lawyer on the job.
Inertia and lack of market pressure are partly to blame
for the lack of industry-wide innovation. An ingrained
tenure system that is based more on scholarship than
on teaching effectiveness or a competency- or outcomesbased learning model heavily influences the status quo.
Even schools that are on the cutting edge of legal education curricular reform have no corollary emphasis or
reward for faculty to expand the methods of their teaching styles beyond the traditional. Washington and Lee,
for example, has adopted a new third-year experiential
and professional development–based curriculum3 and
has adjusted teaching loads, but has not correspondingly
adjusted tenure scholarship production requirements. Of
course, many professors teach very hands-on, innovative
problem solving–based courses, but as “there’s no market

pressure to change,”4 they could drop the course or their
time-consuming teaching methods with no ramifications
to reputation or compensation.
The American Bar Association (ABA), the nation’s
law school accrediting authority, plays a clear role in
maintaining the status quo. The accreditation standards,
for example, limit the number of courses that may be
taught by adjuncts, who are often practicing attorneys
who can bring practical and diverse methods of teaching
to the classroom. The ABA and U.S. News & World Report
also monitor – and, in the latter case, rank – student-tofaculty ratio, supplying more downward pressure on the
ability of law schools to teach to smaller classes or use
a greater variety of teaching resources. Even the details
of outcomes-based learning and practice proficiency
as mandated by ABA Standards are left to individual
schools. Other than a few common core classes and upper
level topical or experiential learning requirements for
graduation from an accredited law school, the main and
only hurdles to being allowed to practice law is passage
of a standardized, individual state administered bar exam
and admission to that state’s bar, which is based mostly
on references, recommendations and background checks.
There is little systemic consensus or requirement on what
is or should be required for anyone to be able to practice
law.
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Law Firms
Law firms represent the traditional legal employer,
the consumer of law school outputs. Large law firms
dominate the recruiting market, but are a bit of an
anomaly as compared to other professional services
fields. These firms recruit at the best schools they can
for students with the highest academic indicators – GPA
and law review membership. Few firms have any corecompetency-based recruiting system. They essentially
look for raw, bright talent. Large law firms traditionally
recruit students after their first year of law school and
fill their summer internships with high-caliber students
to whom, in better economic times, they virtually guaranteed full-time, high-paying jobs after graduation two
years later.
Traditionally, training of new attorneys occurs after
law school. Firms with the resources have terrific formal
in-house training programs, with off-site trial simulations, weekend deposition retreats, and full-time professional development staff. Most large law firms are accredited CLE providers and can ensure that junior lawyers are

Market Pressure Exposes Problems
So, the era in which law schools and law firms have
enjoyed a relative lack of market pressure, and the inertia
that goes along with it, has come to an end. The market
recession and an increase in client and prospective law
student savviness now requires that all players in the
legal industry – law schools, legal employers, clients, the
ABA – take a fresh look at the way they have been doing
things.
Several concurrent factors require law schools and
legal employers to re-think how they train new attorneys.
First, major corporate clients, the largest consumers of
legal services, are balking at costs and are becoming savvier about the components of their required legal services.
Second, law students and lawyers themselves are noting
the increased costs in legal education and the increasingly
difficult and competitive legal market, which demands
better, faster and greater proficiency in practical skills.
Third, the nearly 200 law schools in this country cannot
all possibly succeed at teaching and outputting to the
same business model.

So, the era in which law schools and law ﬁrms have
enjoyed a relative lack of market pressure, and the inertia
that goes with it, has come to an end.
at least exposed to the specific and practical legal issues
they will encounter in their fields at their particular firm.
Large law firms have been able partly to pass along the
costs of training their highly paid new attorneys through
firm-wide high billable hour requirements and rates and
a lock-step progression and pay scale system for associates. When the economy has slowed down enough to
reduce the workload at these law firms, they have simply
laid off scores of associates, preserving the golden profitsper-partner bottom line.
Not all firms, though, follow the large legal employer
recruiting, hiring and training model. Even in boom
years, the large commercial law firm market absorbs
only about 25% of all law school graduates. The other
75% go into small-to-midsize law firms with varying
specialties, judicial clerkships, and a host of government positions at the local, state and federal level. These
smaller firms follow more of an apprentice model for
training new hires. They also often have the advantage
of being able to hire law clerks while they are in law
school as a low-cost means to gradually train and test
the students before hiring them as full-time attorneys.
Of course many firms do throw new lawyers right into
the pit – with little or no supervision or formal training.
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Corporate Clients
Clients, as the consumers of the legal services, are the ultimate arbiters. Most of the pressure they have exerted has
been on the large commercial firms. But, eventually, the
pressure will come down to the law schools to participate
more in the process that ultimately delivers legal services.
This is already true for corporate clients.
Corporate clients make up the financial bulk of legal
services consumers and are very focused on the efficiency and value of the services delivered. They not only
pressure their outside counsel, they are mindful of law
schools’ role in the legal services supply chain and have
cautioned that legal educators should be thinking more
about the ultimate consumer.5 Such legal services consumers are well aware that law students are not being
taught about business realities and need training in financial and business literacy.
Corporate law departments also see a lack of practical training in the experienced attorneys they hire from
law firms. One general counsel noted that lawyers who
come to his company after several years’ experience lack
the “executive level communication skills” necessary to
operate in the business environment. For example, business professionals and most corporate clients do not use
or even read the long memos most attorneys are used to

writing under the billable hour model; they write emails,
preferably less than a page long. Many new attorneys
don’t realize that legal advice needs to relate to the client’s ultimate business problem;6 they need a better
understanding of the business or other non-legal issues
facing the client to provide effective analysis and legal
advice.
Many corporate clients are trying to destroy the traditional billable hour model, putting efficiency pricing and
service modeling pressure on their outside counsel – primarily the law firms that annually hire classes of incoming associates. They are disgusted with a system whereby
law firms overpay what one general counsel described as
“totally worthless” junior associates and then write off
large portions of their recorded time. That kind of pressure will undoubtedly trickle down to all types of legal
practitioners and to the law schools.

Legal Employers
Both legal employers and attorneys themselves acknowledge that new lawyers entering the profession are illequipped to practice law. Complaints from employers
about new lawyers generally fall into three categories:
(1) lack of basic writing skills, (2) inability to discern
important facts and issues and deliver a single solution,
and (3) no general business knowledge relating to the
clients and the world in which they operate.
Many small-to-midsize firms lack a professional
development staff, so the attorneys work closely with
new lawyers from the beginning and on a daily basis.
When a managing partner said that new attorneys “can’t
write,” the partner emphasized that it was not just issues
with legal writing, but basic grammar, spelling, and sentence and paragraph structure. That lack of fundamental
writing skills required the partners at the firm to spend a
great deal of time editing individual assignments – well
beyond what they would expect to do to train new lawyers in their field of practice.
Legal employers are also concerned about law students’ lack of common sense – in the real world real
clients need real answers, not a law school memo. Keith
Goldstein, a principal at Lavelle & Finn, LLP, noted
that law schools could better prepare new attorneys to
meet the demands and realities of practice by teaching
students not just why a course of action is risky or what
the legal implications or relevant rules are, but how
that knowledge can help a client come to a decision or
resolve a conflict. Goldstein partly faulted law schools
for teaching students to be too risk averse and to think
only about how to find solutions that are 100% risk free,
an often costly proposition. Business people, he noted,
are comfortable with, and often need to make, decisions
with an 80% risk-free assurance. It is virtually impossible
to remove all risk, so why should clients pay for rounds
of edits of a memo that lays out more possible solutions

than are necessary? Law schools should re-think why
they keep teaching to a model that is inconsistent with
the realities of practice.

Law Schools
Many experts in the legal industry agree that the future
of legal practice is changing, and it is likely that legal
education will – or should – follow. There is and will
be less need for traditional ranks of associates at highlevel law firms to bill prodigious amounts of hours on
complex cases or matters. One industry consultant sees a
future need for more “highly trained legal technicians” –
specialized, knowledgeable, experienced practice-ready
law school graduates. That kind of specialty education
and training will fit with the new business approach to
unbundled legal services (clients parsing out what they
truly need lawyers to work on and what they can outsource to low-cost non-lawyer alternatives) and more
efficient and low-cost solutions.
For better or worse, law schools really are “an element
of the supply chain” for the development of lawyers and
delivery of legal services to clients.7 While there are many
different kinds of legal services consumers and providers, most law schools teach to one traditional model. Law
schools could do better to teach to and develop systems
to different output models – large commercial law firms,
small labor law firms, public legal services and all the
other kinds of legal environments in which lawyers practice. “It would be far better if law schools would specialize,” opined Joe Altonji, a consultant with Hildebrandt
Baker Robbins, at the joint Harvard-New York Law
School Future Ed Conference this past spring (FutureEd).
Unfortunately, he noted, the majority of the law school
outputs (i.e., graduates) are not going into the kind of
legal services organizations (large commercial law firms)
that the schools are essentially designed to serve.
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National placement data for law school graduates
support the argument that not all law schools should
be using the same model. The legal market has shed
thousands of jobs over the years and jobs – particularly
full-time, permanent legal jobs – are getting harder and
harder to secure. Many law school graduates are entering
the Age of Gigonomics,8 having to gain legal experience
in part-time volunteer or pro bono positions while living
off of other non-legal paying jobs. Salary data collected
for years have consistently shown that starting salaries
cluster around a bi-modal distribution. Almost half of all
graduates receive starting salaries in the $50,000 range
and less than 25% of each year’s graduating class lands in
the top 75th percentile with a starting salary of $160,000.9
Only a small portion of the almost 200 accredited law
schools in this country are outputting to the top salary
distribution curve, yet almost every school and most law
students aspire to be there.

Many law school graduates
are entering the
Age of Gigonomics.
Recent placement data indicates an even more difficult
job market for graduating law students and one that calls
for more localized and specialized education modeling.
For the class of 2009, the salary and firm-size clusters still
fell along a bimodal distribution, skewed by the higher
percentage of graduates at 500+ attorney law firms who
reported their $160,000 starting salaries. The reality is
that most lawyers around the country practice in small,
private law firms of two to ten attorneys. The number
of graduates pursuing advanced degrees increased by
almost 30% this past year (presumably due in part to the
dearth of legal employment options), the biggest jump
since at least 1985, and employment at nine months after
graduation dropped from 89.9% to 88.3%, the lowest it
has been in years. Other survey data indicate that the
overall placement number may in fact only be masking
how bad the legal employment market really is, and is
expected to be for several more years.10 The percentage
of students finding employment in the state in which
they went to law school has always been around 65% (a
number telling in and of itself about the localized nature
of most law schools), but that number jumped this past
year by a full percentage point. Yet law schools continue
to accept and graduate thousands of students a year without much adjustment in whom and how they recruit and
educate. Perhaps it is time for law schools to start training
and teaching to the reality of the outcomes.
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Other Influencers
U.S. News & World Report currently publishes the most
influential ranking system of law schools. Unfortunately,
it bases the largest component of a law school’s overall
rank (25%) on academic peer reputation, a factor that has
little to do with actually educating or training law students to enter the profession. Surveys gathering academic
peer reputation are sent to only a handful of academics
at each ABA-accredited law school: the law school dean;
the dean of academic affairs; the chair of faculty appointments; and the most recently tenured faculty. They are
asked to rate schools on the basis of “the academic quality of their J.D. program,” which includes consideration
of “curriculum, record of scholarship, quality of faculty
and graduates.” While there is no scientific proof of correlation, there is anecdotal evidence to show that those
schools with higher levels of faculty scholarship (by volume and prestige of placement) often receive the highest
academic reputational scores and, thus, higher overall
rankings. There is clear systemic pressure to allocate faculty and financial resources to the academic reputation
factor. U.S. News also factors in and weights professional
reputation, but with only a 26% survey response rate from
hiring partners of law firms (mostly AmLaw 200 firms),
state attorneys general, and selected federal and state
judges. Other factors like entry class selectivity (undergraduate GPA and LSAT scores) are part of the overall
ranking, but the outcome-based or teaching strength success is measured only by an overall placement number at
nine months following graduation.
Another external factor influencing the status quo of
the legal education model includes the top-level consumers of legal education products – the largest and most
prestigious 200 or so law firms around the country and
the world. They consume in aggregate less than 25% of all
law school graduates and only from the top law schools,
yet they represent clients that produce the largest financial portion of legal services consumers. That system has
not changed for decades. The prevailing thought at these
kinds of firms is that they want the best and brightest
thinkers (as previously weeded out by admission to select
law schools and then law school academic achievements)
to train in their own models. Until now, there has been
little pressure on those firms to change how they recruit,
hire and train, and, in turn, they have put little pressure
on the schools from which they recruit.
In the next issue of the Journal, I will explore how
some law schools and law firms are implementing new
and innovative approaches to teaching and training new
lawyers.
■
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9. See, e.g., National Association for Law Placement (NALP), Findings on
the Class of 2008, available at http://www.nalp.org/classof2008; Comments
and slides presented by Prof. William D. Henderson, Professor of Law and
Harry T. Ice Faculty Fellow, Indiana University Maurer School of Law, at
the FutureEd Conference, available at http://nyls.mediasite.com/mediasite/
SilverlightPlayer/Default.aspx?peid=11c4b60a82cc4af6a5dad0bdc29c2e9e1d.
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But We Don’t
“Do” Marketing
The Development of Marketing in Law Firms
By Silvia Hodges

I

have made it a sport to ask lawyers what they do in
terms of marketing their services. Most answer that
they do not “do” marketing. Marketing is for toothpaste or soft drinks, but it can’t possibly really be appropriate for the legal profession. While the most recent
recession may have influenced the point of view of some,
many lawyers have long withstood the idea of marketing.
Although marketing is a normal and accepted discipline
in the corporate world, only in the last few decades has
marketing gained a foothold in the legal arena.
Marketing a law firm is different from marketing
toothpaste or soda. In order to market effectively, firms
need to aspire to have a marketing culture embedded in
the values of their firm culture. This requires top management support; good marketing professionals; education;
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and a marketing structure within the firm. In addition, it
also requires a measure of behavior modification in the
sense of an understanding that, for marketing to succeed
in a professional firm, every lawyer must participate and
understand the competitive advantages of participating.
Effective measurement processes need to be in place to
help drive behavioral change. “What gets measured gets
done” and “what gets measured and rewarded gets done
even more,” particularly when the measures are directly
related to the firm’s strategy – and remuneration.
SILVIA HODGES, Ph.D. (hodges@silviahodges.com) is Adjunct Professor of
Law, Fordham University School of Law, where she teaches the courses
“Law Firm as a Business” and “Law Firm Marketing.”

All About Regulation
The legal services sector has a long history of selfregulation that had been largely untouched until recent
revisions of the legal and ethical framework. Restrictions
against the use of advertising, solicitations, competitive
bids, and other promotional tools have essentially disappeared in the last 20 years, following the 1977 decision of
the U.S. Supreme Court in Bates v. State Bar of Arizona.1
While many marketing activities were never forbidden
by professional codes, advertising and personal solicitation of legal service were prohibited. In the legal services
sector, marketing was often confused with advertising or
sales. Advertising, however, constitutes only a fraction of
the possible marketing activities of any organization, and
typically has little influence on the buying decisions of
(corporate) clients. The Court’s decision to allow advertising contributed to eradicating a barrier to law firm
marketing.
Since the 1980s the global marketplace and many
countries individually have begun to shift away from
regulation towards more open competition. Deregulation
advocates argue that by removing, reducing or simplifying restrictions, efficient operation of markets is encouraged. Fewer and simpler regulations will lead to an
elevated level of competitiveness, higher productivity,
more efficiency and lower prices, as well as new competition from outside the traditional law firm world, such as
LPOs (legal process outsourcing).

It’s the Economy!
The recent recession has made it very clear: Changes in
economic and competitive conditions affect how easy or
difficult it is to be successful and profitable at any time.
These conditions affect capital availability, costs, and
demand for products and services, which are ultimately
crucial for the probability of marketing activity. While
no single organization can dictate how the economy
will operate, competition among many organizations
can influence its direction. Competition in an industry
is neither a matter of coincidence nor bad luck; nor does
it only depend on the immediate competitors but rather
on the collective strength of the “Five Forces” – Rivalry;
Threat of Substitutes; Buyer Power; Supplier Power; and
Barriers to Entry. These forces determine the profit potential in an industry and thus the attractiveness of a market,
which in turn, contributes to the likelihood of marketing.
Changes in any of the forces require an organization to
re-assess its position. Let’s examine these five forces in
the context of the legal marketplace.

Force 1 (Rivalry/Industry Concentration)
The legal services sector has experienced tremendous
increase in rivalry within the profession as a whole,
which goes beyond a firm’s failure to demonstrate its
unique value to clients. Oversupply conditions are preva-

The legal services sector has
experienced tremendous
increase in rivalry within the
profession as a whole.
lent in terms of both the increased number of practicing
lawyers in most Western countries and per capita numbers. The number of newly qualified lawyers in many
jurisdictions multiplied during the last 30 years and is
growing with the still continuously increasing output of
law schools. When supply exceeds demand, there will
be more competition for clients. Insufficient demand for
their services is leading many lawyers to intensify their
efforts to attract clients.
At the same time, consolidation is increasing in the
legal sector. The growing size of individual firms has contributed to lawyers having to treat the practice of law as
a business. While the growth in law firm fee income has
been impressive for many years, the volume and nature
of legal work is increasingly retained in-house. Since the
downturn in the economy, many firms have seen their
fee income decrease sharply. In addition, other aspects
of concentration are present in the legal services sector,
such as higher fixed costs, lower switching costs and
lower levels of service differentiation. All these changes
contribute to a higher likelihood that firms will engage in
marketing activities in order to improve their competitive
position in the marketplace.
The continuing trend towards globalization is having an effect as well. By reducing barriers to trade, the
Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) paved the way, and during the last
two decades of the 20th century a global marketplace
emerged. Although the globalization of world markets
has increased opportunities for marketing services internationally, at the same time it has significantly increased
competition. For law firms, there have been several
consequences. Clients are more likely to have new needs
for international legal advice, which might result in
additional work if the firm is able to provide and communicate such international legal skills. At the same
time, clients might be under additional competitive pressures due to globalization (in particular due to the bad
economic situation in many countries), and thus need to
closely monitor or even cut legal costs. Another consequence of globalization is that, just as domestic law firms
advise companies abroad, new competitors from other
countries – foreign law firms – are advising clients in the
domestic market, opening offices and offering services to
domestic clients, thus increasing competition. The combination of globalization and technology can be the basis of
new, possibly more competitive (or profitable) models of
business, such as online legal services and legal process
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outsourcing (LPO) firms. Finally, globalization may affect
the organization of law firms, which also potentially
influences a firm’s competitive advantage and profitability. Just like other businesses, law firms can outsource
(parts of) their operations as well as legal support work
to less expensive domestic or foreign locations, such as
India or the Philippines.

Force 2 (Threat of Substitutes)
The legal sector has seen increasing competition from
outside its immediate core. For example, paralegals are
entering fields where they are able to provide services
that in the past were provided only by qualified lawyers.
Modern technology and recent regulatory changes also

larly true in large companies with respect to the rising
influence of procurement practices.
In addition, clients have become more sophisticated;
they are buyers who clearly understand their own needs.
Companies are increasingly employing former private
practice lawyers; and there is the wide availability of
comprehensive legal information on the Internet.
Over the past 25 years, the legal market has matured
from a relatively inefficient market with great asymmetry of information and little information regarding
price, quality or efficiency of service to an increasingly
robust and efficient market with lots of information
and sophisticated clients. The result is diminished client
loyalty, increasing use of formal competitive processes

While there seems to be too many qualiﬁed lawyers for the
volume and value of work available, law ﬁrms have often
found it difﬁcult to attract and retain “good” people.
contribute to the blurring of boundaries – not only do
certain professions compete heavily internally, they also
face new sources of competition from outside their traditional boundaries – for example, some accounting firms
employ more lawyers than the largest law firms. New
competitors to traditional law firms are law firm franchises, national chains providing low cost legal services
for an annual fee; other professions, such as tax advisors
and chartered accountants, which market themselves as
“one-stop shops” to clients; and competitors from outside
the legal sector’s traditional boundaries, such as banks,
insurance companies, consumer interest associations, and
online legal services. Rising cost pressure in companies
has increased the inclination of many clients to accept
such substitutes and to shop for price (e.g., some clients
even use e-tendering).

Force 3 (Buyer Power)
Ever-increasing cost pressure in companies has shifted
the power from the law firms to the clients. Lawyers
today no longer receive cases from their former college
friends or maintain “cozy” relationships, as in the past.
Today’s clients shop around and want more value for
their legal budget. They also demand greater financial
accountability from the law firms they hire.
Long-term relationships marked by mutual loyalty
between lawyers and clients have broken down. Clients
have become customers, expecting and demanding quality service delivered on time. More and more, their main
driver is price. Whether we like it or not, clients today
treat lawyers as vendors of legal services. This is particu-
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and changed expectations in terms of service. With clients becoming more demanding and less loyal, firms
increasingly have to compete to attract and retain clients.
Marketing can help focus attention on service delivery
and offerings in chosen market segments.
Buying power and spending behavior are two factors
related to the economic cycle that may drive or hinder
marketing in organizations. The special nature of legal
services signifies that the effects of the economic cycles
are not unequivocal in the legal services sector. Some
legal services such as transactional mergers and acquisitions (M&A) work or employment contracts generally
move with the economic cycle. Other legal services, such
as insolvency law and redundancies, tend to be countercyclical: they are required more during a recession or
depression. Many law firms painfully noticed that this,
however, was not the case in the most recent recession.
And some legal services enjoy a relatively constant pattern of demand, such as environmental law, as demonstrated by BP’s spill in the Mexican Gulf.

Force 4 (Supplier Power)
The primary resource in legal services is human talent,
so “supplier power” may be seen as the market for legal
talent for which firms are competing. While there seems
to be too many qualified lawyers for the volume and
value of work available, law firms have often found it
difficult to attract and retain “good” people. In the past,
despite the increasing numbers of law school graduates,
“good” lawyers were spread among too few law firms
and were often out of the price range of many firms. This

resulted in a war for talent that may be seen as a driver
for marketing among firms competing for new hires. In
addition, competition for talent from outside the legal
market intensified the situation. The reverse is true in
the current economic climate, particularly since the vast
majority of law firms have significantly reduced the level
of new hiring.

Force 5 (Barriers to Entry)
Recent regulatory changes, such as the loosening of
restrictions on lawyer advertising, significantly intensify
the competitive situation for legal services providers by
removing many of the former barriers. Such changes are
likely to be a driver for marketing activities. In highly
competitive markets, it is important to build mutually
beneficial relationships (“win/win situations”), because
such relationships may erect barriers to entry for potential competitors and help maintain long-term customer
retention – and ultimately greater profitability. Switching
costs can also act as barriers to competition. Clients may
face a number of obstacles to leaving one legal services
provider and beginning a relationship with another. Such
obstacles usually revolve around investments of time,
money, or effort, such as setup costs, search costs, learning and contractual costs.

What Would Our Clients Do?
Societal forces can significantly impact not only the need
for legal services and thus potentially drive marketing,
but also clients’ expectations regarding the delivery of the
services. These forces encompass non-economic criteria
and demographics such as structures and dynamics of
individuals and groups, the issues that engage them and
their priorities; the long-term interests of society; and living standards/quality of life. Over the last few decades,
the U.S. population has been steadily increasing, which
is likely to translate into more transactions, more litigation, more clients and, ultimately, more business for law
firms – more people mean more potential issues, more
potential conflicts, more potential commercial activity.
Consequently, one would expect the market for legal services to gradually increase.

Affluence
Although this may be a less important factor in the current economic climate, affluence as a societal factor affects
what people do in terms of health care, investment, and
leisure activity. The ability to move home more often, to
acquire second homes, to take more (expensive) holidays,
or to spend money on consumer goods affect the market
for legal services. “Affluent” activity can directly lead to
the need for legal services (e.g., international real estate
transactions) or result in needs for legal services (e.g.,
traffic- or vacation-related litigation). In addition, if only
incrementally, increased affluence also possibly influ-

ences the expectations of the way services are provided
and the level of service. Marketing might help law firms
find ways to reach such a clientele, understanding and
anticipating their needs to best cater to this group.

Effective Marketing
Effective marketing requires an understanding of cultural influences and variations. In terms of cultural values, the United States would classify as a culture with
a small power distance, a prevalence of individualism
and a masculine tilt; it ranks relatively low on uncertainty avoidance and high on short-term orientation.
This means its citizens assume equality between people,
have a preference for “accessibility” of others, generally
welcome innovation, and expect quick results. Wanting to
be “best” is considered normal. Expressing disagreement
or criticism is not unusual. Task usually prevails over personal relationships. Relationships of trust are preferred in
business dealings.
In the lawyer-client relationship context, this might
suggest that clients demand an open and steady flow of
communication, and close involvement in the decision
making regarding their legal issues. Trust may be embodied in the professional who links the client to the firm (a
personal relationship between lawyer and client, or the
lawyer as a “trusted advisor”), while in other situations
trust is embodied in the organization itself. Only if clients
develop trust in organizations, will law firm “brands” be
established. An individual professional does not necessarily receive respect owing to his or her position, but
must earn the client’s respect by demonstrating expertise.
At the same time, the professional must show trustworthiness by knowing and admitting limits when not possessing the requested knowledge. Competitiveness and a
certain aggressiveness (albeit not openly emotional) when
promoting one’s services are likely to be accepted as normal in such achievement-oriented societies. Business
contracts in individualist cultures tend to be longer than
in collectivist cultures as they have a strong preference for
spelling out in detail rules between businesses and individuals. This suggests comparatively huge demand for
law firms. The masculine tendency to “fight things out”
might suggest a predisposition towards litigation, which
again can translate into relatively high demand.
Education
A higher level of education is likely to influence the expectations clients have for the delivery of legal services. In
the past clients tended to look to the learned professions
for help and assistance. The barriers created by years of
training made the public dependent and unquestioning.
Clients have become generally less tolerant of the air of
mystery with which professional advisers historically
sought to cloak their craft. Clients’ new expectations of
open communications drive the need to use marketing as
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a means of communication with existing and prospective
clients. During the last decades, corporate clients, in particular, have become more sophisticated buyers and consumers of legal services. Such clients have often received
the same training as external legal services providers, and
they increasingly question and challenge the views of
those outside providers. They want to be involved in the
process, understand what is going on and why, be kept
informed of their options, be kept up-to-date on progress,
and tend to be relatively less loyal. Firms need to proactively address this new situation. Once they are aware
of the issue, it is likely that it will have to be addressed
through marketing.

Corporate clients have become
more sophisticated buyers
and consumers of legal services.
The rise of the knowledge society on the back of
the information revolution has impacted the consumption and provision of knowledge-based services. As the
knowledge gap has started to decline, this “professionalization” of clients means that fewer services are being
bought as if they were “unique,” suggesting an increasing
commoditization of legal knowledge.
This has led to the creation of volume businesses.
Procurement departments are increasingly in charge
of buying legal services and ask firms to participate in
formal (or even electronic) tendering. At the same time,
firms manage legal work in bulk through IT systems
where the work is carried out by paralegals, legal executives and chartered insurers, and is only overseen by
qualified lawyers. Such structural changes move legal
services away from the core profession to services businesses, also likely to drive marketing.

Technology 2.0
The Internet-driven information revolution is widely
perceived as having transformed the way businesses and
consumers operate. While technology has not reached its
full potential in the legal services sector, advances profoundly affect the practice of law, transforming both the
supply side and the demand side. Technology has revolutionized lawyers’ communication and information-seeking habits and created greater efficiency and lower costs.
While in 1987 two-thirds of the profession did not use
computers, less than 40% had word processors and just
over 4% a fax, by the turn of the millennium, the Internet
had firmly established itself as the main form of communication between lawyers and their clients; by 2004,
every partner and large firm associate had a BlackBerry
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to ensure availability. Now, in 2010, constant availability
is the norm. No one is ever off-duty, or off-call.
Technology provides lawyers with new ways to (better) serve their clients and has driven marketing into
firms. Technology also potentially enhances client relationship management through sophisticated contact management systems that enable lawyers to leverage relationships held by other lawyers in the firm as well as to
monitor the satisfaction of key accounts and leverage the
firm’s knowledge about its client relationships. However,
changing lawyer attitudes about sharing contact information is critical. Given that a law firm’s business is concerned essentially with the retrieval and dissemination of
information, electronic technology offers an opportunity
to improve service provision. Any form of technological advancement that enhances these key components
is an essential part of a lawyer’s toolkit. A number of
large firms have launched extranets for their clients with
online “deal rooms,” where lawyers from both sides of a
deal can exchange and manage documents and conduct
secure, private conferences, particularly useful in major
merger and acquisition and corporate finance matters.
Also e-commerce (or “e-lawyering”) has the potential
to fundamentally change the way in which lawyers operate and compete, and how they deliver their services.
The information available online (e.g., articles, “do-ityourself” books, and “legal kits”) as well as the scope
for interaction (e.g., virtual discussion forums and consumer communities) have impacted former informational
asymmetries, and empowered clients by increasing their
knowledge.
Technology that enables firms to “export” their services has had divergent effects on law firms. While some
firms send aspects of their legal work (e.g., due diligence)
to lawyers overseas, large companies also increasingly
outsource legal services to low-cost providers in India,
the Philippines or similar locations. Lawyers should
reflect on how much of their work is or could be conducted through a screen and a telephone, as technology
has the potential to substitute people and places. What
is worse, the increased use of technology can lead to a
substitution of capital for labor, thus potentially increasing the output of each lawyer, which again might raise
the level of competition. On the other hand, IT platforms
might bring efficiencies to firms that could enable these
new players to significantly out-perform the market as
transactions now run at unimaginable speeds and complexity compared to 20 years ago.

Let’s Think About This, Seriously
Clients today have many choices, and they are aware
of it. Lawyers’ advice is critically questioned, fees are
under close scrutiny. Lawyers who think that marketing
is a waste of time for their practice have not understood
what marketing means, nor have they grasped the power

of effective communication to promote their services
to existing and potential clients. Assumptions that clients will return for more and that new clients will walk
through the door are both naïve and dangerous. There is
a clear need for lawyers to actively market the services
they offer. While personal contacts still have an important
role to play, there is no question that proactive marketing
offers more opportunities than the limited “old school
tie” network. A basic notion of marketing is that perceptions drive choices, and perceptions can be influenced,
which would be unwise to ignore. A failure to be able to
articulate clearly why one’s services are better in terms of
client needs than the competitors’ hinders the application
of marketing and means that one will end up competing
primarily on price.
In times past, lawyers used to practice the law without having to worry about a steady flow of business.
Typically, one or two lawyers in a firm were known in

the marketplace, and they brought in enough business for
the entire firm. More recently, however, dramatic changes
in the macro-environment have significantly influenced
the legal services sector, both on the demand side as well
as the supply side. Few legal services providers have
the luxury of ignoring the changes. The drivers include
demographic, economic, social, technological, legal, and
political forces. Changing professional standards, such as
changes in the advertising regulations incorporated in the
codes of ethics, a downturn in the economy, the increased
expectations of clients, new information technology and
a growing global marketplace, together with decreasing
client loyalty, make marketing increasingly important.
These factors contribute to more competition in the marketplace, just as they allow new ways to compete with
one another.
■
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A New Philosophy for
Managing Partners and
Law Firm Structure
By Joel A. Rose

C

ountless law firms, large and small, are questioning long-standing views about firm management
and structure. Yet, the sources of their concern are
not new. After years of analyzing the personal and professional styles of lawyer managers of successful (and not so
successful) law firms, three inescapable conclusions are
readily apparent:
1. The authority of lawyer management is derived
from the willingness of partners to be managed;
2. Partners in most law firms perceive themselves as
being owners of the firm, having certain prerogatives and independence, not as employees to be
“managed”; and
3. Law firms have their own personalities and cultures; management techniques that may be effective
in one firm may be only marginally effective or even
unsuccessful in another.
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Why a Management Philosophy Is Needed
One of the most basic tenets of law firm practice is that
joining together will achieve benefits for each partner,
which would be less possible if he or she were to practice individually, i.e., income, workload, coverage, ultimate withdrawal benefits, and similar considerations.
To obtain the benefits of an organized practice, law firm
leaders need to know that individual lawyers will subordinate their individual judgment to a select few, however
chosen, in order to allow for a comprehensive and more
holistic oversight approach to firm management. Absent
that mindset, management will have a difficult, if not
impossible, struggle to succeed.
JOEL A. ROSE (jrose63827@aol.com), a Certified Management Consultant,
is President of Joel A. Rose and Associates, Inc., management consultants
to the legal profession, in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.

Since philosophical cohesion is a prerequisite to effectuating a structure by which partners will agree to be
bound, great care must be taken (1) to determine what
the partners want lawyer management to be/not to be,
i.e., strong leadership, consensus builders, visionaries,
functional managers, etc.; and (2) to engage in extensive
discussion about the partners’ respective expectations for
individual involvement in decision making in defined
areas, paying particular attention to those areas likely to
challenge the natural independence of lawyers who have
already successfully achieved partnership.
Given partners’ natural predilection for debate, the
areas of firm decision making in which partners expect
to be involved must be defined and must be fairly identified. Some common areas of collective input and decision
making are:
1. Admission to and termination from partnership;
2. Establishment and implementation of firm policies,
which, as to partners, must include compensation;
3. Strategic initiatives; and
4. Professional liability issues affecting any partners
and/or the firm.
When defining the partners’ expectations about their
involvement in decision making, firm leaders need to discourage partners’ desire to expand the number of items
requiring partner approval before action is taken, because
this has a tendency to render impotent the firm’s management. Partners should make every effort to achieve
unanimity or at least consensus on issues that affect the
firm’s ability to make management decisions quickly and
efficiently. Although certain issues deserve to be carefully
deliberated, not every management decision needs to be
considered by all partners before implementation.
A majority, or a defined super-majority, of the partners
will undoubtedly be sufficient to implement most management objectives. Yet, the firm’s philosophy is key in
establishing a firm’s culture, and all hands should be on
the table. Partners must feel clearly that decision making
will be in firm but fair hands and that each partner will
be treated with courtesy and respect.
During the formative process if one or more partners
strongly resist or refuse the call for individual subordination, the other partners must give serious thought to how
the dissident partners should be treated before a structure
is finally determined. For example, they may require
participation in the management in order to ensure their
“buy-in” or, failing acceptance after significant effort,
they may best be subject to separation. Isolation is an
unacceptable alternative, since it leads to non-cooperation, exclusion and simply delays dealing with a problem
partner.

Selecting the Management Structure
Once a management philosophy has been identified and
agreed upon, it is incumbent upon the firm to determine

the form that management will take. Good practice and
experience dictate that it will not work to allow partners
(or members/shareholders) to exercise autonomy on
all matters affecting the firm. Traditionally, many firms
name a single managing partner (director/shareholder)
and a management committee, i.e., an executive committee. Decisions of consequence relating to structure, which
must be made, include:
1. What exactly are the roles and responsibilities of the
partners, managing partner, the executive committee and department chairs?
2. How do they interact and what is the reporting
responsibility of each to the other(s)?
In some firms, one partner assumes the leadership
role naturally, either because the individual is a founding partner or controls a significant client base. In firms
where the partners are relatively young and inexperienced, however, this process of natural selection may
be more difficult (if not impossible). In firms where no
partner surfaces as a natural leader or no one wants the
job, the firm must take aggressive action if it wishes to
grow and satisfy its members’ professional, economic
and personal objectives.
The firm must make some hard-and-fast decisions
about the kind of leadership required and what the
members are willing to accept. Should a managing partner be elected by the general partnership? Or should
this individual be appointed by the management committee?
Sometimes the firm’s size will preclude this particular
dilemma. The smaller firm is in a position to establish a
democratic form of governance that includes all the partners in a leadership role. But when this is not practical,
the partners face a difficult choice and risk setting up two
power centers – and consequent divisiveness – if the general partnership elects both the management committee
and the managing partner. To avoid this debacle, in some
firms, the management committee selects the managing
partner.

Qualities of an Effective Leader
What kind of person makes a good managing partner?
Generally, lawyers are not recruited to a law firm on
the basis of their interest or skills in management. They
are rarely trained by the firm in management skills.
Consequently, lawyers’ skills and levels of interest in
management frequently leave something to be desired.
Regardless of training or experience, however, some
important characteristics of successful managing partners
include the following:
• The leader must possess respect and support, and
have the clout and the willingness to wield it when
necessary.
• The leader’s skills must combine judgment, commitment, vision.
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• He or she must possess a sense of humor, be reasonably “thick-skinned” and be a “people person.”
• He or she should possess a vision about what the
firm should be and a good sense of timing for when
and how to discuss and implement initiatives.
The most successful managing partner is not necessarily:
• the best lawyer;
• the biggest rainmaker;
• the “workaholic” partner, the senior partner;
• the “idea” partner or;
• the “willing” partner.
What partners expect of managing partners:
• Leadership . . . but not dictatorship.
• Financial knowledge.
• Address the problem . . . but pick your battles.
• Be a visionary . . . but a realist.
• Be decisive . . . but build consensus.
• Be an example . . . but admit your mistakes.
• Delegate . . . but be in the know.
• Treat everyone fairly . . . but know the “buttons.”
• Know key clients/be visible in the community.
• Be a risk taker . . . but be accountable.
• Listen to all points of view . . . but make the call.
• Expect the best . . . but tolerate mistakes.
• Be accessible . . . but you must get away.
• Communicate.
• Communicate.
• Did we mention . . . communicate.

The Type of Leadership
Any management committee will include some attorneys
who are good managers and some who are not. This is
not an obstacle. Management skills are not necessarily the
only factors that qualify an attorney to serve on a management committee. It may be equally important that each of
the groups of lawyers that constitute the firm be equitably
represented on the management committee. Furthermore,
some committee members will have strengths that balance
the weaknesses of others, and vice versa.
The managing partner must keep the objectives of the
firm in proper perspective. He or she must be able to rise
above the “self” and understand that the good of the firm
comes first. The managing partner must be able to make
decisions and have them stick. Perhaps most important,
the managing partner must want to manage the firm.
Many partners want a great deal of say in firm operations, but stop short of following up on their advice or
opinions with recognizable action. Such “management
by debate” leads many management committees down a
blind alley of endless discussions and meetings. It can be
generally agreed that the members of the management
committee and the managing partner, as lawyers, want
primarily to practice law. The amount of time available
for management is limited and must be used wisely.
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Collaboration is the best way to generate ideas and
options for managing the firm. In the most successful firms, much gets done by teams of partners pulling
together. The firm, not the leader, becomes the star; the
leader serves primarily as the one who articulates the
firm’s goals and plans for accomplishing its objectives.
Small firms may have an advantage in this respect,
because they do not have as many people pulling in different directions, so it is often easier to coalesce around
common goals and collaborate on finding solutions to
problems.
Some management functions, however, should be performed by the management committee or the managing
partner, and should not be delegated. Other tasks may
be performed by either the committee or the partner, but
also may be performed by individual members of the
management committee or other lawyers in the firm. The
managing partner and the committee should be charged
with those functions that require their specific talents
and energy. In placing responsibility for other tasks, it is
important to make certain that the management committee and the managing partner have the time to perform
the functions that only they can perform.
In assessing his or her function, the managing partner
should realize that attorneys’ expectations regarding the
practice of law may well be different from the expectations attorneys held 10 years ago. These expectations may
have changed in regard to hours of work, specialization,
income, risk, independence and ethics. Attorneys have a
greater desire to know the reasons behind decisions and
to participate in decision making.
The managing partner might consider how the social,
educational and economic backgrounds of the new crop
of attorneys have changed, and how these changes may
be reflected in their attitudes, needs and expectations.
Ultimately, these changes will be reflected in the firm’s
recruiting activities, turnover, work product and fields of
specialization.
In the final analysis, it is the work that binds and
unifies the various components of the firm – that is, the
attorneys. The prudent managing partner will recognize
the need to chart a course that mediates between the
requirements of the practice of law and the needs of those
who perform the work.
The managing partner’s duties include implementing
all decisions of the executive committee and policies established by the partners and monitoring standing and ad hoc
committees established by the executive committee.
1. The managing partner should require periodic
reporting of all committees and be empowered to
reconstitute committees.
2. The managing partner should monitor and supervise the firm’s administrator in the performance of
his or her functions and deal with individual partners when conflicts arise.

3. The managing partner should render financial and
management reports to the executive committee
and the firm in a systematic manner and as may be
requested from time to time.
4. The managing partner should chair firm and executive committee meetings. He or she should compile
and distribute an agenda in advance of partnership
and executive committee meetings and report for
the executive committee at partnership meetings.
5. Any policy matter intended to be submitted for a
vote at any partnership meeting, as well as items
affecting the business and substantive sides of the
practice, should be clearly identified in the meeting
agenda.

Providing Firm Leadership
The greatest and often most frustrating challenge many
managing partners face is how to provide leadership to
their firms. Central to this conflict is whether to lead by
consensus or decree. In reality, an astute lawyer-manager must achieve the appropriate balance of building
consensus among the partners versus managing as an
autocrat and which works best, and under what conditions.

a. the types of issues/matters partners and associates would like to be kept apprised of regularly;
and
b. how these issues/matters should be brought
to the attention of partners and associates, by
whom and at what frequency?
3. What specifically should be the role and authority
of department heads (coordinators) and individual
partners for
a. accepting work from clients;
b. assigning work to other attorneys;
c. overseeing billing, and collecting fees and disbursements;
d. developing plans for marketing legal services to
existing and potential clients; and
e. providing for an interdisciplinary approach to
serving clients?

Time Devoted to Management and
Learning to Manage
A significant majority of managing partners who maintain a client base, supported by an experienced law firm
administrator, spend one-third to one-half of their time
or more managing. It is not unusual to find that manag-

An astute lawyer-manager must achieve the appropriate
balance of building consensus among the partners versus
managing as an autocrat.
In today’s highly competitive environment, authority
for managing the firm’s administrative and substantive
activities needs to be centralized, at least to some extent,
in a managing partner and/or an executive/management
committee. It is no longer feasible or desirable for attorneys to exercise their independence on virtually every
issue. Partners must be willing to subordinate their prerogatives as owners of the firm for the good of the firm.
To achieve this level of acceptance it is incumbent upon
lawyer management to answer these questions as they
apply to their respective firms:
1. What specifically should be the role and responsibility of the partners, the managing partner and
department heads for
a. policy determination and implementation;
b. long-range planning, including practice development;
c. recruiting and training lawyers;
d. practice management and quality control;
e. confronting underachievers?
2. How to improve the quality of communications
between and among the partners and associates and
staff for substantive and administrative matters,
including

ing partners attain and maintain their power base within
their firm as the result of their work in business development, client maintenance and fee production rather than
their management skills. Additionally, most of these managing partners possess outstanding interpersonal skills
combined with their business sense and their ability to
“do the right thing” as key elements contributing to their
success as lawyer managers.
It is not unusual for a managing partner to devote
a year or longer to learning the job, even if he or she
served previously as a member of the firm’s management
committee. Virtually all managing partners learn their
job while doing it. Several managing partners said they
learned what not to do by observing the mistakes of their
predecessors and listening to the comments and criticisms
of other partners. Those few partners who obtained their
positions by dint of their strong personalities confided to
the author that they perform certain management functions by decree and others by consensus – as long as they
agree with the consensus.
Most managing partners keep abreast of their job by
reading management publications. Many of them attend
management seminars and informal, periodic meetings of managing partners. Others meet informally and
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exchange management ideas during bar association and
other professional meetings. Obviously, no one discusses
their firm’s “dirty laundry” with other managing partners; however, the problems of other firms that may have
been reported in the legal press and elsewhere are often
discussed, but usually in terms of how to prevent similar
situations from occurring. Inherent in these discussions is
the moral support that managing partners receive from
one another.

Changing Values Affect Management Styles
Some managing partners opine that as their law firms
have evolved, the values and the culture of their partners
have also changed. Consequently, a majority of partners
valued different factors as being important and necessary
for their firm’s development. These evolving cultural
changes can make what was more of a family-like relationship among the partners into what is now characterized as a business relationship.

The executive committee
should serve as a
counselor to the ﬁrm.
Unless the managing partner is capable of “taking
the partners’ pulse” and keeping in touch with the other
partners, the firm will experience serious difficulties,
regardless of how much money the partners earn. It was
stated by the managing partner of a 55-lawyer firm, “For
each year we continue to exist and partners achieve their
personal and professional goals within the broader firm
context, those of us on the executive committee feel that
we have accomplished some sort of miracle.”

Executive Committee
The executive committee’s roles are varied and must
include planning and policy making; its vision frequently
gives rise to firm discussions and decision making on critical issues. It should have oversight, with the assistance of
the department chairs and the firm’s administrative managers, to assure policy implementation and profitability.
The executive committee should serve as counselor to the
firm. Issues raised about those partners who may serve
as members of the executive committee should include
the extent to which they possess the qualities and abilities
necessary to provide
• ethical leadership,
• fiscal leadership,
• practice group oversight,
• qualitative practice leadership,
• client relations leadership, and
• human relations leadership.
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Depending upon the size of the firm and the number and location of its offices, it is good to have different departments and ages represented so as to assist in
liaison and mentoring duties. Further, there should be
among members of the executive committee lawyers who
are prepared to succeed to continually greater management roles.

Practice Group Leaders/Department Chairs
An increasing number of law offices have introduced and
implemented practice management activities to ensure
partner coordination, control and accountability over
fields of law, areas of practice and client matters. Practice
group leaders/department chairs are generally responsible for overall practice management and communications
within each substantive practice area or department.
Generally, under plans and policies established by the
managing partner, each practice group leader is charged
with planning, organizing, and overseeing the proper
and profitable handling of work in the practice area falling within his or her jurisdiction. A major function of the
practice group leader is to ensure the timely completion
of client work in a cost effective and quality manner.
Central to this activity is the assignment of work to associates or other partners. Practice group leaders may delegate assignments directly to attorneys within their field
of law or who may be available or possess the expertise
to perform the required work.
Practice group leaders should be responsible for quality control and cost effectiveness of work performed in
their area. Each practice group leader should be available
to discuss fees and oversee billings and collection of bills
in his or her jurisdiction, as requested, and within the
framework established by the managing partner. This
individual may be expected to coordinate the planning
for business development or the systematic sharing of
client relations within the practice area.
Within the established system of the office, the practice
group leader should ensure implementation of agreedupon policies on billings, collections, retention, and
indexing of legal forms, memoranda, opinion letters, and
important legal efforts for the practice area.
The practice group leader should be consulted about,
and should direct as may be required, the continuing
legal education efforts for the work under his or her jurisdiction. Each practice group leader should communicate
with the executive committee and the managing partner
about the quality, client service, and the economics of
professional services rendered by the attorneys within the
designated work area, as well as ideas for the improvement of such services.
Each practice group leader should advise, when
requested or when considered appropriate, on the
acceptance of new business, considering such aspects
as conflict of interest, ethics, merit and strength of the

case, time required, ability of lawyers to handle the
work, economics of the case, and value to the office. If
the leader is uncertain whether to accept a case, he or
she should consult the managing partner or executive
committee.
The generic functions performed by each practice
group leader should be determined by the managing
partner for the major areas of the office’s work in terms
of managing problems in work assignment, coordinating staffing, setting objectives and reviewing data to
appraise results, ensuring ethics and quality control, and
cooperating with the executive committee. Each practice
group leader should be encouraged to develop a personal
style in accomplishing these objectives within the general
guidelines of the office.
Weekly, practice group leaders should receive a written notice from the office administrator describing every
new matter within the practice area that has been accepted during that week. These reports will advise the practice leader of the existence of new matters within their
jurisdiction, along with the identity of the originating
partner.
Each practice group leader should meet with the
partners and associates working on matters within the
practice area to briefly discuss individual workloads,
problems in producing work in a timely manner, schedule conflicts, and other matters, as required. To facilitate
this review, each leader should access the calendars and
dockets for statute of limitations dates, other key filing
dates, status reports or supplemental miscellaneous
information and a record of every matter by the “handling attorneys.”
To the extent that the practice group leader has doubts
about the ability of the originating attorney to perform
the work (within the coordinator’s practice area), whether due to lack of expertise or work overload, the leader
should discuss the matter with the originating attorney.
All client assignments with related questions between the
practice group leader and the originating attorney that
cannot be resolved by the leader should be referred to the
managing partner.
The practice group leader should review, on a lawyerby-lawyer basis, client work that is not being performed
in a timely or quality manner or work that can afford
more lawyer time. He or she should review lawyer production reports monthly, or more frequently as required,
to determine the extent to which lawyers are producing
the work. Following this review, the leader may assign
or suggest reassignment of work to other attorneys who
are not being utilized effectively. It is especially helpful
for the leader to review all write-downs and write-offs of
time and accounts receivable beyond certain dollar limits
by the billing attorney to determine the reasons and justifications for such action. If partners are writing off too
much time, it should be questioned.

Conclusion
In the final analysis, individual needs of attorneys have
to be balanced with individual partner independence to
be responsive to the firm’s organizational patterns and
policies. Applying management techniques to practice
areas may introduce to the firm a new take on methods
for enhancing profitability.
■
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Managing Your Brain –
A User’s Guide
By Mark I. Sirkin

I

nformation about the human brain has increased dramatically over the past 10 to 15 years, radically changing our understanding of its functions and its capabilities. Since lawyers rely on their brains (as opposed
to specialized instruments and tools) more than most
professionals, this knowledge is particularly relevant to
them. What follows is a “user’s guide” or primer about
neuroscience for the practicing lawyer.
The brain is, far and away, the most complex organ
known to man. Some estimates suggest that there are
more potential connections in the brain than there are
stars in the universe.1 That’s a large number. Even more
fascinating than the mere quantity of connections is the
way the brain interconnects its systems and subsystems.
One reason the brain is so complex is that several different systems operate simultaneously in living brains.
The brain can be understood from an anatomical perspective, a biochemical perspective, and an electrical
perspective. Anatomy rules the brain; understanding the
place, or position, of its parts is critical to understanding
brain function. If you know the topology of the brain,
that is, where things are located, you are well on the way
to understanding many of its functions. This principle is
true even on the cellular level, where the placement and
growth of axons (the antennae that bring information into
the cell) and dendrites (the transmitters that send information out of the cell) dictate brain function and growth
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at the micro-level. The biochemical perspective or system
deals with the neurochemistry of the brain – the relevant
neuroanatomy here concerns the tiny gaps between axons
and dendrites that are filled with chemicals, called neurotransmitters, that excite or pacify the receiving neuron.
This is the level at which pharmaceuticals operate. Finally,
and perhaps least understood, the brain is an organ of
electrical transmission, where brain frequencies (referred
to by the Greek terms alpha, beta, theta, delta, and gamma)
facilitate or reflect certain states of preparedness, awareness, and learning. Although well documented, these
brain waves are not well understood and their function
(for example, are they cause or effect?) is still a mystery.
Rather than focus on neuroanatomy or neurochemistry,
however, let us examine the brain in vivo, that is, how the
brain functions as it is being used. This article will discuss
three areas that warrant special attention: information
overload, emotional reactivity, and working with others.
But first, what’s changed about what we know?

What’s New?
When you were in high school or college, you probably
were taught that while other parts of the body regenerate
naturally, the brain does not regenerate new brain cells.
This is no longer considered gospel. The brain does regenerate new cells, as well as rewire and remap existing connections. This is called neuroplasticity and the discovery of

this phenomenon lies at the heart of our changing ideas
about brain function. Another breakthrough that has
changed the way we think about the brain is the fact that
new technology, such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fmri), has allowed us to actually see the brain at
work. So what have we been learning?
• We Think in Maps – Every idea is a group of
interconnected neurons that we call maps. Every
thought, concept, or idea represents a group of
neurons or map. Complex ideas, or concepts built
from a number of discrete pieces of information,
are larger maps that interconnect smaller maps into
a unitary thought. This is how many points in the
brain can become interconnected, and a single idea
or set of neurons can participate in more than one
map. Thinking is the process of creating new maps,
and we create millions of new maps every second.
A memory, while once thought to be a single idea
residing in a single place in the brain, is now known
to be made up of many discrete impressions (residing in multiple regions of the brain) all brought
together in the single act of remembering.
• Up Close All Brains Are Different – The brain
changes with experience. This is the essence of neuroplasticity. Your brain has been impacted by your
unique experiences which have affected your brain,
which permanently reflects everything that has happened to it since birth. Even identical twins have
different brains due to their unique experiences
beginning in utero. Everything that has happened to
you has affected your brain, for better or for worse.
The nanny who gave you ice cream, that professor
in law school that influenced you so much, your
first case, all have impacted your brain more or less
permanently. While we always knew that experience mattered, we never knew that it mattered at
such a deep level. The brain is literally shaped by
experience; brain cells live or die, and pathways
are created and reinforced by repetition. Gerald
Edelman, a winner of the Nobel Prize in Medicine,
called this phenomenon “neural Darwinism.” The
brain literally changes as a function of where an
individual puts his or her attention. Professionals in
different fields think differently; their brains are different because of their training and their day-to-day
mental activity.
• Multi-tasking Is a Myth – The brain is an excellent
sequential processor of information, but attention
is like a spotlight that can be focused only on one
thing at a time. The brain requires some degree of
sustained concentration to process information,
first into short-term, or working, memory, then into
long-term memory. Multi-tasking is actually a rapid
sequencing from one task to another and it is a very
inefficient process.2 (For example, drivers using cell

phones are four times more likely to get into accidents; they are the functional equivalent of drunk
drivers because of the brain’s inherent informationprocessing limitations.) In addition, the brain stores
new information into short-term memory or working memory, which is quite limited. In our information society, working memory gets filled quickly.
When working memory is overloaded, the brain
does not function efficiently – we become forgetful,
inattentive, and frustrated.
• The Brain Prefers Certainty – In some respects the
brain is a “difference” engine; it spots and resolves
differing or incompatible inputs. When a discrepancy arises, the brain strives to resolve it. This is
why we are inveterate problem solvers, even for fun
(think crossword puzzles and Sudoku). Established
maps are preferred because the brain tends to do
things the way it has done them before. Like the
law, the brain is inherently conservative. Existing
maps (or expectations, to use common parlance)
influence the way new information is processed.
Conflicting maps irritate, so we are motivated to
resolve discrepancies between overlapping maps.
Changing old wiring in the brain is difficult, if not
impossible, and the more we focus on an idea, even
a wrong idea, the more we set it. The good news,
however, is that new maps are relatively easy to lay
down. New ideas, or new maps, are easier to adopt
than re-learning or changing an old idea. This may
seem to fly in the face of logic, a favorite mode of
thought for lawyers. Logic leads to certainty, which
neuroscience tells us the brain prefers. Logic has its
place; it leads to certainty, which the brain craves.
But if you are trying to convince someone of something, it is easier to teach that person a new idea
than to get the person to give up an old one.

Attention and the Myth of Multi-tasking
We live in a wired world where new information comes
flowing in – fast and furious. This is no longer your
father’s law practice with libraries down the hall and
an eminence grise in the next office who knew everything
there was to know about a particular law or client. The
amount of information processed by the average lawyer
today is many times what it was just a few years ago.
Moore’s law describes the phenomenon that lets us
squeeze more and more data into smaller spaces ever
more quickly. This discovery has changed the lawyers’
world permanently, forever changing the way law is
practiced. What has not changed as quickly, however, is
the brain that processes all this information. As lawyers
juggle cell phones, BlackBerrys, emails and the like, more
and more input is bombarding their brains. It’s true, the
technology gives us the ability to file and access information more efficiently than ever, but simply trying to
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remember what is there, while juggling several things
other tasks at the same time, may strain the brain beyond
optimal functioning.
Most of the brain’s informational inputs reside in
working memory which, as we said, is limited. This
presents a problem. A complicating factor is that most
people believe they can multi-task without degradation
of quality or inefficiency. But the brain research disagrees:
the brain can focus primarily on one thing at a time, and
that’s the limit. While it can switch rapidly from one task
to the other – called “serial attention” – some information
is always lost in the switching back and forth. And most
people will notice what you are doing and that you are
not concentrating fully on the task at hand.
When the limits of working memory are reached, several things can happen. First, information gets lost; there
is simply no place to store it effectively, and either the
new input gets dropped or the new information pushes
out the old. How many of us have had the experience of
being told something quite clearly and plainly; we listened, but then got distracted and now we can’t remember what it was we just heard. This is not only a common
phenomenon, it is becoming more and more common
with consequences that range from annoyance to malpractice. In addition, this type of overload has emotional
consequences. It is frustrating and stressful to have so

one at times; it improves and gets stronger with
practice. Psychologists have been developing games
and other methods to help working memory function more efficiently. Some sites that provide brain
training are: www.positscience.com, www.lumosity.
com, and www.cogmed.com/program.
3. Learn to Relax: Stress is the enemy of efficient
brain functioning. The fight-flight mode is activated when the brain is stressed. While this may
prepare you to run away or fight someone, it is not
effective in today’s professional world. Also, stress
pumps hormones into your bloodstream that further distract you. There are, however, a number
of mind-body disciplines that all contribute to
better brain functioning through focused relaxation. Among these are yoga, tai chi, meditation or
mindfulness, and biofeedback, to name just few.
Try one that interests you, learn the discipline, and
then practice it regularly to control your body’s
reaction to stressful events and information overload.

The Role of Emotions and Emotional Intelligence
If absorbing and using information was a purely cognitive exercise that involved filing and retrieval, modern
life would be hard enough. But research shows us that

Most people believe that they can multi-task without
degradation of quality or inefﬁciency. But the research disagrees.
much information coming at us at once. Forgetting can be
embarrassing, which creates further emotional stress.
What can be done? Here are several suggestions, taking our current knowledge about brain functioning into
account, that can help with the problems related to information overload.
1. Care and Feeding: Brains do best on seven to
eight hours of sleep each night – get enough sleep.
Caffeine is not food; make sure your brain is
well fed with a minimum of carbohydrates and a
maximum of protein. Alcohol and the use of other
substances do not contribute to the efficient functioning of your brain – use them sparingly. If you
need these substances, including sleep medication
or other pharmaceuticals to help you function, you
may need a lifestyle change that fits better with the
brain you have. In addition, exercising the body
may be the single best thing to do for your brain – it
increases blood flow and keeps the brain systems
working at peak efficiency.
2. Train the Brain: Working memory can be trained.
Although the brain is not a muscle, it behaves like
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most, if not all, inputs and memories get tagged with an
emotional association as well. These emotions, it seems,
enable us to process and retrieve information more effectively.
Let’s start with some basic brain anatomy. In the 1960s
and 1970s we made the exciting discovery that the left
brain was primarily analytic, specializing in fact-based
and sequential information processing. The right brain
was more emotional and holistic, and processed gestalts
most effectively. We have moved beyond the left brain =
analytic/right brain = emotion dichotomy. Psychologists
now believe that there is more than one type of intelligence. IQ, or what is called cognitive intelligence, is
what most people traditionally think of when they say
someone is smart. However, recent findings indicate that
emotional intelligence, sometimes called EQ, is distinct
from, and is not correlated with, cognitive intelligence.
But EQ is correlated with strong interpersonal relationships, leadership skills, and positive client interactions.
The good news for lawyers, based on preliminary findings by my colleague Dr. Larry Richard at Hildebrandt
Baker Robbins, is that lawyers tend to have higher IQs

than the average person. The bad news, however, is that
their EQ scores tend to be lower.
Lawyers live in a world where they are taught, and
reminded every day, that logic is good and emotions
are bad; careful, non-emotional reasoning should trump
emotion every time according to this old-school way of
thinking. Indeed the law is based on this sort of reasoning. Emotions, if noticed at all, ought to be factored out.
But not so fast! Emotions are fundamental to the way
people, and their brains, operate. Here are some things
scientists have recently concluded about emotions that
should give every lawyer reason to pause:3
• Emotions are information.
• We can try to ignore emotion, but it doesn’t work.
• We can try to hide emotions, but we are not as good
at it as we think.
• Decisions must incorporate emotion to be effective.
• Emotions follow logical patterns.
• Emotional universals do exist, but so do specifics
(i.e., individual and cultural differences).
As with any life skill, some people are better at using
emotions than others (i.e., are born with a higher EQ).
And like any other life skill, learning how to use it and
practicing it will improve the ability to recognize, use,
and track emotional information.
Emotional intelligence, according to one definition, is
the set of skills we use to read, understand, and respond
effectively to the emotional signals sent to us by others
and by ourselves. These skills allow us to understand
and adjust our reactions to events and people, and they
enable us to anticipate and influence others.4 If none of
these skills and capabilities is important to you then no
need to worry about emotional intelligence . . . but check
your pulse because you may not be a fully functioning
human. Interacting with others requires the use of emotional intelligence. The better you are with it, the more
you will be able to anticipate, affect, and utilize your
own emotions and those of the people with whom you
interact.
According to the literature, the four branches of emotional intelligence are:5
1. Perceiving and Identifying Emotions – Knowing
your own emotions and reading the emotions of
others accurately.
2. Using Emotion to Facilitate Thought – Understanding how mood affects you and affects situations,
and how to create moods to achieve your goals.
3. Understanding Emotions – Making accurate inferences; predicting emotional reactions in others.
4. Managing Emotions – Choosing emotional expression appropriate to time and place.
Tests have been developed to assess your own emotional intelligence and diagnose the areas that need
strengthening. As with IQ, you can be good at some
aspects and not so good at others, thus impacting your

overall EQ. But the good news is that, as with any life
skill and a good assessment, you can determine what you
need to work on and improve.
How can emotional intelligence be improved? Some
of the sensitivities required for higher emotional intelligence do not come easily and may be hard to learn. But
practice and diligence will pay off. Here are a couple of
suggestions:
1. Facial expressions are the key to reading the emotions of others. Practice reading faces and body
language, and think about whether there is a match
or mis-match between the two. Use the information
that is often written on the faces of others. Dr. Paul
Ekman (www.paulekman.com) has been studying
emotional expressions for his entire career and has
developed methods for teaching this skill to others.
As an added bonus, if you take his course, you may
be able to spot when people are lying to you; emotionally intelligent people will often pick up subtle
but real and reliable clues.
2. Keep an emotions journal – start to study your own
emotional reactions to events and their consequences. This does not mean writing down every emotion
you have during the day, but rather journaling one
stand-out event during the day that engaged you
or someone close to you emotionally. Try to do this
every day. By writing about it, you will be teaching yourself to be more sensitive to emotional cues
and learn how your emotions are connected, one to
the other. Remember, focus changes the brain; so,
by thinking about your emotions, you are re-wiring
your brain to be more emotionally astute.

Motivating and Influencing Others
While it’s important to understand the role of emotions
in interpersonal interactions, brain science is teaching
us things about motivation and influence that we never
knew with such certainty before. For example, by reading
fmris when people are exposed to various situations, we
can tell what they like and how they react. We can recognize a perceived threat as it impacts the brain, regardless
of what an individual says or knows about himself or
herself.
Remember, the brain is, first and foremost, a difference-analyzing engine. It makes mental maps which are
predictions based on expectations based on past experience. If the predictions don’t match, the brain sends out
an alert that causes the difference to be analyzed until it
is understood or resolved. But the brain does not function
in a vacuum: we are social creatures that must negotiate
a social world whether that is a courtroom, a law firm, or
a family home. Research suggests that there are intrinsic, built-in motivators that all humans strive to attain.6
Having these motivators enhanced or achieved is rewarding, while having them frustrated or diminished is intrin-
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sically de-motivating. Although the list below may not be
complete, these well-documented social motivators must
be taken into account in every social situation:
• Status
• Certainty
• Autonomy
• Relatedness
• Fairness
These motivators are easiest to remember as the
acronym SCARF, although this is not necessarily in their
order of importance. To the extent that you can enhance
any one of the SCARF elements – for yourself, your firm,
or your client – it will be experienced as a social positive
or good.

As humans, we enjoy status,
the more the better, and it is part
of the warp and woof of most
social organizations.
We are programmed by thousands of years of
evolution to seek certainty – and the other elements
of SCARF as well. The brain seeks certainty; the brain
really likes predictability. That the world, or events, can
be anticipated with (a degree of) certainty is intrinsically
calming, just as an unpredictable environment typically
creates anxiety.
Status is next. We are primates and, as primates, social
hierarchies are literally a part of our DNA. As humans,
we enjoy status, the more the better, and it is part of the
warp and woof of most social organizations, including
law firms. Or think of the courtroom, with all the built-in
status cues that reinforce the authority of judges. When
we want to reward someone, we heighten their status,
elevate them so to speak. Status-seeking behavior often
motivates professionals, and men especially, to a strong
degree.
Professionals tend to over-value autonomy, another
intrinsic SCARF motivator. Overlapping a bit with status,
autonomy refers to the freedom to act as one chooses
with no constraints. The greater the constraints, the more
autonomy is diminished.
Relatedness, another intrinsic motivator, is sometimes
at odds with status and autonomy. People like to feel
connected to each other and this motivates us to be part
of a firm or a profession. Interestingly, significant gender
differences are emerging from the research, indicating
that women place a higher value on relatedness while
men seek status more.
Finally, fairness seems to be an intrinsic motivator,
which should come as a reassurance to those who
practice law. Primates, and even many mammals, seem to
have an innate sense of what is fair and what is not. This
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may well be the biological and evolutionary basis for the
importance of the legal system in civilized societies.7
The SCARF model has significant ramifications for
how people lead and manage others.
• Compensation systems are usually more about fairness and status than money. What matters most is
how people are treated in relation to others of similar status.
• Relatedness is a primary motivator. Firms should
be looking for ways to enhance it as it is among the
best predictors of efficiency, profitability, and teamwork.8 Men, and male-dominated organizations,
tend to over-emphasize status and under-emphasize
relatedness.
• When mentoring or managing others, attend to the
SCARF factors. Good mentors naturally seek to
enhance SCARF. Notice individual differences; some
SCARF factors are more important to some than
others (you will improve your skills by working on
your emotional intelligence!).
• Reading your emails or scanning or inputting on
your BlackBerry while interacting with others has
an impact – it is “de-statusing” and thus not a good
relationship enhancer. And considering the limits
of working memory and the myth of multi-tasking,
it may just push your overflowing brain over the
edge. Simply put, it’s bad manners and bad neuroscience.
Although there is much more to say about the confluence of neuroscience and the practice of law, attending
to the simple facts and suggestions above should give
the average lawyer plenty to think about and much to
improve.
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Everything You Need to
Run Your Office
By Kimberly A. Swetland
Introduction
The subject of procurement is one that lawyers do not
often use in regular conversation, but it is something that
every law firm engages in all the time. Whether they have
a name for it or not, lawyers have to secure the equipment, furniture, supplies and other fixtures in order to
practice law. Procurement is a necessary element in the
operation and management of every law office. Whether
it is handled by a law firm administrator, the managing
partner, or a senior secretary, it goes without saying that
when a firm runs out of legal pads, all hell breaks loose.
Furthermore, uncontrolled purchasing can have an undesirable effect on overhead expenses, which can reduce a
firm’s ultimate profitability. This article covers several
important aspects of procurement: purchasing and inventory control, the use of requests for proposals (RFPs), the
decision to lease or buy and negotiations strategies.

Purchasing and Inventory Control
The legal services industry is facing an increasingly
competitive marketplace and the additional pressure
of clients expecting more for less. How can a law firm
increase profitability while simultaneously focusing on
growth and exceeding client expectations? Firms will
increase profitability by recognizing that strategic initiatives focused on procurement (i.e., buying services) are
as important as the initiatives focused on selling legal
services.
The firms that are succeeding in bridling their spending habits and managing expenses are those that are
implementing strategic procurement best practice initia-

tives. These initiatives focus on producing long-term,
sustainable results, which will ultimately have a direct,
positive impact on the firm’s bottom line. The following discusses three procurement best practices that will
deliver financial benefits and enhance profitability.

1. Establish Preferred Vendor Relationships
Consolidating purchases with fewer preferred vendors
will provide your firm with greater leverage to negotiate both favorable pricing and additional value-added
terms and conditions such as service-level commitments
and penalties, extended warranties, expedited delivery
schedules, favorable return policies and advantageous
payment terms.
As a general rule, the fewer the suppliers, the better.
However, a firm’s ability to forge long-term relationships
with a select number of preferred vendors will depend
on the products involved and the degree of purchasing
centralization that the firm is willing to sanction. Many
organizations choose to implement a hybrid solution,
whereby the purchasing activities for products and services that are used firm-wide (e.g., technology hardware
and software, office equipment, office services, supplies,
employee benefits, library databases, etc.) is centrally
administered, while purchasing for specific office needs
(e.g., recruiting, event planning, facility services, local
transportation, catering, etc.) is handled at the local
level.
Building relationships with vendors is the way to
ensure that your office is adequately stocked and pricing
is controlled. Critical to the vendor relationship is timely
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and accurate order fulfillment and the ability to respond
quickly for last-minute or emergency supplies. Because
of the costs involved, many firms do not maintain a large
inventory; instead, they employ a just-in-time delivery
approach with a cooperating vendor. Developing a relationship with a supply vendor who comes through in an
emergency is key to keeping costs under control while
maintaining ready access to the supplies you need when
you need them.
Be aware that the lowest price is not always the most
critical aspect of working with a vendor. A company
that understands the needs of your office, the quality of
product you require and the time constraints necessary
to provide service to you are equally important factors
to consider.

The e-procurement system
also serves as an information
repository for all purchasing
activity.
2.

Promote Employee Spending Through Preferred
Vendors
Establishing relationships with preferred vendors will not
by itself yield maximum financial benefits unless employee spending is channeled to those vendors. “Maverick
spending” or overspending occurs when employees
make firm purchases from suppliers of their own choosing, resulting in an item or service purchased at a higher
price without the benefit of negotiated discounts or
value-added terms and conditions. Overspending is
often facilitated through alternative methods of purchasing that are available to employees, such as credit cards,
check requests and petty cash vouchers.
One way to combat unnecessary spending is to simplify the process by which employees procure goods and
services by developing simple, easy-to-use, procure-topay processes that steer employees toward pre-established vendor relationships. On the other hand, procurement policies and procedures must be flexible enough to
support purchases of nonstandard or emergency items
and services. Changing employees’ buying habits is one
of the more challenging aspects of strategic purchasing
and requires clearly defined purchasing policies and
procedures.
3. Automate Procure-to-Pay Processes
Many effective e-procurement systems are available in
the marketplace, which can be used to automate a firm’s
purchasing. These systems simplify the ordering process
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by creating the path of least resistance, thereby reducing
maverick spending. Some of the benefits that e-procurement systems provide include online ordering, catalog
management, electronic approval routing and receiving,
and invoice-matching capabilities.
The e-procurement system also serves as an information repository for all purchasing activity. An effective
purchasing database will enable users to query the status
of their orders and provide management with analytical
capabilities for strategic planning purposes. The e-procurement system is the primary gateway for the flow of
information between the firm and its preferred vendors.
Therefore, the gateway should provide a variety of methods for the electronic inbound receipt of vendor quotes,
invoices and credit memos and the outbound transmission of purchase orders and payments. Automating
procure-to-pay processes provides firms with a great
opportunity to achieve significant bottom-line savings
while simultaneously improving the quality and effectiveness of internal procurement processes.

Request for Proposal (RFP) Process
As legal service providers, law firms focus on being the
resource for clients needing sophisticated legal talent and
advice. Lawyers examine clients’ legal issues and problems and work in partnership with clients to help them
achieve their goals. When it comes to engaging vendors
to do business, look for the same level of partnership
your firm provides to clients by establishing preferred
vendor relationships. The best way to understand the
marketplace and to enhance your vendor partnerships to
obtain the best value and services is through the requestfor-information (RFI) and request-for-proposal (RFP)
process.
An RFP invites multiple vendors to provide the firm
with a bid on specific products or services. An RFP can
start with an RFI, which is used primarily to limit the
number of vendors that will participate in the full-scale
RFP process. An RFI is less comprehensive than an RFP
and compares vendor company backgrounds, qualifications, financials and referrals.

Analyze Current Expenditures
Begin by analyzing your firm’s spending and reviewing current contract timing and terms. Determine your
goals and then choose an area where you can achieve
the greatest impact. (Compensation, taxes and rent are
relatively fixed firm expenses with limited opportunities
for change.) Fluctuating firm expenses might include the
following:
• benefits
• insurance
• technology and telecommunications systems/
equipment
• duplicating costs

• office services (e.g., vending, car service, plants, etc.)
• office supplies
• office furniture
• recruiting
• library publications and research services
• professional services
Itemize your annual spending levels in each area over
the last five years. Analyze the current terms of existing
contracts and note value-added items you receive from
each vendor. Determine inventory levels if appropriate.

Decide If, When and How to Issue an RFP
Once you amass the information on firm expenses, analyze the data and prioritize firm objectives and decide if
an RFP should be prepared. The best time to conduct an
RFP is when first purchasing services or products, but
RFPs are also prepared at contract renewal time or when
there is dissatisfaction with current vendor pricing or
service.
Insurance and employee benefit RFPs and negotiations are typically handled through an insurance broker.
A few months before your benefit or insurance contracts
expire, ask your broker to go to the marketplace with an
RFP to facilitate the contract renewal negotiations.
Depending on the scope of the job, you may want to
consider engaging a consultant or broker to handle the
RFP for you. Fee structures for consultants vary – you can
negotiate a flat consulting fee, a fee based on the percentage of dollars saved in the negotiations or a fee based on
a percentage of the contract value. In the legal industry,
an emerging trend in small and mid-size firms is to forgo
the consulting fees and have RFPs handled by internal
staff or lawyers.
Once you have identified the targeted expense areas
and who is responsible for managing the process, identify
the industry experts and vendors to include in the RFP.
Evaluate vendors who can meet your specific business
needs. Below are some questions you might consider:
• Do you have multiple offices?
• Is the vendor located in each office area?
• Do you have a specific/unique business need?
Depending on your business needs, you might choose
a cross-section of small, mid-size and large vendors.
Include your current vendor in the RFP process and
obtain vendor referrals from colleagues and associations
like the ALA.

Elements of the RFP Document
As with any standardized document, the model RFP document will contain a common format, generally accepted
order, and predictable information. This way both organizations seeking proposals and vendors making proposals operate in a medium that everyone understands. The
following list provides an outline of an RFP:
• Introduction and firm information

• State the purpose of the RFP
• The RFP is being issued for the purpose of obtaining
bids for _________ [see examples below]:
- health insurance benefits
- malpractice insurance
- technology and telecommunications systems/
equipment
- duplicating costs
- office supplies
- office furniture
- library publications and research services
- office services
- professional services
• Indicate goals and objectives
• The goals and objectives of this RFP selection process are to ________ [see examples below]:
- ensure continued excellent service quality
- reduce costs
- leverage unified buying volume
- enhance services
- consolidate vendors
- improve internal administrative procedures/
processes
- maintain flexibility to adapt to business changes
- initiate innovative business practices
- simplify ordering and/or invoicing process
- retain services for a specific objective
• Designate the firm’s contact person
• Establish that the firm’s contact person is the one
and only contact person throughout the RFP process. Indicate that by contacting partners or others
in the firm, a vendor will be disqualified from the
process
• Communicate the intent of the RFP
• The intent of this RFP is to:
- confirm the basic stability, qualifications and performance abilities and guarantees of the vendors
and the services they provide
- understand how each vendor business is organized, its philosophy and approach to all elements
of its business
- obtain detailed financial information for each vendor
- review the services and offerings provided by each
vendor and determine the creative value-added
possibilities each vendor offers
- understand why each vendor would be most compatible with your firm
The message should be clear that it is the intention
of the firm to make a commitment to a single vendor
for services as a result of the RFP. Potential vendors are
unlikely to take the time to produce an RFP if the purchasing entity is not willing to make such a commitment
to follow through.
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Analyze RFP Responses and Rank Vendors
Once the RFP responses are received, prepare a side-byside analysis of the responses. A helpful tool is to rank
and weight each response category and then rank the
informational components of each vendor response to
review the quantitative and qualitative aspects. To assess
the subjective cultural and relationship fit between the
firm and each vendor, invite your top three candidates

Equipment and Vendor Selection
The next step is the vetting process for equipment and
vendor selection. The goal is to produce a cost-benefit
analysis that identifies the most advanced technological
equipment that best satisfies your current and potential
needs at a competitive cost. Vendor selection is just as
important as equipment selection. Vendors should possess expert knowledge on their own product line so that

Having completed the RFP process, you can extend any offer to the
winning vendor, thank the other vendors for their participation in the
process and develop a contract detailing the terms of the agreements.
to make a presentation to key decision makers. Upon
completion of the presentations, the firm’s internal team
of decision makers can assess and rank the vendors.
Simultaneously, vendor references should be checked.

Vendor Contract Development
Having completed the RFP process, you can extend an
offer to the winning vendor, thank the other vendors for
their participation in the process and develop a contract
detailing the terms of the agreements negotiated. When
developing a contract with a vendor you have selected to
handle any aspect of your firm’s business, conduct due
diligence as you would advise your clients to do before
signing a contract. Vendors often prefer to use their standard, prewritten contracts, which may contain language
or automatic renewal dates and termination requirements
that are not clearly spelled out. Tell the vendor you prefer
to create your own contract for goods and services. Again,
pay particular attention to automatic renewal terms and
cancellation requirements to avoid getting caught in an
expensive cycle.

Lease or Buy
There are many important factors to consider when a firm
begins the equipment acquisition process. Consider and
conduct the following assessments before committing to
a decision regarding your purchase or lease:

Needs Analysis
A firm must first conduct a needs analysis to determine
current and potential needs and total monthly costs related
to the equipment, including lease, maintenance, supplies,
ancillaries and any possible outsourced jobs. Identifying
the expiration dates of all current equipment leases is critical. When tracking your lease expiration dates, also track
the lease’s notification period, which gives you maximum
control over your leased equipment – you must notify a
lessor in writing during the notification period to avoid
automatic contract renewal.
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they can recommend the proper equipment configurations. Vendors should also be knowledgeable about competitors’ models so they can help you to compare and
contrast similar features and benefits. All equipment will
require periodic maintenance; it will not operate properly if it is not maintained and supported by a reputable
vendor. Many firms prefer to work with vendors that
manufacture, market, service and support their own
equipment rather than with independent dealers that sell
another company’s equipment. Manufacturers train and
employ experienced service technicians who can respond
quickly to service requests to keep equipment performing optimally. Dealing directly with the manufacturers,
which typically are financially sound companies, can
also provide more peace of mind than working with an
independent dealer.

Methods of Acquisition
Following equipment and vendor selection, the next step
is to evaluate which of the following three methods of
acquisition best suit the firm’s equipment acquisition
strategy:
• Lease. A third-party leasing company (lessor) purchases the equipment from the manufacturer and
leases the equipment to the firm (lessee). The lessor owns the equipment, and the lessee uses the
equipment for a specified term and pays the lessor a
stream of periodic payments.
• Loan. The bank (or leasing company) finances the
equipment to the firm under an installment purchase contract. The firm owns the equipment at the
end of the contract term.
• Outright cash purchase. The firm purchases the equipment directly from the manufacturer and typically
pays the invoice within 30 days.
Lease vs. Purchase Analysis
The firm’s capital structure will dictate whether the
firm should seriously consider the purchase alternative

since a significant outlay of cash will reduce earnings.
Because many firms want to maintain a certain amount
of liquidity, they are more likely to exercise the leasing
or loan option than to purchase the equipment outright. However, the lease versus buy decision involves
much more than simply comparing debt-service levels.
Technology obsolescence, tax benefits, as well as other
quantitative and qualitative factors must be considered
because they equally affect the lease or buy decision.
Skill, strategy, product industry knowledge and your
accountant’s advice will work to achieve the best result.

Benefits of Leasing
Leasing is the most common equipment acquisition
method, for a number of reasons, discussed below.
• Obsolete Equipment. Most equipment today contains features that are subject to rapid technological
changes, which can cause the equipment to become
quickly outdated. A buyer who purchases the equipment may end up owning a stranded asset, whereby
the equipment becomes obsolete before the end of
its useful life. Leasing transfers the equipment obsolescence risk to the lessor. From the firm’s perspective, it is the equipment’s use, not its ownership, that
creates profitability.
• Cash Flow Management. As the cost of acquiring technology increases, most firms prefer to lease rather
than purchase equipment. Unlike variable rate bank
financing, leasing offers affordable payments with a
fixed interest rate for the life of the lease. Payments
can be structured to meet cash flow and budget
requirements.
• Financial Reporting. When a firm purchases equipment, it must capitalize the equipment as an asset
on its balance sheet and record the corresponding
loan as a liability. The cost of the asset is typically
depreciated over its economic life and is reported
as a depreciation expense on the income statement,
along with the corresponding interest expense for
the loan. Conversely, if a lease qualifies as an operating lease, the payments are reported on the income
statement with a reference in the notes to the financial statements. Financial ratios (e.g., earnings,
return on assets, debt-to-equity) may also improve.
• Income Tax Considerations. Lease payments are fully
deductible from federal income tax and are exempt
from the alternative minimum tax (AMT) penalty
calculation. Conversely, purchased equipment is
subject to the AMT penalty calculation because the
depreciation expense is considered a tax preference
item. Excess depreciation may trigger the AMT penalty and eliminate potential tax benefits.
• Flexibility and Convenience. The leasing company
acts as a bank, providing 100% financing for the
equipment without a down payment. This type of

arrangement preserves bank lines of credit for emergencies or business needs.

Negotiation Strategies
A few simple negotiation strategies can significantly
improve the outcome of many procurement efforts. Here
is a top 10 list from those who have done it.

1. Just Ask
Negotiating is the skill of asking for what you want and
reaching an agreement between two parties to make
it happen. Each negotiation is an opportunity to practice, learn and develop your negotiation skills. Studies
have found that many people avoid negotiating, fearing
anticipated perceptions of conflict. Change the mindset.
Asking is how you can become a savvy business person
and negotiator.

Studies have found that many
people avoid negotiating,
fearing anticipated
perceptions of conﬂict.
2. Understand the Marketplace
An RFI or RFP is typically the best starting position for
a negotiator, as it helps to define your product/service
needs and procurement objectives and solicits valuable
information that provides insight into what the marketplace has to offer, what vendors can provide, valueadded items, service levels and related marketplace
costs. This knowledge base can help you negotiate the
best deal. Even if you do not issue an RFP, you will still
need to research and understand the market to negotiate
effectively.
3. What Are Your Objectives?
In addition to developing a broad-based knowledge of
the marketplace, you need to define and rank your business procurement objectives, which will help to focus
your negotiations. Having a written list of objectives that
all decision makers understand and helped develop will
facilitate the negotiating process and minimize the tendency to lose focus and deviate from the business objectives. Below is a sample ranking of business objectives:
• new or improved product or service
• best product or service on the market for the price
you are willing and able to pay
• price, discounts and incentives
• account representative and staffing
• service-level agreements
• accountability to deliver service or products
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• other considerations such as insurance, termination
of services/products, ability to use other vendors,
etc.
• value-added items
• financing and payment terms

4.

Educated Procurement Decisions Are ValueDriven
Nothing is free when negotiating. Everything has a cost,
which ultimately will be built into the final price paid.
Vendors who offer free service have built that cost into
their pricing model. Achieving the objectives of your deal
requires understanding the impact and associated cost
for each objective you seek. The ultimate goal is to get the
best value at the best price.
5. Pricing Is Everything
Once you have negotiated the majority of your nonfinancial objectives, pricing should be worked out. The RFP
process will give you a realistic benchmark for market
costs and provide a starting point for pricing negotiations. Absent an RFP, ask the seller to provide the best
product and service at the best price and use that as a
baseline for the discussion. Avoid mentioning the price
you think is fair or revealing your budget. Listen to what
the vendor has to say first so that you are not negotiating
against yourself.
6. Investigate Multiple Options
The best way to leverage your negotiating position is to
have options. Having multiple options helps to ensure you
will get the best offer, so know what competitors in the
market are offering. Further, if the deal with one vendor
does not work out, you will already know of another available vendor who offers comparable products or services.
7. Multiple Decision Makers Can Be an Advantage
When negotiating, one person should be the point person
for all discussions with vendors. That person will keep
the other decision makers informed of, but not directly
involved in, ongoing discussions. This tactic positions the
negotiator as the arbitrator, who must favorably address
the objectives and concerns of all decision makers, and
establishes that others will ultimately approve or disapprove the deal.
8. It’s Business; Not Personal
All negotiations are business transactions. Even if you
really want the deal, you must, as a good negotiator, be
willing to walk away if your objectives are not met. When
emotions or feelings come into play, you lose the ability
to leverage negotiations and objectively make the best
decisions or choices. It sounds simple, but when negotiations become emotional, reaching a win-win agreement
or walking away from the deal becomes difficult.
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9. Remember the Relationship
There are two sides to every deal, so it is important to
understand what the other side wants from the agreement. The best negotiated deals create or enhance business partnerships and ensure that both parties value the
agreement. A good deal will create a long-term relationship for ongoing services or future purchases – a win–win
situation.
10. Ink the Deal
There is no deal until your negotiations are written on
paper and signed by both parties. Negotiations are a
verbal agreement until the agreement is finalized by
execution. Although intent and understanding may be
verbally communicated, an executed contract seals the
negotiating deal and requires both parties to uphold the
terms negotiated.

Conclusion
Procurement may be a little understood and oftenignored process for many lawyers and office administrators. However, no law office can operate without leasing
or purchasing the many materials and resources needed
by lawyers and their staffs to deliver legal services to
clients. Given the fact that procurement is ubiquitous,
the more meaningful question is whether you just do it,
or do it well. There is an art to procurement – to getting
the best deals on all the things the firm will need in any
event. A professional approach to procurement not only
can improve the bottom line, it can make life easier for
everyone in the office.
■
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Up Close and Professional
With New York’s
Engagement Letter Rules
By Devika Kewalramani

A

lawyer is asked to represent a client. After consulting the applicable rules, the lawyer promptly
prepares and sends a letter to the client, reflecting
the scope of services and fees to be paid. The lawyer provides services, but the client fails to pay the fee. Has the
lawyer done everything necessary, at least with regard to
the engagement letter, to allow recovery of the fee? Has
the lawyer satisfied the ethical rules concerning engagement letters and retainer agreements?
New York’s engagement letter rule (Rule 1215),1 just
a page long and more than eight years old, plays a major
role in the day-to-day practice of law. It applies in most
situations where a New York lawyer represents a client and expects to be paid for legal services. However,
there are gray areas and gaps that it does not specifically
cover.
In addition to issues of fee recovery, Rule 1.5(b) of
New York’s new Rules of Professional Conduct (RPC)2
adds a disciplinary sting to Rule 1215 and to the failure to
create a written engagement letter or retainer agreement
when required.
This article will discuss the interplay between Rule
1215 and the new and yet untested ethics rule RPC 1.5(b),
which is more stringent in some respects. In addition,
this article will review recent case law on recovery of fees
in the absence of an engagement letter or retainer agreement.

Two Rules Compared
Rule 1215 is a court rule without any stated penalty for
noncompliance.3 In contrast, RPC 1.5(b) is an ethics rule
requiring a minimum level of conduct below which no
lawyer can fall without being exposed to disciplinary
action.4
Rule 1215.1 requires an attorney to either provide
a written engagement letter to a client or enter into a
signed written retainer agreement with a client before
the engagement begins or within a reasonable time
thereafter. Either an engagement letter or a retainer
agreement is sufficient to satisfy Rule 1215.1.5 Rule
1215.1(c) states, “[I]nstead of providing the client with
a written letter of engagement, an attorney may comply
. . . by entering into a signed written retainer agreement
with the client.”
Rule 1215.1(b) requires the writing to cover:
1. the scope of services;
2. fees, expenses and billing practices; and
3. where applicable, the client’s right to arbitrate fee
disputes pursuant to Part 137 of the Rules of the
Chief Administrator of the Courts (the Fee Dispute
Resolution Program, or FDRP).6
The ethics rule, RPC 1.5(b), requires an attorney to
create a writing, but only when such a writing is required
by statute or court rule.7 Since Rule 1215 is a court rule, a
writing is required under RPC 1.5(b) if it is also required
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under Rule 1215. RPC 1.5(b) independently specifies
what such a writing must include:
1. the scope of representation; and
2. the basis or rate of fees and expenses.
Hence, it appears that the two rules may easily be satisfied with one writing.
Although Rule 1215 and RPC 1.5(b) are intertwined,
the two rules have overlapping provisions that are both
similar and different, leading to possible confusion as to
how to comply with their respective requirements.
First: Rule 1215.1 requires that a lawyer provide an
engagement letter or make a retainer agreement before
or within a reasonable time after commencing a representation. Only an engagement letter can be reasonably
deferred if (1) it is impracticable to get the letter done
before or (2) the scope of the services to be provided
cannot be determined at the time of the commencement
of representation.8 No comparable delay is expressly
allowed for retainer agreements. RPC 1.5(b) has timing
requirements for written communications to clients identical to Rule 1215’s retainer agreements.
Second: Rule 1215.2 has four exceptions to its requirements for a writing:
1. where the fee to be charged is expected to be less
than $3,000,
2. where the attorney’s services are of the same general kind as previously rendered to and paid for by
the client,
3. in domestic relations matters subject to 22
N.Y.C.R.R. Part 1400, or
4. where the attorney is admitted to practice in another
jurisdiction and maintains no office in New York
State or where no material portion of the services
are to be rendered in New York.
In contrast, RPC 1.5(b) has only one exception: a
writing is not required when the lawyer will charge a
regularly represented client on the same basis or rate and
perform services that are of the same general kind as previously rendered to and paid for by the client. The exception in Rule 1.5(b) is comparable to Rule 1215’s exception
for “services of the same general kind” but is narrower
because it applies only to “regularly represented clients.” There is a possible trap for the practitioner here:
RPC 1.5(b) first says that it requires a writing only when
required by a court rule, but contains fewer exceptions to
the writing requirement than Rule 1215. A possible construction is that RPC 1.5(b) requires a writing only when
none of the Rule 1215 exceptions applies, and that its one
specified exception applies where some other rule would
otherwise require a writing.
Third: Rule 1215 requires a lawyer to give a client
an updated writing if there is a significant change in the
scope of services or fee to be charged, whereas RPC 1.5(b)
requires an attorney to communicate to a client (not nec-
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essarily in writing) any change in the scope of the representation or the basis or rate of the fee or expenses.
Fourth: While Rule 1215 requires that a lawyer must,
where applicable, include in the writing to the client
notice of its right to arbitrate fee disputes under the
FDRP, RPC 1.5(b) does not require such notice. However,
another ethics rule, RPC 1.5(f), provides that, where
applicable, a lawyer must resolve fee disputes by arbitration at the election of the client under the fee arbitration
program.

Consequences of Noncompliance
What if a lawyer has no written engagement letter or
retainer agreement in violation of Rule 1215? Will noncompliance with Rule 1215 result in an ethical violation
under RPC 1.5(b), thereby subjecting the lawyer to professional discipline? What effect will noncompliance have
on the right to a fee for services?
Rule 1215 is silent on penalties for failure to comply.
RPC 1.5(b), by contrast, is an ethics rule, exposing the lawyer to sanctions for noncompliance.9 There is no reported
case on disciplinary sanctions against lawyers and/or law
firms for the absence of a writing under Rule 1.5(b).
Much of the case law on Rule 1215 relates to fee disputes between a lawyer and a client. The typical scenario
is where the lawyer renders legal services for a client solely on the basis of an oral fee arrangement. When the lawyer seeks to recover the fee, the client refuses to pay citing,
inter alia, the lawyer’s failure to comply with Rule 1215.
The leading New York case on the consequences of
noncompliance with Rule 1215 is Seth Rubenstein, P.C. v.
Ganea.10 The Second Department held that a lawyer who
failed to give an engagement letter or make a retainer
agreement in violation of Rule 1215 could still recover
the reasonable value of services rendered on a quantum
meruit basis (as opposed to being able to recover the full
amount of fees under an engagement letter or retainer
agreement).
In that case, the lawyer had already recovered a partial
fee through an award from the estate of a person subject
to guardianship. The issue was payment of an additional
amount, the client asserting that the absence of a writing should completely bar any additional recovery. The
Second Department considered the three differing conclusions that trial courts had come to – that no fee could
be collected, that the lawyer could retain whatever had
been paid but recover no more, or that an award could
be made in quantum meruit. The Second Department
adopted the quantum meruit rule:
Providing that Rubenstein establishes the client’s
knowing agreement to pay for legal fees not fully
compensated by an award from the AIP’s estate,
Rubenstein may recover in quantum meruit the fair
and reasonable value of the services rendered on
behalf of Ganea prior to his discharge as counsel.11

The court also said that a lawyer failing to meet the
writing requirement of Rule 1215.1 “bears the burden of
establishing that the terms of the alleged fee arrangement
were fair, fully understood, and agreed to by [the client].”
However, this language appears to be inconsistent with
the holding that the fee would be measured by quantum meruit rather than by the terms of the alleged fee
arrangement. It may be that this language was directed
to the particular issue in that case: whether the client
understood that the amount awarded by the guardianship court would not be the total legal fee.
The First, Second and Fourth Departments of the
Appellate Division have relied on Rubenstein to hold that
noncompliance with Rule 1215 does not bar fee recovery
on a quantum meruit basis.12
The question whether an engagement letter must be
signed was recently addressed in Pechenik & Curro, P.C.
v. Weaver.13 There, an attorney sued a client for fees. The
attorney had sent the client an engagement letter and
discussed its contents with the client but the client did
not sign and return it. The client contended that Rule
1215.1 not only requires a written engagement letter but
that it be signed by the client in order to be effective. The
client’s motion for summary judgment and to dismiss
was denied. The court considered the wording of Rule
1215 and did not find a requirement that a client must
sign an engagement letter. The court held, “[T]he plain
wording of the regulation supports this conclusion and
also the fact that the regulation provides in the alternative
that an attorney may enter into a signed written retainer
agreement with the client in order to comply with the
regulation.”14

Why Comply
So, if an attorney is permitted to recover legal fees on a
quantum meruit basis despite a violation of Rule 1215,
why should the attorney seek to comply with the requirements of Rule 1215?
First: The New York Court of Appeals has not yet
weighed in on whether an attorney can recover legal fees
from a client in the absence of an engagement letter or
retainer agreement.
Second: Even if a fee may be recovered, quantum meruit and the agreed fee may be different. The Rubenstein
court had this to say:
Attorneys continue to have every incentive to comply
with [Rule 1215], as compliance establishes in documentary form the fee arrangements to which clients
become bound, and which can be enforced through
22 NYCRR part 137 arbitration or through court proceedings. Attorneys who fail to heed [Rule 1215] place
themselves at a marked disadvantage, as the recovery
of fees becomes dependent upon factors that attorneys
do not necessarily control, such as meeting the burden
of proving the terms of the retainer and establishing
that the terms were fair, understood, and agreed upon.

There is never any guarantee that an arbitrator or
court will find this burden met or that the factfinder
will determine the reasonable value of services under
quantum meruit to be equal to the compensation
that would have been earned under a clearly written
retainer agreement or letter of engagement.15

Third: There is the practical problem of proving even
the right to quantum meruit. In the absence of a writing, the client may contend that there was never any
agreement to pay for services, written or oral, which is
a requirement for a quantum meruit recovery. This is
illustrated by Barry Mallin & Assocs. P.C. v. Nash Metalware
Co.16 There, unlike in Rubenstein, the client disputed even
an oral agreement for legal services. The Court found that
the lawyer failed to establish a meeting of the minds sufficient to create an enforceable agreement for legal services
and refused even a quantum meruit award.
Finally, although there is no precedent yet under ethics rule RPC 1.5(b), no attorney should want to be the
subject of the first professional discipline case under that
section.
■
1. N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 22, § 1215 (N.Y.C.R.R.). Rule 1215 became
effective on March 4, 2002, and was amended on April 3, 2002.
2. 22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 1200. RPC became effective on April 1, 2009, and was
amended on May 4, 2010.
3. Upon adoption of Rule 1215, the Chief Administrative Judge said, “[T]his
is not about attorney discipline in any way, shape or form, and we certainly
do not expect in any significant degree there to be a large number of disciplinary matters coming out of this rule.” John Caher, Rule Requires Clients Receive
Written Letters of Engagement, 227 N.Y.L.J. 1 (2002).
4.

See RPC Scope [6] published by the New York State Bar Association.

5. There are some differences between an engagement letter and a retainer
agreement. First, an engagement letter is a “letter” a lawyer gives to a client
whereas a retainer agreement is a signed “agreement” the lawyer enters into
with a client. Second, while Rule 1215 permits lawyers, in certain circumstances (discussed below) to provide a writing to a client about the engagement after
the engagement begins, it appears that only engagement letters (not retainer
agreements) may be deferred.
6. 22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 137. This rule established, in 2002, a statewide fee dispute
resolution program to resolve attorney-client disputes over legal fees through
arbitration.
7. “This information . . . shall be in writing where required by statute or court
rule.” RPC 1.5(b).
8.

Rule 1215.1(a).

9. See RPC Scope [6] and [11] published by the New York State Bar
Association.
10. 41 A.D.3d 54, 833 N.Y.S.2d 566 (2d Dep’t 2007).
11. Id. at 64.
12. Strobel v. Rubin, No. 570022/09, 2009 WL 2517022 (1st Dep’t 2009); Nabi v.
Sells, 70 A.D.3d 252, 892 N.Y.S.2d 41 (1st Dep’t 2009); Utility Audit Grp. v. Apple
Mac & R Corp., 59 A.D.3d 707, 874 N.Y.S.2d 525 (2d Dep’t 2009); Chase v. Bowen,
49 A.D.3d 1350, 853 N.Y.S.2d 819 (4th Dep’t 2008).
13. No. 222877, 2009 WL 2877598 (Sup. Ct., Rensselaer Co. 2009).
14. Id.
15. Rubenstein, 41 A.D.3d at 64.
16. 18 Misc. 3d 890, 849 N.Y.S.2d 752 (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co. 2008).
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LANGUAGE TIPS
BY GERTRUDE BLOCK

Q

uestion: In a recent eulogy, the
late Senator Robert Byrd was
described with admiration as
having been “strongly opinionated.” I
thought that opinionated was an unflattering description, but that was clearly
not the intent here. Am I wrong about
the definition?
Answer: You are not wrong; the
speaker was. The adjective opinionated still describes a person who holds
stubbornly and unreasonably to his
own opinion, even though he has been
proved wrong. Such an individual may
be characterized by arrogant and incorrect assertions. That definition will continue to be correct unless a majority of
Americans come to agree that opinionated
means only “holding strong opinions.”
What would occur then would be a
semantic change known as “amelioration” (“improvement in meaning”). The
word notorious has recently undergone
amelioration. Although careful writers
continue to use it to mean “infamous” –
its traditional meaning – more and more
often it is now used as a compliment,
meaning “famous.”
Another word that has recently ameliorated is the noun enormity, which traditionally meant “excessively wicked.”
It contrasts with enormousness (“excessively large”). President Obama has used
enormity to mean “something excessively
large or momentous,” and so have other
educated speakers, boosting the respectability of the new meaning but destroying a useful distinction in meaning.
Two adjectives that look almost alike
but are quite dissimilar in meaning are
authoritative and authoritarian. Both mean
“possessing authority,” but an authoritative individual has gained authority
through proper channels; in contrast,
an authoritarian expects and demands
absolute obedience to authority, opposing individual freedom.
It is more common for words to
pejorate (worsen in meaning) than to
improve. The word egregious, for example, once meant “distinguished,” being
derived from the Latin preposition exand the Latin root meaning “herd.” To
be distinguishable from a “herd” used
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to be a compliment. Now, however,
egregious means to be different from the
herd by being “extremely bad” instead
of “extremely good.”
You may remember when the noun
attitude was unslanted. But it has been
used so frequently to mean “bad attitude” that when it appears alone, that
is what it means. To “have an attitude”
now suggests a “bad attitude.” And
commentators who daily predict the
weather will often use the noun weather to mean “bad weather.” When the
“weatherman” predicts “no weather for
the next few days,” viewers understand
that the weather will be pleasant.
The verb stink derives from the
Middle English word stincan, which, in
Old English (before 1100 A.D.), merely
meant “to smell.” When Chaucer used
the phrase swote stincan he meant “to
smell sweet.” Then stincan expanded
in meaning and began to appear as a
euphemism to describe smelly items
(like unrefrigerated fish or bad-smelling
bugs), so it quickly began to pejorate.
By mid-13th century it had gained the
primary meaning of “foul-smelling.”
The noun stink also pejorated, becoming
synonymous with “reek” and “stench.”
So the word stink had to be abandoned and another word chosen to
describe pleasant smells. The word
smell seemed a good choice, being inoffensive. But it soon became tainted by
bad associations like “smell a rat,” and
had to be replaced. And so it went: from
stink to smell to odor and aroma. Perfume
makers now rely on fragrant and fragrance, and so far they seem to be safe.
A “critic” had formerly been an individual who judged both the merits
and faults of a performance or a work,
and the verb created from that noun,
criticize also meant “assess.” But the
noun has pejorated and so has the verb,
which now means “to find fault with.”
Dictionaries list verbs like “blame, reprehend, denounce and censure” as synonyms. The adjective critical, influenced
by the verb, is now defined as “adverse
or unfavorable.”
Just as “bad money drives out good
money,” so bad meanings drive out good

meanings. Political words are particularly
susceptible to pejoration: The words liberal and radical are often said with a sneer;
to be called an “elitist” is a slur. What
some people have called “torture,” others
call “enhanced investigatory techniques.”
Columnist Bob Herbert collected
phrases employers used to avoid the
word “firing.” Employees were “discontinued,” “involuntarily severed,”
and sometimes “surplussed.” All these
descriptions avoided the fact of lost
jobs. Fired employees were even said to
have participated in “cascade bumping,”
which sounds like something pleasant.
The word “downsizing” is an abstraction
that ignores the trauma of being jobless.
Euphemism has caused our problems
to disappear; but look more closely, and
you will notice that the problems are still
there, but now they are called issues. Look
up the noun issue in a dictionary, however, and “problem” is not listed on almost
a half-page of definitions. One definition
of issue is “a solution to a problem.” So
when we euphemistically call problems
“issues,” we are defining the word problem as if it were its own solution. Quite a
trick. If only it would work!

From the Mailbag
Regarding the June “Language Tips”
column discussing the “rule” about
split infinitives, reader Karl Hormann,
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, quoted the definition grammarian Henry
Fowler used in his 1965 issue of Modern
English Usage: “The English-speaking
world may be divided into (1) those
who neither know nor care what a
split infinitive is; (2) those who do not
know, but care very much; (3) those
who know and condemn; (4) those who
know and approve; and (5) those who
know and distinguish.”
■
GERTRUDE BLOCK is lecturer emerita at the
University of Florida College of Law. She is the
author of Effective Legal Writing (Foundation
Press) and co-author of Judicial Opinion Writing
(American Bar Association). Her most recent
book is Legal Writing Advice: Questions and
Answers (W. S. Hein & Co., 2004).
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plaint or third-party complaint. An
interpleader complaint is a defendant’s
pleading against another claimant; an
answer will be required from the other
claimant. Also, a party may serve a
reply in response to an answer to a
cross-claim that contains a demand for
an answer.

Other Litigation Documents
A bill of particulars is an amplification
of a pleading: “Parties are required to
particularize only that which they have
the burden of proof.”8 Serve a bill of
particulars only when one is demanded
from you. As a plaintiff, you must particularize your claims. As a defendant,
you must particularize your defenses,
counterclaims, cross-claims, and thirdparty claims. A bill of particulars is
meant to amplify the pleader’s contentions, not to offer an evidentiary basis
for those contentions.
Motions are requests for court
orders. Those orders may resolve
some, perhaps all, issues in the case. A
court’s grant of a motion might result
in a final resolution of the case. Or it
may resolve some aspect of the litigation, a “housekeeping phase”9 of the
litigation, while the litigation proceeds
under the parameters of the court’s
order. Motions may be made before,
during, or after trial and on appeal.
A defendant may also file preanswer motions, such as a motion to
dismiss. A party may move to strike,10
seeking a court order to remove all or
part of the opposing party’s pleading.
Sometimes a court will treat a preanswer motion to dismiss under CPLR
3211 as one for summary judgment.11
Under CPLR 3213, a plaintiff may
also bring a summary-judgment
motion in lieu of a complaint. This is a
quick way to bring a case based on “an
instrument for the payment of money
only or upon any judgment.”
Parties may also file motions after
an answer is filed. These include a
motion for summary judgment, a
motion to reargue or renew, a motion

to compel disclosure, a motion to preclude evidence, a motion for a stay,
and a motion for a protective order. To
grant a summary-judgment motion, a
court must find that no material issue
of fact exists to warrant a trial. A party
may also move for partial summary
judgment, to dismiss a cause of action,
or to dismiss a defense.
Lawyers may also draft interrogatories — questions addressed to another
party — in the context of disclosure.12
The questions must be answered under
oath and returned.
Also in the context of disclosure is
a notice to admit: one party requires
another party “to admit stated facts,
or the genuineness of a paper or document, or the correctness of photographs.”13 Use this disclosure device
only when you reasonably believe no
substantial dispute exists about the
matter and when the information is
within the knowledge of the other
party or ascertainable by the other
party after an inquiry.14
The Legal Writer will discuss these
litigation documents in upcoming
issues.

Actions Versus Special
Proceedings and
Summary Proceedings
In New York, civil cases are prosecuted
as actions or as statute-authorized special proceedings.15 Examples of special
proceedings include CPLR Article 75
proceedings to compel or stay arbitration, or to confirm, vacate, or modify
an arbitration award; CPLR Article 78
proceedings to challenge the decision
of a government agency or administrative judge; mandamus; habeas corpus;
prohibitions; Family Court proceedings; and summary proceedings, such
as landlord-tenant nonpayment or
holdover proceedings.

General CPLR Requirements
All New York civil litigation documents must comply with the CPLR’s
style and format rules. Civil litigation documents must be on 8½-by11-inch white paper.16 Exempt from
the CPLR’s 8½-by-11-inch requirement

are summonses, subpoenas, notices of
appearance, notes of issue, orders of
protection, temporary orders of protection, and exhibits.17 Exhibits can be
any size. The writing must be “legible
and in black ink.”18
For a summons, you must use
at a minimum a 12-point type; for
other documents, use at least 10-point
type.19

Be careful: Your
adversary will look
for flaws in your
pleadings.
Each document must have a caption containing the court’s name and
venue, the document’s title, and the
index number.20 Some courts require
that you include the assigned judge’s
name. You must name all the parties to
the lawsuit in a summons, complaint,
and judgment. On all other documents,
you need name only the first party on
each side and then include “et al.” to
indicate that more parties exist.
Each document served or filed or
submitted to a court must have the
name, address, telephone number, and
signature of the attorney21 (or pro se
litigant, if the party is appearing pro
se) submitting the document. By signing the document, the attorney or pro
se litigant certifies the integrity of the
document.
Litigation documents must be in
English.22 If you include an affidavit
or exhibit in a foreign language, you
must attach an English translation and
an affidavit from the translator. In
the affidavit, translators must provide
their qualifications and swear that the
translation is accurate.23
Be careful: Your adversary will look
for flaws in your pleadings. Although
the court will disregard defects in form
that don’t substantially prejudice a
party’s rights, a party on whom a
document is served will be deemed
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to have waived objections to defects
unless a statement of particular objections — along with the document — is
returned to the serving party within
two days of receipt.24

Pleading Rules
Determine whether your jurisdiction
is a “notice pleading” jurisdiction.25
Knowing whether your jurisdiction is
a “notice pleading” jurisdiction will
affect how specific your pleadings
must be. New York is a notice-pleading
jurisdiction. Notice pleading requires
parties to give their adversaries notice

CPLR 3014 provides that “[e]very
pleading shall consist of plain and concise statements in consecutively numbered paragraphs. Each paragraph
shall contain, as far as practicable, a
single allegation.” This rule is meant
to promote common sense and make
pleadings clear. Number and state each
cause of action or defense separately.
Causes of action and defense may be
stated alternatively or hypothetically.
CPLR 3014 also provides that prior
statements in a pleading are “deemed
repeated or adopted subsequently in
the same pleading.”

courts like the New York City Civil
Court and the district, city, town, and
village courts.37
A summons with notice in lieu of a
complaint served under CPLR 305(b)
isn’t a pleading.38 It doesn’t require
serving an answer. In New York, you
may not serve a bare summons.39
Filing a summons without a complaint or notice will not commence
an action. You may serve a summons
with notice without a complaint. In
the notice, state the nature of the
action, the relief you’re seeking, and
the amount of money sought in the

The CPLR eliminates the common law’s formality
and constraints.
of their claims or defenses26 even if
you’ve given the claim a wrong name
or you’ve drafted the pleading poorly.
The “[s]ubstance [of the pleading] prevails over its articulateness.”27
Under CPLR 3013, the “[s]tatements
in a pleading shall be sufficiently particular to give the court and parties
notice of the transactions, occurrences,
or series of transactions or occurrences,
intended to be proved and the material elements of each cause of action
or defense.”28 Under the old rules,
pleadings had to set forth “facts” on
which a party relied, not the evidence
by which they could be proved.29 The
modern rules replace “facts” with
“statements.”
The CPLR eliminates the common
law’s formality and constraints. Today,
pleadings are liberally construed and
less rigid. Under the common law,
parties had to trade formal pleadings
back and forth in the hope that the
lawsuit could be narrowed to a few
clearly defined factual issues.30 The
plaintiff had to state facts, but stating conclusions or evidence could’ve
been fatal to the pleading. This led to
a never-ending cycle of papers and
interim disputes over the impossible
distinction between fact, conclusion,
and evidence.31 Those days are gone.
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CPLR 3013 and 3014 will be further
discussed in the Legal Writer’s upcoming article on drafting the complaint.
CPLR 3017 requires that every
pleading containing a cause of action
(such as a complaint, counterclaim,
cross-claim) contain a “demand for
relief” — what the pleader seeks to
obtain. Exceptions to this rule exist. For
example, in personal injury, wrongful death actions, medical malpractice actions, and any action against a
municipal corporation, include a general relief, not a specific dollar amount
in damages.32
Verification,33 “an affidavit swearing
to the truth of the pleading,” of pleadings is optional under the CPLR.34
Some pleadings must be verified,
including in a matrimonial action, a
summary landlord-tenant proceeding,
and an Article 78 proceeding. Once a
pleading is verified, each subsequent
pleading must be verified.35

Summons and Complaint and
Summons With Notice
Under CPLR 304, an action is commenced by filing a summons and complaint or a summons with notice.36 An
action is commenced on filing a summons and complaint in the Supreme
and County Courts and even in lower

event of a default (except in actions
for medical malpractice, personal
injury, or wrongful death). A defendant served with a summons and
notice may serve a demand for a complaint. With some exceptions under
CPLR 320(a), a defendant has 20 days
after service of the summons to serve
the demand.40 The complaint must be
served within 20 days of the demand.
Serving an answer constitutes an
appearance. When serving your
demand for a complaint, also serve a
notice of appearance. A demand for a
complaint doesn’t constitute a notice
of appearance. Likewise, a notice of
appearance isn’t a demand to serve
a complaint.41 Service of the demand
extends the time to appear until 20
days after service of the complaint.42
Under CPLR 3012(a), an answer or
reply must be served within 20 days
after service of the pleadings to which
it responds.43
Advantages to serving a summons
without a complaint include getting
to the courthouse faster by avoiding
drafting a lengthy complaint and settling the case quickly, without driving
up legal fees.44 One reason to serve a
summons without a complaint is if you
have insufficient time or information
to draft an adequate complaint.
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One disadvantage is delay in joinder of issue. Issue is joined when an
answer is filed. You give the defendant time to serve a notice of appearance and, if the defendant chooses, to
serve a demand for a complaint. If the
defendant doesn’t make a demand,
the plaintiff is still required to serve a
complaint within 20 days after service
of the notice of appearance. Another
disadvantage is that it might not toll
the statute of limitations. A complaint,
even if deficient and inadequate, is
likely to toll the statute of limitations.
You may amend the complaint later.
The Legal Writer will discuss amending pleadings in the upcoming issues.
A court that dismisses a complaint
because of inadequate notice dismisses
the case for jurisdictional reasons. You
won’t, therefore, have the benefit of the
six-month tolling under CPLR 205(a).
Serving a summons without a complaint also delays disclosure opportunities. The defendant won’t have to
serve an answer until you’ve served
the complaint. Disadvantages45 also
include applying the six-month tolling period under CPLR 205 as well as
obtaining a default judgment against
a defendant if the defendant fails to
answer.
In the next column, the Legal Writer
will discuss tips on how to draft a complaint.
■

5. David D. Siegel, New York Practice § 552, at 948
(4th ed. 2005).
6.

Id. § 224, at 370.

7.

Id. § 227, at 374.

8.

Id. § 238, at 400.

9.

Id. § 243, at 409.

11. Siegel, supra note 5, § 279, at 461.
12. See generally Mary Barnard Ray & Barbara J.
Cox, Beyond the Basics: A Text for Advanced Legal
Writing 292–311 (2d ed. 2003); Roger S. Haydock,
David F. Herr & Jeffrey W. Stempel, Fundamentals
of Pretrial Litigation 345–83 (2d ed. 1992).
13. Siegel, supra note 5, § 364, at 602.
14. Id.
15. CPLR 103(b).
16. CPLR 2101(a).
17. Id.
18. Id.
19. Id.
20. CPLR 2101(c).
21. CPLR 2101(d).
22. CPLR 2101(b).
23. Id.
24. CPLR 2101(f).
25. Suzanne M. Lewis, Litigation 101: Drafting a
Complaint, City Bar Ctr. for CLE 227, 227 (Dec. 8,
2008).
26. Haydock et al., supra note 12, at 86.
27. Siegel, supra note 5, § 208, at 344.
28. CPLR 3013.
29. Siegel, supra note 5, § 207, at 342-43; see Michael
P. Graff, The Art of Pleading — New York State Courts,
City Bar Ctr. for CLE 1, 7 (Dec. 8, 2008).
30. Siegel, supra note 5, at § 207, at 342.
31. See id.

33. CPLR 3020, 3022, 3023.
34. Siegel, supra note 5, at § 232, at 389.
35. CPLR 3020(a) (some exceptions to verifying
pleadings exist).
36. CPLR 304(a).
37. Siegel, supra note 5, § 60, at 14–15 (supp. July
2010).
38. Graff, supra note 29, at 3 (“except for purposes
of removal of an action to federal court”).

1. Susan L. Brody, Jane Rutherford, Laurel A.
Vietzen & John C. Dernbach, Legal Drafting 4
(1994).
2. Barbara Child, Drafting Legal Documents:
Principles and Practice 39 (2d ed. 1992) (quoting
Robert W. Benson, Plain English Comes to Court, 13
Litigation 21, 21 (Fall 1986)).
3. Elizabeth Fajans, Mary R. Falk & Helene S.
Shapo, Writing for Law Practice 31 (2004) (italics
omitted).
4.
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NEW MEMBERS WELCOMED
FIRST DISTRICT
Sarah Brooke Abshear
Carrie Lorraine Adams
Eno Gyameraah
Agyapong
Milisa Aiesha AlexisManners
Philip Devin Algieri
Jonathan Jeremiah
Anastasia
Eric W. Apple
Christina Katherine
Baron
Tony Christopher Bates
Michael Joseph Baxter
Hashim Bello
Laura Ruth Bellrose
Samantha Renee
Bernstein
Rachael A. Bhola
Leigh Ann Billick
Zuzana Blazek
Daniel Adam Bleeker
James Bruce Boisture
Faustino Nicolas
Bowerman
Christopher Lawrence
Boyd
Michera Nicole Brooks
Atty Kathleen
Bruggemann
Kathleen A. Bryan
Joseph Timothy Bueche
Sarah Samantha Burg
Julia Alexandra Busetti
Jocelyn Hill Bush
Elana R. Butler
Kellie Ann Cairns
John Amerigo Calabrese
Valeria Calafiore Healy
Christopher John Caputo
Sarah Danielle Carlson
Lauren Flanigen Casey
Valeria Marie Castanaro
Ilene Joyce Chanin
Carolyn Check
Eric Darren Cheung
Michele Jerome Chirco
Jason Andrew Chlipala
Jinyoung Choi
Evan Clandorf
Christopher Clark
Andrea E. Clarke
Mary Kathleen ClarkePearson
Timothy John Cleary
Joseph Gaughan Cleeman
Jason Frederick Clouser
Leigh M. Cohen
Gregory Coleman
Billie Colombaro
Joseph Michael Condon
Brian Isaac Confino
Candice Cook
D’arcy John Coolican

Michael Steven Coravos
Bernardo Maria
Cremades Roman
Nicholas S. Curabba
Lindsay Anne Danas
James Virgil Davidson
Micaela Davis
Pedro Lourenco De
Oliveira
Matthew Carl Decker
Patrick Xavier Delaney
Stephen Richard Derosa
Neel Saurabh Desai
Mangesh Dhume
Ann Cynthia Diamond
Deborah Ann Dickstein
Michael Gennaro Difiore
Sean Travis Dooley
Amy Elizabeth Duvall
Taly Dvorkis
Lynly Serena Egyes
Benjamin Michael Ellis
Jonathan Daniel Stuart
Evans
Kereen Felecia Evans
Ira M. Feinberg
Katie Fernandez
Joshua Stephen Fetto
John Patrick Figura
Kathryn Marie Finnegan
Elizabeth Anne Fiorelli
Kathleen Rose Fitzpatrick
Jason Craig Ford
Sarah Fox
Laura Jo Ann Garr
Lindsay Gastrell
Danijela Gazibara
Erin Mikkel Gelfand
Roberto A.Mahmud
Gettor
Orly Gez
Steven Giandalia
Elspeth Gibb
Andrew James Gill
Maurice Gindi
Joshua Dubin Glickman
Sarah Yael Goldfein
Hilary Ilene Golomb
Amanda Jean Goun
Ajana Marie Granum
David Eduardo Gravelle
Robert Guerra
Bonita Serena Gutierrez
Sima Nadim Habash
Ashwini Rangantath
Habbu
Rinat Hafizov
Alexandra Stone Halpern
Peter A. Halprin
William T. Han
Issa Jesse Hanna
Kate Julia Hardy
Matthew Bo Harvey
Dodi-lee Aliza Hecht
Hedayat Aly Heikal
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Sarah Rivka Heisler
Edwin Hermawan
Matthew Hespos
Gannon Alexander
Hessmiller
Arthur Russell John
Hitchings
Michael Morse Hodgson
Megan Elizabeth
Holcomb
Joshua Ross Holt
Michael Patrick Horan
Nathan Taylor Horst
Briana Rose Hulet
Nahye Hwang
Aharon Illouz
Matthew Irwin
Eric Scott Jacobi
Andrew Burton Jacobs
Jessie Lynn Jandovitz
Alec Jarvis
Gemayel Jean-paul
Bethany Lynn Jenkins
D. Johnson
Amanda Raymond
Kalantirsky
Matthew Jay Kane
Hyun Ah Kang
Mbabazi Kasara
Dana Sichel Katz
Paul Francis Kaufman
Benjamin Adam Keller
Nicholas William
Kennedy
Sabrina Khandwalla
Boris Khentov
Hyun Kang Kim
Joyce Shinae Kim
Peter Jungsik Kim
Sunjung Melissa Kim
Emily Pickert Kindler
Jennifer Kirkland
Michael Thomas
Kirkwood
Esther Julia Klein
Kerrin Teneyck Klein
Michelle Ko
Lauren M. Kreuter
Adam Christopher Krol
Lauren Michelle
Kugielska
Shekhar Kumar
Nita Neubert
Kumaraswami
Dov E. Lader
Clifford Ragsdale Lamar
Adam Charles Larock
Ashley Jillian Laurie
Heather Law
Howard Adams Law
Meimay Liu Law
Joonho John Lee
Caroline Bierbaum Lefrak
Lindsay Nicole Leister
Allegra Alexandra Leitner

Christina M. Leonard
Max Jonathan Levine
Sarah Rachel Levitt
Robyn N. Lewis
Jeeyun Clara Lim
Andrew Lin
Louis Adam Lipner
Michael Milton Liskow
Anthony Lopresti
Nora Lovell
Sarah Brynn Lyerly
Donald Arthur
MacDonald
Andrew Carter Mace
Frances Maglalang
Ryan Mahoney
Christine Anne Malik
Meghan Marie Maloney
Danielle Lauren Manor
Bradly Gurion Marks
Avery Nathaniel Maron
James Wallace Marshall
Lina Maria Martinez
Mauricio Martinez
Kenneth Martin Marx
Ignatius Anthony
Mascarenhas
Richard A. Matasar
Nady Mayifuila
Bryan Patrick McArdle
Amy Lynn McCamphill
James Patrick McDonald
Adam Joseph McGovern
Dennis John McMahon
Heather Christel
McNaught
Ryan Scott McPhee
Karen Eileen Meara
Lawrence G. Mentz
Aaron David Miller
Elisabeth Miranowski
Moshe Z. Mirsky
Reza Kareem Mojtabaeezamani
Samantha Rachel
Montrose
Latoya Sabrina Moore
Jose R. Morales
Kersuze Morancy
Sara Alicia Moser-Cohen
Julia Blair Mosse
Alfia Rosaria Muzio
Steven Andrew Myers
Jessica Lauren Naclerio
Steven Matthew Nadel
Soo-ah Nah
Sydney Rae Nash
Vivek Nayar
Corinne Cochrane
Nippert
Joseph Solomon Nord
Julie T. Nuyen
Daniel Benjamin O’Boyle
Zachary F. Oberman

Olufunmilola Oluwaseun
Ogunmefun
Catherine Antje Olivie
Shih-chi Pan
Naitik Patel
Anna Pavlik
Elsa Cruz Pearson
Carlos Miguel Pedro
Megan Pendleton
Junoetia Sumaylo PeraltaSalonga
Daniel James Perez
Suzannah Moore Phillips
Timothy Andrew Phillips
David Joseph Plante
Christopher Carmine
Polizano
Andrea Lori Pollak
Adam Gordon Possidente
Meghan Melissa Powers
Evangellos Preponis
Maureen Elizabeth
Quigley
Danielle Marie Quinn
Kavita Bala
Ramakrishnan
Manoj Ramia
Janna Kristine Rearick
Katherine Bogas Rhodes
Valery Richman
Andrew Stricker Robbins
John Alexander Robinson
Laura Elizabeth Rogers
Ana Maria Romero-Bosch
Evan Meyer Rosenbaum
Ilya Elliott Ross
Mallory Anne Ross
Matthew Christian Ruedy
Christopher Max Russell
Christine Elizabeth Ryan
Jocelyn Powers Ryan
Shalizeh Sadig
Jaypreet Singh Sahni
Jose Fernando Sanchez
Natasha Guirish Sardesai
Lauren Elizabeth Sasser
Jonathan Steven Scher
Rachel Lisa Schiffman
Lauren Sara Schlussel
John Spencer Schulten
Joseph George Selby
Madeleine Clare Selwyn
Carolyn Sha
Megha Dhiru Shah
Ruchi S. Shah
Brett Daniel Sheats
Cheng Shen
Brian Shenker
Victoria Lynn Shiah
Ayelet Erica Shuber
David Alfasi Siffert
Mark Steven Silver
Jean Simeon
Jeffrey Marc Siminoff
Michael J. Sirlag

Blake Adam Smith
Michelle Rene Smith
Carly Angelina Sokol
Alex Marcus Solomon
Alex Joseph Speyer
Noah Stacy
Ashley Ferrara Staropoli
James Robert Steel
Greg Michael Steinberg
Jennifer Louise Steward
Jennifer Amy Stone
Kelly Lee Stout
Brian Joseph Sturm
Allam Taj
Nerisha Liza Talip
Monica Elizabeth Tarazi
Charles Anthony Tate
Jessica Joan Taylor
Courtney Sophie
Taymour
Denae M. Thomas
Lei Tian
Elizabeth Gene Tillotson
Stephanie Lynn Torre
Jesse Austin Townsend
Michael William Troha
Marissa Erin Troiano
Amber Christine Trzinski
Andrew Ashford Tucker
Peter Charles Tucker
Joshua Udashkin
Stephanie Vaidya
Brett Van Benthysen
Maximillian Steven
Verrelli
Jason Robert Vitullo
Caroline Vu
Kristen Anne Wagner
Justin Paul Barton
Wagstaff
Robert Baldridge
Wainwright
Zhuo Wang
Amber Alison Ward
Christian David Warhola
Mingxia Wei
Shannon Browning
Weinberg
Ian Seth Weinstein
Jeremy Hubner Wells
Jennifer M. Wilcox
Marc Aaron Williams
Anna Min-hee Wiltamuth
Kenneth A. Wind
Alex Michael Winney
Kimberly Wing Sum
Wong
Thomas Garrett Wright
MaryJean Wu
Yang Xu
Alex Rod Yacoub
Ipek Seniz Yakut
Yanning Yang
Nicholos Yannais
Vanessa Y. Yen

Sherli Yeroushalmi
Genevieve Graeme
York-erwin
Barbara M. Yu
Stephen Minkye Yu
Alice Yuan
Ye Yuan
Alan J. Yurowitz
Chenhao Zhu
Mimi Zhu
Stacey Zyzyck
SECOND DISTRICT
Tahanie Aboushi
Chioma Chinomso Ajoku
Joseph Y. Balisok
Elizabeth Barrett
Joshua Phillip Benfey
Alek Beynenson
Edward Blinder
Luna Christina Bloom
Nora Sawrie Crosby
Carroll
Amy Chan
Bess Hon-man Chiu
Kristin Trelawney
Delaney
Kerry Aileen Docherty
Viviane Dussek
Elizabeth Anne Feeley
Renee Marie Gavalas
Rachel Gore
Kimberley Tamieka Gray
Thomas C. Gray
John Tobias Hecht
James Ming-jie Hsiao
Alexander A. Kalkines
Maureen Kelly Kats
David Kohina
Heather Ashley Law
Gregory Emmanuel Louis
Indira Melissa Mahabir
Maria Marinakis
Gregory Condon
McMahon
Joshua Abraham Messian
Lawrence Metelitsa
Franklin Leo Mitchell
Rosario Parlanti
Aaron H. Pierce
Thomas Vincent Purpi
Alexander Hayden
Roberts
Adriana Rodriguez
George Tyler Rumph
Catherine L. Sloane
Gregory Richard Smith
Jeremy Benjamin Sporn
Morgan J. Stecher
Martijn Ten Bloemendal
Irina Tsukerman
Damian Vargas
Jamie M. Weller
Betty Anne Whelchel
Salim Zobiri

THIRD DISTRICT
Michael Cinquanti
Daniel B. Filippelli
James Hampton
Gallagher
Aaron Harbeck
Susan Harte
Lynelle Hopkins
Rakesh N. Joshi
Adrienne Margaret
Juozokas
Muhammad Umair Khan
R. James Madigan
Aurelia Mary Miller
Adam Moncure
David E. Nardolillo
Michael Paglialonga
Katie Passaretti
Margo Rosato-Stevens
Virginia L. Rosborough
Erin M. Rose-Morris
Scott Schwartz
Jennifer Marie Slagen
Jamie A. Woodward
Jessica Zwicklbauer
FOURTH DISTRICT
Danielle N. Audette
Myles Brandon Fischer
Rachael W. Phelan
Carolyn Marie Rooney
Willard Jacob Pinney
Sawma
Joseph Simmoms
Rebecca E. Solomon
FIFTH DISTRICT
Janelle Nichole Frias
Justin M. Goldstein
Cristen Marie Mendoza
Kerilyn Elizabeth Micale
Ashlea Lindyn Palladino
SIXTH DISTRICT
Melissa Ann Cole
Keren Sol Elise Ohana

SEVENTH DISTRICT
Katharine N. Bernstein
Craig D. Carson
Gordon Hepworth
John D. Lowell
Richard Arnold
Monikowski
Neeraj Shah
Roger W. Smith
Amy Vichinsky
Jason Vichinsky

Joann Denise Obi
Ada Nkem Orakwusi
Oliva Pascasio PedereBranch
Mathew Gil Perrone
Michael E. Piekny
Sarah Sunhee Rhee
Jadihel Jorge Rodriguez
Kristen Danielle Romano
Samantha Jaclyn
Schwartz
Eric Richardson Sharp
Andrew Russell Smith
Matthew Smith
Susan M. Stern
Lester J. Tanner
Carl B. Tegtmeier
Emily Jane Tucker
Samuel C. Wasserman
Stephanie C. Wicks
Najwa Tyanna Woodburn

EIGHTH DISTRICT
Alana P. Carr
Kelly Jeanne Diggins
Gregory D. Drab
Holly a. Erick
Alicia Marie Lilley
Sarah Lord
Adam Markel
Aurora Perry
Delrease T. Tota-Neal
NINTH DISTRICT
Aaron Bitterman
Nicole Black
Kate Deborah Blacker
Jessica Cavallo
Diana Adriana Cioppa
Frank R. Cottingham
Gregory T. Dantzman
Jennifer Lynn Dellova
Kellen Dwyer
Samantha E. Fahy
Maryana Feigen
Joseph Charles Gangitano
Daniel A. Harris
Katherine Campbell
Jewell
Shorav Kaushik
Marvin Michael Kelly
Ryan Andrew Kratz
Carly E. Lynch-McGuire
Elizabeth Mathieu
Stephen A. McShea
William Morrison
Marina O’Neill

TENTH DISTRICT
Melissa Regina AbrahamLofurno
George Norman Bara
Michael John Battiste
Christopher Lee Bourell
Brian Michael Bowman
Patricia Brandstetter
Lisa Lalezarian Cohen
David Curatolo
Christopher Jason
Cusmano
Jennifer Renee Davis
Bryan Dinino
Michael B. Drechsler
Lisa Monique Fennell
Steven Grgas
Christian Thomas Grim
Sarfraz Hajee
Thomas Drew Hickerson
Louis B. Imbroto
Edward Joseph Kennedy
Anthony Kareem
Khatchoui
Paul Michael Malangone

In Memoriam
Kyran J. Flannery
Albany, NY

Jack C. Scordo
Watertown, NY

Linda R. Keenan
West Hempstead, NY

Daniel Smulewicz
New York, NY

Jeffrey R. Otto
Newburgh, NY

E.W. Dann Stevens
Buffalo, NY

Bradford J. Race
New York, NY

David M. Warren
Cedarhurst, NY

Alan B. Reis
New York, NY
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Ashish Malhotra
Sheryl Lynn Maltz
Adam Matthew Marshall
ToniAnn Mascia
Conor Vincent McDonald
Brian Arthur McLoughlin
Crista Leahy Morrow
E. Christopher Murray
William Ngan
Akilah Jamalia Rawlins
David Scott Resnick
Robert Joshua Rosen
Isaac Evan Samuels
Denise Santangelo
Jessica Erin Seligson
Tracy Sorensen
Andrew Keith Staulcup
Louis Lawrence
Sternberg
Daphnie Stock
Joshua K. Taub
James Merritt Warsaw
Richard Hunter Yorke
ELEVENTH DISTRICT
Mailys Abos
Carl G. Archer
Brian C. Avello
Mary Boamah
Peter Josef Buenger
Johan Paul-marie
Byssainthe
Chungjin Chung
Lindsay Ryan Copeland
Dwayne Berisford
Duncan
Brandon Lamour
Freycinet
Siwook Han
Deborah Innocent
Jiwon Kang
Liye Lu
Brian Patrick Mangan
Maria Teresa Mateo
Paul Michael Nichols
Scott Palmer
Paula Michelle Rothfeld
Anthe Marie Vorkas
Xuan T. Vu
TWELFTH DISTRICT
Alexander Hardie Artz
Onyewuchi Ndubueze
Echefu
Phillip Christopher
Hamilton
Jason J. Hyjek
Christian Bryan Lassiter
Oran Schwager
Nancy Sue Thomson
Tamika E. Vaughan
THIRTEENTH
DISTRICT
Shabnam Fatema Faruki

Nicholas M. Moccia
Christine Angela
Sammarco
Ralph Lawrence Vartolo
Gini Elizabeth Varughese
OUT OF STATE
Chijioke Jeffrey Aba-onu
Louise Astrid Aberg
Olugbenga Abiona
Omar Hisham Abu-adas
Kelly Marie Acevedo
Jillian Grace Ackermann
Amina Adams
Ewurafua Addo-Atuah
Petre Adeline
Ravshan Adilov
Mauricio Agudelo
Jospeh Ahern
Gary Ahladianakis
Lusine Ajdaharian
Temilade Today Akerejola
Erica Akson
Hamad Mohammed
Al-hoshan
Yolanda Alcozer
Stuart Allen
Jonathan Altman
Yael Anatot
Tiffanie Monique
Anderson
Lael Andora
Arman Anvari
Andrew David Appleby
Rumzi Samir Araj
Ami Sheth Aranha
Allamanno Armony
Azad Assadipour
Dorothee Atwell
Klamecki Aude
Rayanne L. Babich
James E. Bacon
Victor Badell
Soo Kyung Baek
Vache Edward
Bahadurian
Lin Bai
William R. Baldiga
John Brooks Baldini
Barney Howard Balonick
Fei Bao
Melissa Rose Barrella
Dennis Barrett
Angela M. Barstow
James Francis Basile
Arpita Jay Bathani
Kathryn Baugher
Sara Beardsley
Steven Lawrence Bennet
Justin D. Berardo
William Edward Berg
Marie Bertiaux
Andrea Bertolini
Shobitha Bhat
Hao Bian
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Simon James Billinge
Lauren Anne Birchfield
David Bismuth
Emily Marcia
Bloomenthal
Lyudmila Yuryevna
Bondarenko
Jaimie Michael Bordman
Marat Borodovskiy
Matthew Iskander Boulos
Kate Rochelle Bowers
Christopher Gibson
Bradley
Erica Lynn Brady
Lindsay Dobrzynski
Breedlove
Daniel Alan Brintz
Erin Elizabeth Brizius
Thomas Dawson Brock
Amy Bruins
Bill Bryant
Joel D. Buckman
Michael Burdei
Brandon Burkart
Patrick David Burke
Emily Busse
John G. Butler
Albert Buznik
Jessica Anna Cabot
Marjorie Jennifer
Callaghan
Larissa Calva-ruiz
James Charles Camacho
Jing Cao
Jessica Cardichon
Emma Carmichael
Kevin Craig Carter
Elise Catera
Cristin Ann Cavanaugh
Damian Chan
Abhinav Dhananjaya
Chandrachud
Sharath Chandrasekhar
Frederic Chang
Joann Seojin Chang
Sarah Chang
Rahat Arshad Chatha
Aonghus Cheevers
Jing Chen
Kirk Cheney
Tz-chun Cheng
Nicholas Cherami
Nelu Ioan Chiper
Daphne Chien-shan Chiu
Moon Mo Cho
Sang-Whan Cho
Hung-yeh Chu
Hyungwook Chun
Evan Chung
Heather Sarah Jane Clark
Myriam Clerge
Wilfred Uriah Codrington
Lisa Ann Collins
Ciara F. Condon
Giampaolo Corea

Lacey DeLori Corona
John Gavin Cossa
Laura Crane
Stephanie Crowe
Jason John Crowell
Thomas Mark Cubit
Yi Chen Cui
Rebecca DakpeBolognonni
Clare Daly
Timothy Daly
Juston Danhof
Barbara E. Daniele
Adam P. Daniels
Sydney Jane Darling
Andrew Courtney Day
Andi Daze
Ryan Decker
Jeffry J. DeCounsel
Reanna Delligatti
Stephen J. Demunovich
Jaime Lynn Derensis
Constance Nicole Desena
Cara DiBiase
Dibyanshu Dibyanshu
Luana Nicola Dicandia
Eric T. Dickinson
Philip Gareth Dickson
Santo DiGangi
Sean Thomas Dixon
Debra Leigh Doby
Sharon Oboshie Doku
Allison McKenna
Donovan
Pamela Downes
Leif Drillestad
Brice L. Dumas
Anna Dupont
Mary Amelia Duty
Clementine Duverne
Michael John Eckhardt
Cormac Egenton
Christopher Bolko Ehlgen
Michael Idoko Ejeh
Julliana Elbayar
Antonia Lillian Eliason
Matthew A. Eller
Augustine Ehisuoria
Eraikhuemen
Brian Douglas Eyink
Anne Marie Fallert
Cheryl Feeley
Andrew Fei
Charlette Felber
Jason Robert John Fenn
Michael Joseph Fenton
Maria Eugenia Ferre
Leake Tsegay Fesseha
Arwa Fidahusein
Catherine Finegan-Dollak
Michael F. Flaherty
Samuel Flaks
Chollot Florence
Anthony Paul Fodera
Kathryn Mary Foley

Martin Frenzel
Sandra Friedrich
David G. Frydrych
Wendy Zhongwen Fu
Nathan Lee Fudge
Nobuo Fukui
Antony Y. Gabriel
Nemuun Gal
Matthew Galan
Wanzo Galloway
Emmet J. Galvin
Sarah Ganslein
Adam Jeremy Gantz
Andrew Steven Garver
Kristina Theresa
Geraghty
Michelle Ghali
Samira Ghalyai
Elan Ghazal
Owen Vance Giddings
Marina Ginzburg
Stefan Miodrag Glomazic
Elissa Glucksman
Leila R. Golchehreh
Joshua Adam Goldman
Tatiana Mikhailovna
Golubko
Ana M. Gonzalez
Tamara Good
Joseph L. Gordon
Robert Gordon
Olesia Gorinshteyn
Christopher Franke
Gosselin
Gary L. Gottesfeld
Jeffrey R. Gould
Caryn Dale Grass
Shari Lynn Greenberg
Alan L. Grinberg
Andrew Gross
Matt Gross
Jeffrey Adam Gruen
Stephen Benjamin
Grunberg
Jamie L. Guderian
Flavia Guran
Nicole Theresa Guthrie
Mariam Habib
Cassandra Meghan
Haddock
Melati Abdul Hamid
Takahiro Hanai
Dermot Hartigan
Benjamin Paul Haskins
Christina Marie Hawkins
Trevor Justin Haynes
Yunfan He
Catherine Edwards
Heigel
David F. Heroy
Ariela Esther Herzog
James Thomas Higgins
James Mitchell Hilliard
Christine Andrea Hinds
Ernest Hinman

May Kim Ho
Scott Zev Hochfelder
Jennifer Hojaiban
Cynthia Louise Miller
Holland
James Eric Holland
Eric Homsi
David S. Hong
Shinichiro Hosaka
Hui Wen Hsiao
Hsim Lun Hsieh
Shan Hu
Xiaoli Hu
Bijun Huang
Qiqi Huang
Eve A. Huchon
Petr Hudec
Lyndsay Huot
Alberto Autouro
Imberton
Satoshi Inoue
Robert A. Irwin
Archana Iyer
Nikaela Beatrice Jacko
Jeremy Jacobsen
Peter Jaffe
Dagmara Jastrzebska
Shan Jin
Giselle Josephine Joffre
Ezra A. Johnson
Meghan Marie Johnson
Brandon Douglas Jones
Neeraj Joshi
Kyobom Ju
Olivianne Jues
Chetana Radha Gandhi
Kaasam
Allan Kaddu
Khizr Muazzam Kahn
Sean Kane
Min Koo Kang
Minho Kang
Andrew Owen Kaplan
Lawrence M. Kasen
Karen Printup Kasinskas
Linda C. Katz
Brett Max Kaufman
Monica Kaul
Joanna Kay
Christopher Raymond
Kelly
James Kelly
Sara Kathryn Kemme
Jennifer Ann Kennedy
Anna Keyser
Daejung Kim
Ha Na Kim
Philip Do Youn Kim
Su Jin Kim
Duane Omar King
Joshua Ari Kirstein
Yusuke Kitahama
Amanda Marie Klasing
Nadejda Mikhailovna
Kliarkina

Timothy Seth Klimpl
Owen A. Kloter
Andrea Kmicikewycz
Alexander Ko
Steven Arrigg Koh
Takashi Kohara
David Kohegyi
Alexey Leonidovich
Konovalov
Evguenia Kovylnikova
Aditya Krishnan
Aleksondra Krzeminska
Andrew Anthony David
Shanth Kumar
Ramanuj Kumar
Charlene Kuo
Sakon Kuramoto
Arnaud Lafarge
Meredith Blanton Lander
Jennifer S. Lane
Nicholas Lanoie
Dinara Latkina
Michael Joseph Lauricella
Iryna Lavdanska
Tamar Lawrence-Samuel
Shira Ranit Lazinger
Emma Leahy
Daniel Leathers
Charles Lee
Jang Won Lee
Kyu Sang Lee
Mi Sun Lee
Kate Lee-Shim
Daniel Joseph Lemire
Juan Agustin Lentini
Rachel Lentz
David L. Leon
Georgios A. Leris
Eugenia Levine
Donald Michael Lewinski
Abena Lewis
Hong Li
Hui-Ying Li
Rucong Li

Tao Li
Yawen Li
Vivian Liberman
Jeremy Licht
Theodora Linakis
Natasha Lipovac
Haibin Liu
Kuanling Liu
Yin Liu
Jeffrey Warren Loewy
Sandra Nicole Lomenzo
Jeffrey Loperfido
Adam Losey
Monica Lugo
Margarita Sergueevna
Lukashova
Livia Lungulescu
Houmin Luo
Sara Lynn
Russell Warren Mace
Brendan Ripley Mahan
Masahiro Makino
Andrzej Malarz
Noah Mikhael Mamber
Gabriella D. Manero
Susan Jennifer Mangan
Andrea Mangones
James Manson
Lindsey Marchessault
Corneliu Marian
Leslie Anne Mariotti
Katherine Healy Marques
Christina Annelle
Marshall
Timothy M. Martin
Jorge Octavio Martinez
Jose T. Martinez
Francis Patrick Masterson
Nicolas Matayron
Elbert Lindsey Maxwell
Calvin Kushnir May
Eli Mazour
Amanda Mazullo
Philip McCarthy

MEMBERSHIP TOTALS

Foundation Memorials

A

fitting and lasting tribute to a
deceased lawyer can be made
through a memorial contribution to The
New York Bar Foundation. This highly
appropriate and meaningful gesture on
the part of friends and associates will
be felt and appreciated by the family of
the deceased.
Contributions may be made to The
New York Bar Foundation, One Elk
Street, Albany, New York 12207, stating
in whose memory it is made. An officer
of the Foundation will notify the family
that a contribution has been made and
by whom, although the amount of the
contribution will not be specified.
All lawyers in whose name contributions are made will be listed in a
Foundation Memorial Book maintained at the New York State Bar Center
in Albany. In addition, the names of
deceased members in whose memory
bequests or contributions in the sum
of $1,000 or more are made will be permanently inscribed on a bronze plaque
mounted in the Memorial Hall facing the
handsome courtyard at the Bar Center.

NEW REGULAR MEMBERS
1/1/10 - 7/19/10 __________________7,295
NEW LAW STUDENT MEMBERS
1/1/10 - 7/19/10 ___________________ 557
TOTAL REGULAR MEMBERS
7/19/10 ___________________69,433

AS OF

TOTAL LAW STUDENT MEMBERS
AS OF 7/19/10 ____________________2,269
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP AS OF
7/19/10 ________________________71,702
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Mary Margaret
McCudden
Eamonn McDonald
Louise McErlean
Edward McGinty
Kerri McGuigan
Brendan McNamara
Turia Meah
Johanna Meidell
Anke Meier
Zain F. Merchant
Jonathan Anthony
Messier
Thiana Caldas Meyerson
Robert H. Michail
Bojana Miljanovic
Marc Thomas Miller
Stanley Masatomo
Mimoto
Kyunghyun Min
Natalie Mirzayan
Takashi Miyazaki
Robert W. Mockler
J. Jeffery Mohney
Jessica Morris
Thomas W. Moyher
Sergio Eduardo Munoz
Theresa Murphy
Sarah Elizabeth Murray
Sueshauna Murray
Rebecca Ann Musarra
Ali Nabavi
Tomomi Nakagawa
Leila Narvid
David Paul Nelson
Miriam Rose Nemeth
Tomer Nesher
Andrew Newton
Yi Ling Ngaim
Ling Ling Ni
Alex Michael Niebruegge
Arthur Christian Nilsen
Colin Robert Nisbet
Chang Kyun Noh
Don Nottingham
Todd Brian Nurick
Anthony C. Nwaneri
Timothy Albert
O’Connell
Katherine O’Connor
Yanya-gazelle Marie
O’Hara
Emeka B. Obasi
Ashley Elizabeth Ochs
Kwabena Offei-Danso
Nadia Naa-ofeibea
Okraku
Bethany Joan Oleynick
Alison Orchant
Andres Ordonez-Rizo
Vanessa Orneas
Michael A. Ortiz
Helmut Franz Ortner
Lior Ostashinsky
Eileen Mary Overbaugh

Gail Owens
Rachel G. Packer
Jihyun Paik
Jun Yong Park
Tabitha Parks
Hans Augun Parmann
Chirag N. Patel
Michael Colin Patrick
Jill D. Paul
Michelle Paulson
Ranulfo Villegas Payos
Tracy L. Pearson
Brittany Peet
Angela L. Pelaez
Dandan Peng
Brian Douglas Penny
Arlene Quinones Perez
Alex Pergament
Haven Meade Perkins
Gabrielle Petersen
Richard James Pocker
Emily Jayne Pola
Vinicius Portugal
Steven Porzio
Mauricio Posadas
Greg Andrew Propper
Meng Qian
David Quayat
Brian F. Quinn
Edel Marie Quinn
Gregory S. Rabin
Larye Nicole Radley
Ayesha Rahman
Richard Cameron
Rahnema
Michael John Raine
Elizabeth Rania
Rampersad
Hemma Ramrattan
Domnina Tuy Rances
Amy L. Reed
Debra J. Reed
Brad Anthony Resnikoff
Michael Donovan
Rexford
Joanna S. Rich
Cristina Richards
Chinue Turner
Richardson
Valentina Maggio Rinaldi
Amy W. Ringsdorf
Maria Lourdes Rivera
Michael Lee Roberts
Jennifer Rocha
Teresa Raquel RodriguezAlbizu
Brian Timothy Romano
Mario Alexander Romine
Roberto C. Rondero De
Mosier
Rafael Esteban Rosario
Jennifer Naomi Rosen
Valverde
Courtney Ann Rosen
Carl John Rosenkranz
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Stephanie Ruffo
Samir Bharat Ruparel
Peter J. Ryan
Peter John Ryan
Sara Rydefjard
Laura Saborio
Lindsay Anne Sakal
Brian E. Salisbury
Nishay Kumar Sanan
Rodrigo Lourenco De
Araujo Santos
Anup Sathy
Suela Balil Sava
Robert Michael Savino
Swati M. Sawant
Ratanakorn Lucky
Sayasith
Mateusz Konstanty
Saykiewicz
Silvia-wedad F. Scandar
Valentina Schulte-Braucks
Marina Esther Schuster
Nexus U. Sea
Gregory P. Seidell
Jiyun Seo
Elizabeth Grace Serio
Bonnie M. Seto
Ashraf K. Shannak
Jinni Xie Shea
Aliaksandra Shelestava
Avtar K. Sheppard-Singh
Marina G. Sheyfer
Catherine M. Shiels
Jaedong Shin
Heather Shumaker
Makhosazana Sibanda
Cynthia Ann Siessel
Emilia Sikorska
David Paul Silber
Fiona Silva
Zlatomira Ludmilova
Simeonova
Lainie Simon
Alexis Beston Sinclair
David Singer
Ercica Singer
Mimi Pritam Singh
Sarika Singh
Zoha Sirhindi
Sarah Francine Siskind
Usmaan Sleemi
Kirsten Hillary Smith
Jennifer Sara Somer
Jonathan Jun-xu Song
Xiaodan Song
Edward Soto
Georgios Soumalevris
Thorvald Spanggaard
Emily E. Sparkman
Adam Martin Sparks
Richard Henry Speidel
Brenna McBride Speiser
Leonard Salvatore
Spinelli
Ivan St. John

Joshua A. StadtlanderMiller
Jessika Marie Stadwick
Michael A. Stahler
Julia Stapelfeld
Alyson Jo Steckbeck
Sabrina Maxine Steel
Jan Stejskal
Allessandra Elizabeth
Stewart
Matthew Stiff
Ashley Hamilton Story
Andrew Charles Strelka
Ching-ya Su
Junaid Kaleem Subhan
Akiyoshi Sugiyama
Ning Sun
Zhendong Sun
Suzanne Signe Swanson
Kelly Swanston
Elizabeth Whelan
Swedock
Neal J. Sweeney
Jad Taha
Masahiro Takeda
David Tannenbaum
Matthew Tannenbaum
Kelly Anne Targett
Travis Tatko
Grace Figueroa Tenorio
Nebiyou Dagne Tessema
Sarah Thomson
Megan Kathleen Tlusty
Theeraya Tongsamrid
Toba
Andrea Tompkins
Bogdan Toncescu
Lauren Holmes Torbett
Andrew Philip Tough
Tara Lynn Touloumis
Annette Tran
Ashwath Sunil Trasi
Lisa Jade Treece
Brandy Lee Tricker
Rochelle Trimmer
C. F. Tsai
Kuan-Chieh Tu
Raffaele Montenero Turco
Deirdre Twohig
Deirdre Twomey
Yoshihito Ueno
Jon Umarov
Kunikazu Umemoto
Tomoko Umemura
Annette Urquijo
Angelica Valencia
Sharon Van Den Berg
Eveline Van Keymeulen
Quoc Ba Van
Brian James Vannella
Konstantin Vertsman
Mary Ann Villamor
Christian Maximilian
Voigt
Boris Volodarsky

David Reuben Volosov
Michael Joseph
Waddington
Eric Matthew Wagman
Bradley Scott Wagshul
John Brandon Walker
Krystal Walker
Hannah Lucy Wallington
Jing Wang
Yihong Wang
Ying Wang
Charles Matheri Wanjohl
John Wasty
Eric J. Weiler
Sarah Welch
John Weltman
Guy Wertheim
Morgan Mercedes Wiener
Marisa Wilairat
Ronald G. Wilk
Emily Rose Williams
Joy E. Williams
Stefan Williams
Andrew Wills
Craig Wilson
Olivia Wilson
Evan Howard Winerman
Fernando Vargas Winiker
Keri Linnea Wintle
Shannon Wolf
Lai Ching Janet Wong
Vanessa Ann Woods
Loretta Lynn Wooldridge
William David Wright
Frank Wu
Shenyi Wu
Wan-Chi Wu
Ying Xie
Chan Xu
Sichao Xu
Yuzo Yagai
Fabio De Almeida
Yamada
Lili Yan
Jeongyim Agnes Yang
Tetyana V. Yaremko
Shiyong Ye
Sabrina Chong Yi Jen
Ying Yin
Daryl Lai Kay Yip
Takashi Yoneyama
Steve Youngjae Yoo
Doyle Young Yoon
Insook Yoon
Joblin C. Younger
Florence Eva Yu
Helen Yu
Ryan Yu
Jin Yuan
Noah Dov Zakim
Irwin Myron Zalkin
Hongbo Zhao
Yueping Zhong
Michael Loren Zweig

CLASSIFIED NOTICES
RESPOND TO NOTICES AT:
New York State Bar Association
One Elk Street
Albany, NY 12207
Attn: Daniel McMahon
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS:
Six weeks prior to the first day
of the month of publication.
NONMEMBERS:
$175 for 50 words or less;
plus $1 for each additional word.
Boxholder No. assigned—
$75 per insertion.
MEMBERS:
$135 for 50 words and $1 for
each additional word.
Payment must accompany
insertion orders.
SEND ADS WITH PAYMENT TO:
Network Media Partners
Executive Plaza 1, Suite 900
11350 McCormick Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21031
(410) 584-1960
btackett@networkmediapartners.com

INCORPORATION SERVICES
Add business formation services to your
practice without adding demands on
your resources.
Help clients incorporate or form limited
liability companies with America’s leading provider of business formation services. We can also assist in out-of-state
qualifications.
Call us today at 800-637-4898 or visit
www.incorporate.com to learn more.

LLM IN INTERNATIONAL
PRACTICE
Degree conferred by Ryszard Lazarski
University, Warsaw, Poland, and Center
for International Legal Studies, Salzburg,
Austria. Two 2-week sessions in Salzburg
and one 2-week session in Warsaw over
three years. See www.cils.org/Lazarski.htm.
Contact CILS, Matzenkopfgasse 19, Salzburg 5020, Austria, email cils@cils.org, US
fax 509-3560077, US tel 970-4601232.

MIDTOWN MANHATTAN
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE

REFER US YOUR DISABILITY
INSURANCE CASES

Three available offices, 12’ x 11’, 10’ x 15’
and 17’ x 20’, in eleven office professional suite; Midtown Manhattan, Madison
Avenue address. Class A building. Great
views; large windows. Five minute walk
to Grand Central and subways. All amenities. Congenial atmosphere; Prices:
$2,500 - $4,000 per month. 212-986-4848.

Attorneys Dell & Schaefer- Our disability income division, managed by
Gregory Dell, is comprised of eight attorneys that represent claimants throughout all stages (i.e. applications, denials, appeals, litigation & buy-outs) of a
claim for individual or group (ERISA)
long-term disability benefits. Mr. Dell
is the author of a Westlaw Disability
Insurance Law Treatise. Representing
claimants throughout New York &
nationwide. Referral Fees 212-691-6900,
800-828-7583, www.diAttorney.com,
gdell@diAttorney.com

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE
Instant Office Space: NY or Newark Plug
and Play space for lawyers and other
professionals at the historic National
Newark Building and/or in Tribeca at
305 Broadway, NY; varying sized offices;
spacious workstations; dual NJ and NY
presence; reception, multi-line phones,
t-1 internet, Video Conferencing, custom
voicemail; discounted Westlaw rates; virtual offices, too; flexible terms; ideal for
“war room” HQ in Newark and NY;
office facilities in NJ available for as little
as $450/mo, NY for as little as $500/mo
and virtual offices for as little as $300/mo.
www.lawsuites.net 646-996-6675 [brokers
protected]
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Find us on the Web!
Just a click away:

Membership gives you access to current issues and the
Journal archive on HeinOnline. The archive offers the
Journal in a word-searchable format, beginning with the
first issue in 1928.

Find an article:
Our word-searchable index lists all Journal articles from
2000 through present.

Let us know:
Comment on any article you’ve read, topics you’d like
addressed or the issues facing today’s practitioners
through the editor’s blog.

The Journal at www.nysba.org/barjournal.
The Editor’s blog at http://nysbar.com/blogs/
barjournal/. Click on “comments.”

Follow NYSBA on Twitter
visit www.twitter.com/nysba and click the link to follow us and stay
up-to-date on the latest news from the Association
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HEADQUARTERS STAFF EMAIL ADDRESSES
EXECUTIVE

PRO BONO AFFAIRS

Patricia K. Bucklin
Executive Director
pbucklin@nysba.org

Gloria Herron Arthur, Director
garthur@nysba.org

Keith J. Soressi
Associate Executive Director
ksoressi@nysba.org

BAR SERVICES
Mark Wilson, Manager
mwilson@nysba.org

MEETINGS

MARKETING AND
INFORMATION SERVICES
Richard J. Martin, Senior Director
rmartin@nysba.org

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
MARKETING
MIS

Kathleen M. Heider, Director
kheider@nysba.org

John M. Nicoletta, Director
jnicoletta@nysba.org

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION

Jeffrey Ordon, Network Support Specialist
jordon@nysba.org

H. Douglas Guevara, Senior Director
dguevara@nysba.org
Debra York, Registrar
dyork@nysba.org

CLE PROGRAMS

Sonja Tompkins, Records Supervisor
stompkins@nysba.org
Lucian Uveges, Database Administrator
luveges@nysba.org

Jean E. Nelson II, Associate Director
jnelson@nysba.org

Paul Wos, Data Systems and
Telecommunications Manager
pwos@nysba.org

Kimberly Hojohn, CLE Program Coordinator
khojohn@nysba.org

WEB SITE

Katherine Suchocki, Staff Attorney
ksuchocki@nysba.org
Cindy O’Brien, Program Manager
cobrien@nysba.org

CLE PUBLICATIONS

Barbara Beauchamp, Editor
bbeauchamp@nysba.org

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Patricia K. Wood, Senior Director
pwood@nysba.org

Daniel J. McMahon, Director
dmcmahon@nysba.org

Megan O’Toole, Membership Services Manager
motoole@nysba.org

Kirsten Downer, Research Attorney
kdowner@nysba.org

CHIEF SECTION LIAISON

Patricia B. Stockli, Research Attorney
pstockli@nysba.org

Lisa J. Bataille
lbataille@nysba.org

PRINT AND FACILITIES OPERATIONS

Joan Fucillo, Publication Manager
jfucillo@nysba.org

Roger E. Buchanan, Senior Director
rbuchanan@nysba.org

LAW PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

BUILDING MAINTENANCE
GRAPHICS
PRINT SHOP

Teresa B. Schiller, Director
tschiller@nysba.org

FINANCE AND HUMAN RESOURCES
Paula M. Doyle, Senior Director
pdoyle@nysba.org

Gordon H. Ryan, Print Shop Manager
gryan@nysba.org

FINANCE

PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

Kristin M. O’Brien, Director
kobrien@nysba.org

Sebrina Barrett, Senior Director
sbarrett@nysba.org

Cynthia Gaynor, Controller
cgaynor@nysba.org

LAW, YOUTH AND CITIZENSHIP PROGRAM

LEGAL AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
Kathleen R. Mulligan-Baxter, Senior Director
kbaxter@nysba.org

COUNSEL’S OFFICE
GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
Ronald F. Kennedy, Director
rkennedy@nysba.org
Kevin M. Kerwin, Assistant Director
kkerwin@nysba.org

LAWYER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Patricia F. Spataro, Director
pspataro@nysba.org

LAWYER REFERRAL AND
INFORMATION SERVICE
Eva Valentin-Espinal, Coordinator
evalentin@nysba.org
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Eileen Gerrish, Director
egerrish@nysba.org

MEDIA SERVICES AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Nicholas Parrella, Associate Director
nparrella@nysba.org
Patricia Sears Doherty, Editor, State Bar News
psearsdoherty@nysba.org
Brandon Vogel, Media Writer
bvogel@nysba.org

THE NEW YORK BAR FOUNDATION
Rosanne M. Van Heertum
Director of Development
rvanh@tnybf.org

THE NEW YORK
BAR FOUNDATION
2010-2011 OFFICERS
M. Catherine Richardson, President
One Lincoln Center, Syracuse, NY 13203
John J. Kenney, Vice President
10 East 40th Street, 35th Fl., New York, NY 10016
Patricia K. Bucklin, Secretary
One Elk Street, Albany, NY 12207
Paul Michael Hassett, Treasurer
1500 Liberty Building, Buffalo, NY 14202
Cristine Cioffi, Assistant Secretary
2310 Nott Street East, Niskayuna, NY 12309

DIRECTORS
James B. Ayers, Albany
Vice Chair of The Fellows
Lawrence R. Bailey, Jr., White Plains
Jonathan G. Blattmachr, New York
Charles E. Dorkey, III, New York
Emily F. Franchina, Garden City
Sharon Stern Gerstman, Niagara Falls
John H. Gross, Hauppauge
Gregory J. Guercio, Farmingdale
Robert L. Haig, New York
Frank M. Headley, Jr., Scarsdale
Stephen D. Hoffman, New York
John R. Horan, New York
Hon. Barry Kamins, Brooklyn
Henry L. King, New York
Glenn Lau-Kee, New York
Kathryn Grant Madigan, Binghamton
Kay Crawford Murray, New York
Carla M. Palumbo, Rochester
Sharon M. Porcellio, Rochester
Richard Raysman, New York
Lesley Friedman Rosenthal, New York
Sanford J. Schlesinger, New York
Justin L. Vigdor, Rochester
Lucia B. Whisenand, Syracuse

EX OFFICIO
Susan B. Lindenauer, New York
Chair of The Fellows

JOURNAL BOARD
MEMBERS EMERITI
HOWARD ANGIONE
Immediate Past Editor-in-Chief
ROSE MARY BAILLY
RICHARD J. BARTLETT
COLEMAN BURKE
JOHN C. CLARK, III
ANGELO T. COMETA
ROGER C. CRAMTON
WILLARD DASILVA
LOUIS P. DILORENZO
MARYANN SACCOMANDO FREEDMAN
EMLYN I. GRIFFITH
H. GLEN HALL
PAUL S. HOFFMAN
JUDITH S. KAYE
CHARLES F. KRAUSE
PHILIP H. MAGNER, JR.
WALLACE J. MCDONALD
J. EDWARD MEYER, III
KENNETH P. NOLAN
EUGENE E. PECKHAM
ALBERT M. ROSENBLATT
LESLEY FRIEDMAN ROSENTHAL
SANFORD J. SCHLESINGER
ROBERT J. SMITH
LAWRENCE E. WALSH
RICHARD N. WINFIELD

2010-2011 OFFICERS
STEPHEN P. YOUNGER
President
New York
VINCENT E. DOYLE III
President-Elect
Buffalo
DAVID P. MIRANDA
Secretary
Albany
SEYMOUR W. JAMES, JR.
Treasurer
New York
MICHAEL E. GETNICK
Immediate Past President
Utica
VICE-PRESIDENTS
FIRST DISTRICT
Claire P. Gutekunst, New York
Ann B. Lesk, New York
SECOND DISTRICT
Manuel A. Romero, Brooklyn
THIRD DISTRICT
Lillian M. Moy, Albany
FOURTH DISTRICT
Patricia L. R. Rodriguez, Schenectady
FIFTH DISTRICT
Thomas E. Myers, Syracuse
SIXTH DISTRICT
Mark S. Gorgos, Binghamton
SEVENTH DISTRICT
June M. Castellano, Rochester
EIGHTH DISTRICT
David L. Edmunds, Jr., Buffalo
NINTH DISTRICT
John S. Marwell, Mount Kisco
TENTH DISTRICT
Emily F. Franchina, Garden City
ELEVENTH DISTRICT
David Louis Cohen, Kew Gardens
TWELFTH DISTRICT
Steven E. Millon, Bronx
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT
Jonathan B. Behrins, Staten Island

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE OF THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Samuel F. Abernethy
Timothy J. Fennell
Hermes Fernandez
Hon. Margaret J. Finerty
Glenn Lau-Kee
Ellen G. Makofsky
Eileen D. Millett,
Sherry Levin Wallach

MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES
FIRST DISTRICT
Aaron, Stewart D.
Abernethy, Samuel F.
Abramowitz, Alton L.
†* Alcott, Mark H.
Anello, Robert J.
Berke-Weiss, Laurie
Bohorquez, Fernando A., Jr.
Bransten, Hon. Eileen
Brown, Earamichia
Chambers, Hon. Cheryl E.
Chang, Vincent Ted
Christian, Catherine A.
Cohen, Carrie H.
Collazo, Ernest J.
* Cometa, Angelo T.
Conley, Sylvia Jeanine
DeMarco, Joseph V.
Di Pietro, Sylvia E.
Draper, Thomas G., Jr.
Drayton, Joseph Michael
Ellerin, Hon. Betty Weinberg
Eppler, Klaus
Finerty, Hon. Margaret J.
Finguerra, Dyan M.
* Forger, Alexander D.
† Fox, Michael L.
Gallagher, Patrick C.
Galligan, Michael W.
Gesinsky, Loren
* Gillespie, S. Hazard
Glanstein, Joel C.
Goldberg, Evan M.
Gutekunst, Claire P.
Gutheil, Karen Fisher
Hanks, Kendyl T.
Hawkins, Dennis R.
Hayden, Hon. Douglas J.
Ho, John Si
Hoffman, Stephen D.
Hollyer, A. Rene
Honig, Jonathan
James, Hon. Debra A.
Kahn, Michele
Kanter, Gregg Herbert
Kaplan, Matthew E.
Kennedy, Henry J.
Kera, Martin S.
* King, Henry L.
Kobak, James B., Jr.
Kornreich, Edward S.
Larson, Wallace L., Jr.
Lau-Kee, Glenn
†* Leber, Bernice K.
Lesk, Ann B.
Levy, M. Barry
Lieberman, Ellen
Lindenauer, Susan B.
Lupkin, Jonathan D.
* MacCrate, Robert
Marino, Thomas V.
Medenica, Olivera
Miller, David S.
Miller, Michael
Millett, Eileen D.
Minkowitz, Martin
Morril, Mark C.
Morton, Margaret S.
Moses, Barbara Carol
Nathanson, Malvina
Nelson, Lester
Nijenhuis, Erika W.
* Patterson, Hon. Robert P., Jr.
Prowda, Judith B.
Robertson, Edwin David
Rothstein, Alan
Russell, William T., Jr.
Safer, Jay G.
Schindel, Ronnie
Sen, Diana Sagorika
Seymour, Samuel W.
* Seymour, Whitney North, Jr.
Sigmond, Carol Ann
Silkenat, James R.
Smith, Hon. George Bundy
Sonberg, Hon. Michael R.
Spiro, Edward M.
Syracuse, Dana V.
Syracuse, Vincent J.
Tesser, Lewis F.
Wolff, Adam John
Yates, Hon. James A.
Yavinsky, Hon. Michael J.
† Younger, Stephen P.
Zuchlewski, Pearl
Zulack, John F.
SECOND DISTRICT
Adler, Roger B.
Bonina, Andrea E.
Dollard, James A.
Doyaga, David J., Sr.
Gerber, Ethan B.
Hall, Thomas

Hernandez, David J.
Kamins, Hon. Barry
Longo, Mark A.
Lonuzzi, John A.
McKay, Hon. Joseph Kevin
Park, Maria Y.
Romero, Manuel A.
Sunshine, Hon. Jeffrey S.
Sunshine, Hon. Nancy T.
THIRD DISTRICT
Ayers, James B.
Barnes, James R.
Baynes, Brendan F.
Costello, Bartley J., III
Davidoff, Michael
DeFio Kean, Elena
Doherty, Glen P.
Fernandez, Hermes
Glasheen, Kevin P.
Greenthal, John L.
Hacker, James E.
Hanna, John, Jr.
Hurteau, Daniel Joseph
Kahler, Annette I.
Kaplan, Edward Ian
Liebman, Bennett M.
Miranda, David P.
Moy, Lillian M.
Pechenik, Stephen A.
Pettit, Stacy L.
Privitera, John J.
Roberts-Ryba, Christina L.
Rosiny, Frank R.
Ryan, Rachel
Salkin, Prof. Patricia E.
Schneer, Deborah S.
* Yanas, John J.
FOURTH DISTRICT
Baker, Carl T.
Fernandez, Hon. Henry A.
Healey, Andrew J.
Herrmann, Diane M.
Hoag, Rosemary T.
Ladouceur, Michelle H.
Lais, Kara I.
Martin, Trinidad
McAuliffe, J. Gerard, Jr.
McNamara, Matthew Hawthorne
Onderdonk, Marne L.
Rodriguez, Patricia L. R.
Slezak, Rebecca A.
Stanclift, Tucker C.
Watkins, Patricia E.
FIFTH DISTRICT
Fennell, Timothy J.
Fish, Marion Hancock
Foley, Timothy D.
Gensini, Gioia A.
†* Getnick, Michael E.
Gigliotti, Hon. Louis P.
Gingold, Neil M.
Howe, David S.
Humphrey, Mary R.
Ludington, Hon. Spencer J.
McArdle, Kevin M.
Myers, Thomas E.
Pellow, David M.
* Richardson, M. Catherine
Stanislaus-Fung, Karen
Tsan, Clifford Gee-Tong
Virkler, Timothy L.
SIXTH DISTRICT
Barreiro, Alyssa M.
Denton, Christopher
Fortino, Philip G.
Gorgos, Mark S.
Grayson, Gary J.
Gutenberger, Kristin
Lewis, Richard C.
†* Madigan, Kathryn Grant
Mayer, Rosanne
Orband, James W.
Pogson, Christopher A.
Sienko, Leonard E., Jr.
SEVENTH DISTRICT
Burke, Philip L.
†* Buzard, A. Vincent
Castellano, June M.
Gould, Wendy Lee
Harren, Michael T.
Hetherington, Bryan D.
Jackson, La Marr J.
Kingsley, Linda S.
Kurland, Harold A.
Laluk, Susan Schultz
* Moore, James C.
* Palermo, Anthony R.
Schraver, David M.
Stapleton, T. David, Jr.
Tilton, Samuel O.
* Vigdor, Justin L.
* Witmer, G. Robert, Jr.

EIGHTH DISTRICT
Chapman, Richard N.
Convissar, Robert N.
† Doyle, Vincent E., III
Edmunds, David L., Jr.
Effman, Norman P.
* Freedman, Maryann Saccomando
Gerstman, Sharon Stern
Hager, Rita Merino
†* Hassett, Paul Michael
Manias, Giles P.
Russ, Arthur A., Jr.
Schwartz, Scott M.
Sconiers, Hon. Rose H.
Seitz, Raymond H.
NINTH DISTRICT
Amoruso, Michael J.
Brown, Terryl
Burke, Patrick T.
Burns, Stephanie L.
Byrne, Robert Lantry
Cohen, Mitchell Y.
Cusano, Gary A.
Dohn, Robert P.
Fedorchak, James Mark
Fontana, Lucille A.
Goldenberg, Ira S.
Marwell, John S.
Miklitsch, Catherine M.
* Miller, Henry G.
Nachimson, Steven G.
* Ostertag, Robert L.
Perlman, David B.
Rauer, Brian Daniel
Sachs, Joel H.
Sandford, Donald K.
Selinger, John
Singer, Rhonda K.
†* Standard, Kenneth G.
Starkman, Mark T.
Stone, Robert S.
Strauss, Barbara J.
Strauss, Hon. Forrest
Van Scoyoc, Carol L.
Wallach, Sherry Levin
TENTH DISTRICT
Asarch, Hon. Joel K.
Block, Justin M.
* Bracken, John P.
Bucaria, Thomas A.
Chase, Dennis R.
Fishberg, Gerard
Franchina, Emily F.
Gann, Marc
Good, Douglas J.
Gruer, Sharon Kovacs
Hendry, Melanie Dyani
Karabatos, Elena
Karson, Scott M.
†* Levin, A. Thomas
Luskin, Andrew J.
Makofsky, Ellen G.
McEntee, John P.
Mejias, Linda Kelly
Pachman, Matthew E.
* Pruzansky, Joshua M.
Randazzo, Sheryl L.
* Rice, Thomas O.
Shulman, Arthur E.
ELEVENTH DISTRICT
Cohen, David Louis
DeFelice, Joseph F.
Gutierrez, Richard M.
James, Seymour W., Jr.
Lee, Chanwoo
Nizin, Leslie S.
Risi, Joseph J.
Taylor, Zenith T.
Vitacco, Guy R., Jr.
Walsh, Jean T.
TWELFTH DISTRICT
Masley, Hon. Andrea
Millon, Steven E.
* Pfeifer, Maxwell S.
Price, Hon. Richard Lee
Quaranta, Kevin J.
Sands, Jonathan D.
Summer, Robert S.
Weinberger, Richard
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT
Behrins, Jonathan B.
Mattei, Grace Virginia
Sieghardt, George A.
OUT OF STATE
* Fales, Haliburton, II
Kurs, Michael A.
Ravin, Richard L.
Torrey, Claudia O.
* Walsh, Lawrence E.
Weinstock, David S.

† Delegate to American Bar Association House of Delegates
* Past President
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THE LEGAL WRITER
BY GERALD LEBOVITS

Drafting New York CivilLitigation Documents:
Part I — An Overview

G

ood litigation drafting is a hallmark of good advocacy.
Some attorneys believe
that drafting litigation documents
means pulling out a form book and
filling in the blanks. Other attorneys
think that cutting and pasting new
information into an old document
is good lawyering. Neither option
produces a good product. It’s easier
to devote yourself slavishly to forms
than to draft documents from scratch.
But attorneys who draft their own
litigation documents are more successful than attorneys who use forms.
Carefully prepared documents — not
cut-and-paste jobs — elicit favorable
settlements and win cases.
Forms might be a starting point
when drafting litigation documents.
They help the novice attorney understand how a particular document
should look and what that document
should include. In the short run,
forms have their advantages. Forms
are generic, though, and each lawsuit
presents unique facts and circumstances. Forms can’t be easily tailored to fit
your case. “[B]y definition . . . [forms]
are general, abstract, and sometimes
even ambiguous.”1 Many forms, moreover, promote legalese over plain and
clear writing. No matter how diligently the attorney modifies archaic forms
to fit new facts, the form’s stilted legalisms will inevitably mar the effort. To
some, legalese makes the document
impressive and attorneys seem intelligent. But “judges who know about
good writing suspect that beneath your
legalese lurks linguistic, and perhaps
legal, incompetence.”2
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In this multi-part series on writing civil-litigation documents, the
Legal Writer will discuss drafting complaints in plenary actions and petitions in special proceedings. In the
coming months, the Legal Writer will
continue with drafting techniques for,
among other documents, answers, bill
of particulars, interrogatories, motions
to dismiss, and motions for summary
judgment.
The rules governing the form and
content of litigation documents vary
across jurisdictions, courts, and causes
of action. That’s why you must “know
your local rules.”3 The Legal Writer will
focus on New York rules.

Pleadings Distinguished From
Other Litigation Documents
Pleadings are documents in which a
party to a lawsuit alleges facts setting out causes of action or claims for
relief. Pleadings are also documents in
which a party responds with admissions and defenses; defenses are made
up of denials and affirmative defenses.
You may deny as untrue allegations
your adversary makes; you may also
raise affirmative defenses: defenses a
defendant must plead and prove at
trial. Some pleadings request affirmative relief; some pleadings are defensive or responsive.4 CPLR 3011 sets
out the documents that are considered
pleadings.
The pleadings that request affirmative relief include a complaint, a
petition, a counterclaim, a cross-claim,
an interpleader complaint, and a thirdparty complaint. A petition is the initial
pleading in a special proceeding; it’s
the equivalent of the complaint in an

action.5 A counterclaim is a claim the
defendant interposes against the plaintiff.6 A cross-claim is a claim one defendant brings against another.7 An interpleader complaint is a pleading by the
defendant against another claimant.
A third-party complaint is a pleading
against someone who’s not yet a party.
These complaints are also known as
“impleaders.”
Defensive or responsive pleadings
include an answer and a reply. A party
may submit an answer in response to
the following pleadings: complaint,
petition, counterclaim (against a plaintiff), cross-claim (against a defendant),
interpleader complaint (defendant
against another claimant), and thirdparty complaint (against a third party).
The answer gives you the opportunity
to admit allegations that are true and
to deny allegations that are false. An
answer also allows you to raise affirmative defenses and counterclaims.
Affirmative defenses under CPLR
3018(b) include arbitration and award,
collateral estoppel, discharge in bankruptcy, illegality, fraud, the defendant’s
infancy or disability, payment, release,
res judicata, the plaintiff’s culpable
conduct under the comparative-negligence rule, statute of frauds, statute of
limitations, and standing to sue.
A party may serve a reply in several
circumstances. A reply is appropriate
in response to an answer that contains
a counterclaim or an answer that contains an affirmative defense. In your
reply, you give a legal excuse or exception to an affirmative defense. A party
may also serve a reply in response
to an answer to an interpleader comCONTINUED ON PAGE 53
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